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A. A ~ORY OF OCCtJPATIOlIAL TBERAP! 
Ancient records, both historical and medical, gave evidence that 
David, an Israelite youth, tranquilized the soul of King Saul with 
music in 1025 B.C. The Egyptians, in games and musie, occupied th.e 
mental patients to assist in their recovery. The ancient Greek Era of 
Hippocrates (Father of Medicine) in 460 B.e., termed such functions 
diversionsl treatment. Plenty of sunlight, air, moderate living and 
gymnasia therapy were prescribed for the Sick. Vergil and Homer in 
their writings mentioned diversified amusements for the ill. In 172 
A.D., 8 Roman named Galen stated that employment was nature's best 
physician and essential to human happiness. 1 
The ninth century in Europe was one of great hospital building 
for the care of the Sick, poor, orphans, old people, and the mentally 
ill. The Hotel Dieu Paris, for example, used hot water for therapeu.tic 
processes not for bathing purposes. The patient was also given activi-
ties in baking, gardening and farming as part of the treatment. 2 
The American Journal of Insanity published in 1844 contains refer~ 
enees to the use of Occupations as remedial measures. In the abstracts 
of reports of asylums, there are many references to 90ccupational 
1 
2 
Willard and Spackman, PrinCi~es of Occupational Therapy g I. Y., 
J. B. Lippencott, Reviaed 19 I PP a 1 - 3. 
Historr of Oec!.!;p8tional 'fheraRY, compiled and cited by Patricia 
Themton, 1953, Theory aDd History at Occupational Therapy, Notes, 
p. 5. 
2 
Activities'. They were brief, merely listing occupations provided by an 
3 institution. A Dr. Henry M. Hurd wrote a report of a visit to England 
and the Continent concerning: 
••• as to the methods of giving emplo,m.ent to insane persons ••• 
it would be possible to supplement this section ~ny times over its 
present length with quotations from this source. 
Dr. Thomas Story Kirkbride wrote a Code of Rules and Regulations 
for the Government of those Employed in the Care of Patients of the 
Pennsylvania Hospital for the Insane in 1878 which contains the following: 
It is highly important that patients should be, as far as 
pOSSible, kept const8Dtly at some kind of employment, either work 
of some kind, or riding, walking, or amusemeDts; no opportunity is 
ever neglected to induce the patients to thus occu:,py themselves. 
He stated the details of the 'Duties of Teachers or Companions r, who were 
regarded as the first professional Occupational Therapists. 
Dr. Benjamin Rush at the Penn Hospital in Philadelphia recognized 
sewing, gardening and recreation as a necessary part of the treatment of 
that hospital. Dr. W.,man of the McClear Hospital at Warren, Massachusetts, 
was aware of the need for such services and employed the first full-
time therapist. Woodsawing and carpentry were added to the media already 
established. 5 It is through occupations that we obtain essential 
physical and mental exercise and satisfy our needs for communications 
with the physical York, the world of ideas, and people around us. 6 
3 Willard and Spackman, Principles of Occupational Therapy» B. Y • , 
J. B. L1ppencott, Revised 1954, p. 2. 
4 Ibid, pp. 3, 40 
5 Ibid, pp. 3, 4. 
6 American Occupational Therapy ASSOCiation, Career Briefs, I.Yo, 
Pratt Institute, Vol. 2, 1951, p. 4. 
3 
In 1895 the Pratt Hospital started Occupational Therapy, as such, 
for the mentally ill. By 1905 the United States fully recognized not 
only the needs of the mentally ill for activity, but that the physical 
needs of the patient required additional attention for occupation of his 
time in hastening recovery. Patients vere graded in activities of arts 
and erafts. 
Susan E. Tracy of the Adams Hervine Haspi tal in Boston offered 
the first course in occupation for nurses of that hospital in 1906. 7 
Julia Lathrop, Chicago School of Civics and Philanthropy, offered a 
course of training in 1908 consisting oft 
Two equally important parts, (a) bandicraft and (b) various 
forms of exercise and play... There was a detailed description 
of the content of the course and it seems remarkable that so 
much could be given in the limited time, but those who took the 
course voted it most suceessful and produetive. • •• Dr. W. R. 
Dunton, Jr., offered training to nurses of tbe Enoch Pratt 
Hospital, Twoson, Maryland, in 1911 in those same fields ('handi-
craft, exercise, and play). 8 
A National Committee for Mental Health was formed in 1908. 
Progress was made in this profession, and in 1917 a group gathered to 
organize the National Association far Promoting Occupational Therapy. 
The organization gained momentum under the beginning leadership of 
George Barton, who claimed to have promoted the term Occupational 
Therapy. The officers of the first organization were: Mrs. Eleanor 
Glagle, president p Dr. W. R. Dunton, first viee-president, and 
Louise J. Haas" active secretary. The original name chosen for the 
organization was :National Society for the Pranotion of Occupational 
7 Willard and Spackman, Principles of OccupatioD81 ThersW9 N.Y., 
J. B. Lippencott, Revised 1954, p. 4. 
8 Ibid, p. 4. 
Therapy. In 1921, under the direction of Dr. Herbert J. Hall, the 
name was changed to American Occupational Therapy Association. 
World Ward I gave impetus to the need for this form. of therapy 
and its value in treatment of the patient. Short-term courses vere 
offered to train men and women to go abroad during the War. General 
Pershing requested 200 people for duty in Occu.pat1onal Therapy. They 
were given the title of Reconstruction Aide and became a. part of' the 
military departments. 9 
4 
Membership in the American Occupational Therapy Association 
(known in the profession as ACTA) grew rapidly to include seven hundred 
and forty-nine members. The Council of Medical Education and Hospitals 
ratified and approved standards developed by the grol1Jf in 1935.; rules 
for accrediting schools to train therapists were also formed that same 
year. 10 
There vere four schools in 1938 offering such training. These 
schools were: Tufts College in Boston; Milwaukee Downer College in 
Wisconsin (inaugurated in 1913); University of PennsylTania at 
Philadelphia,; and the Medical School in St. Louis, Missouri. ~e demand 
for graduates frQlm the above aeeredi ted schools was greater than the 
supply. There were eighteen schools ap1'raved and existing by 1945 and 
tht-ee with approved training courses. 11 
World War II stimulated the Occupational Therapy program" and 
as a result it played a vast and important part in rehabilitation. 
9 Willard and Spackman, Principles of Occg:ational !rherapl, l'lt.Y. 9 
J 0 Bo Lippencott.p Revised 1954" pp. 5, .' 
10 Ibid, 1'1'. 6, 7~ 
11 Ibid, p. 1. 
5 
M.edical knowledge ex;paDded and the progress of knowledge con-
cerning the chemistry of bODe cells, blood cells, and all the 
mechan1sm.s of' tissue aDd nerve repair; and the importance of 
early ambulat10u and graded exereise bepa to be u.aderstoodj hence 
the need for OccQatioDal TberaP7 in widelY. diversified fields was 
more clearly defined. 12 
The War Service incorporated Occupational Therapy as a part of' the 
Office of' Surgeon General of the Arm::liD 1934. Several trainiDg schools 
under the Roosevelt Adm:f nistration were opened to giTe needed. traiaing 
ad to tmeOl!lrage recruitment of therapists in ve.r1eus sections of the 
East.. As early as 191.8 the War Department recega1zed Occ'ttgatioDal Therapy 
byawarti:og commissions of "RecODst:ruet1GD Aidesu , and in 1944 550 short-
term therapists, in urge1l.ey of demands tor traine' persOlUlel, were pro-
f'essional~ recognized. (See page 21, AdYaBce4 StaDdiq def'1D1tiOD..) 
Another step f'erward was the printillg of the AmeriCal'1 J01l%'Ilal of Oc-
eupati=al ~apy by the AssociatiOll which received DatiOBal reeopi-
tie 1D 1947. ~s j01.1.'rDal vas CaJIIIlen.ly known throughsat the profession 
as the • U(1f Magaz1D.e'. 13 
countries in the worldo The sueess of this organization has been so 
marked tbat an urgent need exists for more trained :persoael, ex.teeially 
in the fields of plQ's1eal disabilities aacl psycldat17. There are fl'l'er 
700 Arrtq I l'aTY', 8I1d Veteraus Adm »1 stration Services prend1Bg Oecu;pe.-
t10aal ~erapy which require registered therapists, together with hospitals, 
12 American OecupatioDal Therapy AsSOCiation, Career :Briefs, X.Y., 
Pratt Institute, Vol. 2, 1951, I, p. 2 .. 
l3 Willard sad. SpackmaDp Pr1nei~eS of occpti011al !fherau, li.Y .. , 
J. B. Lippencott, Bev1sed 19 , pp. 1, I 9. 
6 
health centers, workshops, geriatric rest homes, deaf and blind centers, 
and others. 14 Occupational TherapY' has as its allied fields all depart-
ments of a hospital or clinic, and work is closely coordinated within the 
program at each. Doctors, nurses, dieticians, physical therapists, 
psychiatrists, psychologists, all the various and sundry technicians, 
the guidance counselors, the sceial workers, teachers, schools, rehabili-
tation counselors, and certainly maintenance departments, correlate 
services for the welfare of the patient. Occupational Therapy is a member 
of this treatment and recovery team. 
The requirements in the profession of Occupational Therapy are 
high, specifying a personality that combines the knowledge and inSight 
of a medical practitioner, the sympathetic competence of a nurse, the 
warmth a.nd companionship of a friend, and the professional preparation 
of the therapist. 15 Techniques and understandings of a teacher, plus 
the ability to utilize skills with alertness and ease to arouse and 
interest patients, are also requirements of the profession of Oceupa-
tional Thera.py. 
Occupational Ifberapy offers security, since the field has no 
employment problems, 16 and opportunities for growth are unlimited 
because insufficient trained personnel is a major concern. 
14 American Occupational Therapy AsSOCiation, Helping others to Help 
Themselves, National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis Publication, 
N.Y., p. 2. 
15 Ibid, p. 3. 
16 Wilma L. West, Are You Looking for a New Career, Occupational 
Therapy Publication, 250 West 57th Street, N.Y., p. 1. 
7 
B. ST~ OF THE PROBIJM 
The principal purpose ot this study was to determine the need for 
an Occupational Therapy school in Utah. The statistical and historical 
data gathered were the first accurate, compiled history undertaken and 
recorded of the growth and development of Occupational Therapy in. Utah. 
Historical data were accumulated tor the first-known Occupa-
tional Therapy departments in utah with each succeeding addition, and of 
the early therapists who struggled for recognition ot the profession in 
the State. Facts of Occupational TherapY' growth alld expansion, the 
labor for acceptance illto the National Organization, and the needs for a 
school were noted and compared with national devela,pment as a background 
for the study,. 
C. NEEDS FOR THE STUDY 
The following facts were indicative of the need for the studyg 
there were only 29 schools for Occupational Therapy on the IJlelinla.nd of 
the United states and one school in Puerto Rico in 1957; only fouro! 
these schools offered the Master's Degree j 11 five of the total 29 
schools were in the vast area designated "Western States" I and none 
existed in the Intermountain Areao 
An acute shortage of therapists throughout the united States 
existed. Universities or Medical Schools were required to train 
therapists to aid in. all~iating the shortage. Individualized instruc ... 
tion limited the number of therapists a school trained each year. or 
17 Register, OcctWational Therapl Yearbook, AfJrA, 1.956, N.Y., Willa.rd-
Spackman" Principles of OCQ't.l.Pst1onal Therapl, Je Be L1ppencott" Ii.Yo, 
Revised 1954" pp. 7.39, 7.40. 
8 
the 2,600 students earol1ed in Occupational Therapy schools in 1956, 
Ollly 500 were graduated. The shortage of therapists was 6,00 in 1951, 
With an estimated 8,000 shortage for 1958. 18 
Wilma West, executive treasurer of the .American Oeeu;patioDa1 
~r8P7 Association in 1957, stated: 
It will be years before adequate numbers will be available ill the 
major Occupational Therapy fields and other m.ed.1ca1 specialities 
utiliziDg Oeeu;patiollal Therapists. 19 
The intermountain medical trainees aDd 1Dterus were not informed 
in OectWat1onal Therapy processes as were those haT1Dg all Occu;pationa1 
Therapy school in connection with the medical school. 
'!he many inquiries received each year by therapists, hosp1 tala 
and the State Health Department gave evidence of needs for Occu;patioDa1 
Therapy education in the intermOUlltain area. 
The expressed a.pin1ons aDd interest exhibited by hospitals, 
medical and professional people of Utah gave evidence of lleed for the 
study. 
D. DELDn'TATIOlfS 
This stud:y' will consider the State of utah as the representative 
sample of an average intermountain state in OceupatiODal Therapy needs. 
It is within ranse tor the appraisal and S1llTey. utah is the 
18 American Occupational Therapy AsSOCiation, Letter of Ver1tIcation, 
JUDe 23, 1957, sent te the author. 
19 Wilma West, Are YOll Look!. for a New Career" .Ame:ricaa Oceupat1ona1 
~aw ASsoe!at1exl, B.Y., 1951, p. 1. (Wilma West was New York 
American O~eupatioDal !her~ Assistant Vice-PreSident of Delegates 
AsSOCiation, an Altenate Delegate Reporter I 1955, Chairman of 
Cl1n1eal Procedures Caomittee, American Occu;pationa1 i'herap,. 
Association. ) 
9 
Intermountain Medical Trainee Center., All five major medical fields 
are represented within easy accessibility to hospitals, clinics, and 
state health center. Only the seven other intermountain states without 
an Occupational Therapy School (Arizona, Idaho, Montana, New Mexico, 
Oregon, 'Wyomings and lievada) were considered with Utah. 
The appraisal included the following major cities in Utah: 
Salt lake City, Ogden, Pray-o, Logan, Richfield, Cedar City, and 
St. George. These cities were chosen because they met two or more of the 
following criteria: areas of population, transportation centers (bus, 
train, airways and interstate junctions), trade and industrial centers, 
and/or centers of education, major cooperative hospitals, cliniCS, and/or 
rehabilitation centers. 
E. DEFINITION OF TERMS 
It was necesary to define words and terms for clarification a.nd 
understa.nding of the facts presented in the thesis. 
Occupational Therapy Department may be established in an a.ccred-
ited and approved hospital; a clinic; a center, as a Cerebral Palsy 
center; in a. school so equipped and with approval of the Medical ABao"", 
eiation; or as home-bound treatment by a therapist sent from a depart-
ment. The American Medical Association and the American Occupational 
Therapy Association must approve and accredit a department to be 
recognized. 
Intermountain Medical Assoeiation was an organization whichs 
among other things, made available to men and women interested in the 
medical fie lila combined monies to be used for higher education and 
training that would not otherwise have been possible. ~he Association 
10 
included the states of: Arizona, Colorado, ldahop California, Montana., 
New Mexico, Nevada, Oregon, Washington, Utah and Wyoming. 
Major Medical Fields are groupings used in the medical profession 
as applied to the following departments andlor services. Occupational 
Therapy embraces the same fields, but for their particular type of work 
and for simplifying activities and classification some fields are 
combined. 
1. Psychiatry 1. Psychiatry 
2. General Medicine aDd Su:rgery 2. Medicine 
and Communicable Diseases 
3. Surgery is combined with 3. Surgery 
medicine (8) 
4. Physical Disabilities 4. Orthopedics 
(orthopedics, amputees, polio, 
cardiacs and the anomalies) 
5. Tubereulosis 5. Ccmmnm1cable Diseases 
6. Pediatrics 6. Pediatrics 
7. Obstetrics (little to no signifi- 7. Obstetrics 
cance in Oecnpational ~rapy, 
if at all prescribed should be 
included in Bo. 2 of Occupational 
Therapy) 
8. Geriatrics 8. Geriatrics (not a separate 
field as a rule, often cames 
lmder No. 1 of' med1C1al 
fields) (b) 
NOTE: (a) Combined with general medicine dna surgery to form vet the 
medical fields stipulate as surgery. 
(b) Is often the geriatrics division of their 110. 1 or psy-
chia.try. In Oecu;pat1onal Therapy it is a field of its own 
and one of the fast growing needs of the nation, because 
their numbers grov each year and the mortality rate 1S 
lengthened. 
~herapy, according to Funk and Wagnall's DictiOnary, includes 
arts and sciences of healing. The medical dietitm.ary' defines it as 
treatment given to people under the direction of a physician 1 s pre-
scription that aids in recovery. 
11 
Occupational Therapy, as defined b,. the American Medical 
Association in connection with the National Occupational Therapy Asso-
eiation, is any activity, mental or physical, medically prescribed and 
professionally guided for the pur:pose of contributing to or hastening the 
recovery fran disease or inju:ry. 20 The activit,. must fit the needs of 
the patient according to his interests and deSires. Man is being treated 
not his environment. 21 "The patient is the architect of his own 
reconstruction," wrote Willard and Spackman, p. 173, in 'Principles of 
Occupational Therapy', t'when a patient becomes absorbed in a.n activity 
he finds the iujured part could be moved without great pain. tf It is an 
"activity selected by the therapist to benefit the patient's physical, 
mental and emotional conditions." 22 Activity may begin as soon as the 
patient is admitted to the hospit~l, clinic, or center. Em.ot1onal 
release through conversation is one farm of Occupational Therapy activit,.. 
Other forms might include all processes aud gradations of exercise-
projects from the time of the patient· s entrance in.to the department 
through and including the preparations for discharge to aid in his 
returning to a work-a-day world. The follOWing activities are but tools 
to accomplish this purpose: ceramics, photography, pa.inting, all forms 
of weaving, drawing, commercial art, bookmaking and binding, educative 
processes such as language, speech, spelling, writing, reading, and 
20 Willard and Spackman, Principles of Oecupational Therail, N.Y., 
J. Be Lippeneott, Revised 1954" po 11. Broehu:re, Amer can" Occupa-
tional Therapy Association, 1'01'0, 1950. 
21 Beatrice Fields, What is Realism in Occupational TheraPIJ Physical 
Therapy Review, 1956, Vol. 36, p. 430. . 
22 Willard and Spackman, Principles of Occ~at1onal Therapy, N.Yo, 
J .. B. Lippencott, Rerised 1954, p. ·11. 
1.2 
same outdoor projects 86 gardening and horticulture, if the disability 
or illness might permit. 
Occupational Therapy treatment is by the physician's prescription 
aDd a&n1nistered daily by tra1ned, professional therapists. Often the 
therapists found that they were the authority in Occupational Therapy 
in that particular hospital, clinic, or center. Full responsibility for 
testing, observing, making notatiOns, and devising the correct activity 
or prC1{)jeet rests with them. '!'he complete supervision of the Occupational 
Therapy program. for correct pati.ent treatment becomes a major duty of the 
therapists. 23 
The treatment is carried on in clinic-workshops (laymen call 
them shops) equipped for special activities,; in the wards or the hos-
pitalsj the centers with facilities for patients who bave been referred 
from. another physician, hospital, or as an outpatient; in the home as 
'home-bound t patients; and in schools equipped with Occupational Therapy 
and PhySical Therapy facilities. 
Occupational Therapy might be active or passive. The patient 
takes his own body part through various ranges of motion in accom,plisbing 
the definite, purposeful and plalmed activity. The passive treatment 
program requires little or no motor movement on the part of the patient. 
It is a therapeutic device It ••• for mainta.ining morale a.nd for non-
specific exercise to maintain strength, thus shortening the period of 
eonvalescence and aiding to insure as near-normal recovery as 
possible. ft 24 
23 Occupational Therapy Association, Career Brief's, Pratt Institute, 
Brooklyn, BoY., Vol. 2, No.2, p. 2. 
24 Willard and Spackman, Principles of Occupational Thera.py, N.Y., 
J. B. L1ppencott, Revised 1954, pp. l03,. 136, 207 j Chapters IV., VI, vm 
The general effects of the Occupational Therapy treatment 
program are to: (a) ease emotional stress and tension, (b) fo~ an 
outlet for repressed energies, (c) arouse and develop attention, 
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(d) replace unhealthy mental trends with healthy ones, (e) substitute 
encouragement for discouragement, (f) conserve work habits and prevent 
less valid ones, (g) give opporttmitY' for self .... expression, and (h) 
develop initiative. 
The physical effects of' Occupational Therapy are to: (8) restore 
function to disabled jOints; (b) aid in repairing muscle tissue and 
improve muscular power; (c) increase circulation of the blood, hence a 
better blood supply and healing prowesses result; (d) build resistance 
to fatigue; (e) deTelop work tolerance; (f) promote mental and physical 
coordination; (g) detect aptitudes, skills and capabilities for voca-
tional guidance, and (h) adjust the permanently hospitalized patient 
to participate in industries and enable him to make his contribu:tions 
to society.. 25 
The media used in. Occupational Therapy might be wood, metal, 
ceramics, creative and manual medlap and many of the arts and ~ra.fts., 
These are used for the following reasons: (a) such media can be 
graded; (b) results of an activity (per range of motion, increased 
grasp, release, and the length oft1me the patient had been able to 
achieve such motions) can be compared, tested, and measured.; (e) each 
media. and project affords a specific, tangible problem in and of 
itse~f, because the patient·s mind and thought trends are reverted 
25 Willard and Spackman, Prine! les of ational Thera 
J. B. L1ppencott, Revised 195 , PP, 139, 332, 3 
Chapter IX. 
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fram. selt to a definite activity; (d) the usual production-line piece-
work is replaced by the patient doing the full project, and 'UZ!:t1nished 
work-frustrations are replaced with satisfaction, appreciation, achieve-
ment and selt-confidence tbrotigh having made and caupleted an activity; 
(e) a media can be varied from a simple to a ecm,plex pieee of master 
workmanship, and (f) careful evaluations of physical capacities can be 
made as needs tor planning and fashioning support1ve apparatus makes 
active exerc1se possible 0 (The source of the above material concerning 
media was from the a.uthor« s own training, study and experience It ) 
Most of the medical staff a.nd paramedical personnel are involved 
in the Occupational Therapy program due to the forms of activity. This 
is expecially true of the correlation of OccUfational ~rapy and 
Physical Therapy, as the two departments work in close harmony to 1m ... 
provise and make various adaptive and required tnes of t splints t for 
an individualized patient-treatment. (Splints are supportive casts to 
maintain correct positioning of a certain body part in order for the 
patient to have functional usage of that part.) 
Difterences are found by the patient using his own mDSe1es and 
body parts to do a given settvi ty in Oecupationa.1 Therapy, while in 
Physical Therapy the part is ca.rried through various ranges of motion 
by a therapist or by mecbanical devices. ~e media is very different. 
Oecupational 'l'herapy utilizes arts, crafts and social devices, while 
Physical Therapy uses heat, light, steam, baths, and tabs. 
Oceu;patlonal Therapy was not, nor can it take the place of 1 
Vocational Rehabilitation. Each of these therapies has a definite and 
needed place in the total treatment program of any given pat1eut. Oce> 
c:u;pa.tione.l Therap7 is the pre<»voeationa.l explorational thera.py whereby 
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a patient tries out I uuderstands 1 manipu.lates and gains speed~ surety 
and accuracy in performing an activity, in building toleranee through 
realistic grading, and in improving and testing of the activities. 
ExploratIons and try-outs were kept in the foreground by the 
therapists and were not factors for the productIon line of rehabilitation. 
The exploration and evaluatIon equipped the therapists to make reeom-
mendations concerning the patient t s eventual. retU1'11 to employment. The 
Occupational Therapist was qualified to judge the emotional aspects of 
the york due to psychological training in theory-clinic and practice, 
and experience with the patient and his problems. 
The Vocational Rehabilitation Therapist engineer was tra.ined to 
determine whether these emotional factors enter into the potential 
rate of productIon. The OccupatIonal Therapist vas trained to 
differentiate finger dexterities or mechanical ftktJ.ow-how" from 
defects in training or in the use of a mechanical device. Follow .... 
up work was done in st~ng physical demands of a job. 26 
An OeclX,P!:tional Therapist (0. T.) administers, instructs and 
carries out the therapy and interprets the prescription of the phySician 
to the patient. O.T.Ro (Oe~u:patiODal Therapist Registered) following the 
name of a therapist denots completion of academic instructiOns, clinical 
affiliations, and the Wational Association's examination to tregister i 
in the Occupational Therapy Yearbook. A certified therapist had com-
pleted. the requirements of academic training (four years of sehool)", 
the clinical affiliations, or was an Advanced Standing Student, 
(see page 21 ) and was awaiting the taking of the National examination. 
A therapist wears the O.ToR. insignia on the u'pper left uniform sl.eeve. 
O.T.R.D. (Occupational Therapist Registered Director) signified the 
therapist bad completed all of the above and was a. director I having 
completed two or more years beyond the requirements for a certified; 
Z&. tntiaJ1 \Je.~~) Role. #. ~ Oc.s;,,~a+;ohaJ TheJ"oe,'st ;.., VO(!t1t"Oht\1 Re.ha bjtdti()~, R.JOT, 
XI, No' J.f, J~.s7, Pt JI., p. ).53, ' . 
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Occupational 'fherapist. Some hospitals and departments had their own 
qualifications as to years of experience they desired for the position 
of director. Directorship training in excess ot the above was a.vailable 
for any therapist who qualified and so desired. 
A therapist should have a broad, elementary I medical background 
and the ability to quickly analyze the patient's disability and to 
make an a.ccurate actiTity-analysis. (For example: a therapist decides 
to have a patient, while in a supine-body position with arms extended 
in the horizontal plane I make a cord-knotted belt to give direct trieep 
and shoulder girdle-musele usage, thus strengthening these muscles for 
erutoh walking.) A therapist must bave a knowledge of all possible 
activities and the degree of physical and mental efforts each of these 
activities require, which further illustrates it is imperative that 
Occupatio:oal Therapy training be of the highest quality. Reeogui tioo 
that graded exercise and ear17 ambulation playa valuable role in 
patient recovery gives importance to the plan of Occupational Therapy 
in the medical, psychological, and allied professions. 
Oceupational Therapy Training School referred to a school to 
train therapists or students in the profession for registration and 
certification ~th the American Medical Association and was organized 
in an accredited univerSity as a professional field, usually in con-
nection with a medical school. 
Clinical Affiliation was additional training after completion of 
the theory and method courses in an accredited university or medical 
school. The school was required to arrange the affiliation for the 
student; the therapist was then ready to serve an internship in any or 
each of the major fields previously listed. Sueh training served as an 
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intensh1p s1m1lar to an 1nten 1D med1cue or a sald.or lllIrse, beiBg 
actual on-the ... Job experience 1DIder the pidaace aBd a14 of a Slq)e:rrtsor 
or i1rectar. file atfiUm served ODe to tbree me.the per sald field-
reg1d.rem.ent 111 an ae~re41ted hosp1tal, cl1a1e, rehabll1tatloa ce.tar" 
veterau .A.d.m.1a1stratloa center" .. iD a regular elemea.t817 or s.e~ 
school equipped t9 give Oec1Ip8tioaal '.rh.erapy to the haD41eqped, to tbe 
_lltal17 ill, aad! or to the disabled. 
Functional ~ was preseribed. activit,. plamae4 to assist 1n 
restor1u.g artie1l.l.ar aad lIlQSeu.lar f1m.etiOD., to 1m;prove the general con-
ditions, to b1J1ld up p~s1cal eD4uranee, aad to aia. in mental 
rehabil1tatiOD. 
'freatmeJlt Case referred to a :partlcular patient ass1p.ed to a 
therapist or UDt1Ler the therap1st's S~S1OD. The canplete eare, 
Occu;pational Therap7-w1se, was dec14ed "'7 the therapist in follotr1Dg the 
4oetor's presar1ptieD, 1D lM.kjng re:port;s &ad 18418at1011s of a:tJ.7 ebupso 
Obsenatioas of the pat1el1t (in the cl1D.1e or at his bedside) yere aoted 
to aid 1a more aeevate treatmeat. A case -7 receiTe three or four 
forms of treatment a 4a7. ODe treatmeut ease JlJaY be coated four times 
1D SCIIlf! el1n1es and centers 76t represents a single case or pat1ento 
ORen Ward app11efl to the psychiatric clime or hospital wherein 
the patient was more free te mil'lSle with others tJf the same sex or op-
pos1te sex. For ~le, the males aDd. f_les m1ght eat at a central 
d1Ding ne, play games, sad SO to OceupatioDal ~apy cUDic at tlle 
same hour. It was a more normal l1fe-situat1m1 trca. the ol4er, close4-
ward t,.,e 'treat_at. 
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Closed ... Warcl Treatment applied to those patients in more eOlXf'iDed 
eircmastances than in the open ward. Males ELlul. females were not allGWed 
to SO to eliD1c at the same hour, or eat at the same table, aIld were at 
separate riDgS in the hospital. It was an isolated far.m at treatment. 
!he pat1eDts sta;yed within deslpated bo1mds bav1Dg small and few 
privileges gruted them. 
Ambu.lat!l7 patients were those able tomwe abou:t either on 
erutcbes, in a wheelchair, or by their own power. Some required a ea.ue. 
Intrins1cs referred to the tiny fine muscles and teDdou in the 
very tips of the finsers or toes aDd the fine eoordiDatioll of the JIl'Ucles 
between the first to third metaearpal jOints that are of an internal 
origin. Specialization of band movement and dester1ty requires these 
1I.UScle groups. Watch repa1r1ng, filigree .1eweJ.r.y, or precision iutru-
:meDt mak:f'Dg require coordination at intr1Bslc muscles. 
Prosthesis means pat on, sa addition to, to funct10J1 as if 1t 
vere the missillg meJD.ber or part of the bo~ 0 It is an artificial part 
to establish as near nor.mal a fu:netlea as possible (a hook .. an 
artic~ial leg). 
Workshops are designe4 for those patients who MeO. su;pen1.sion 
while at 'WOrk. The Oecu;pst1ao.a.l !fherap1st tests and evaluates, 
endeavoriDg to make opportui ties to prepare the sh.op worker for 
capable industrial placement, aDd a.ssists h1m to imprOV'e his skill aD4 
to compete with normal wGrkers. Some shop workers can later be used 
in regular 1lldust17" 
Plq'sical Jledie1De refers to that form of treatment which deals 
with restoration at bodilJ' :fU.nct1ouo It includes Physical Therapy 
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(see definition that tollows) nth its nrious Mchardtaal and piqsical 
aidsj cau.bine4 with Ocellq)atioul Therapy aad its selected activities, 
pla massage therapJ', all working together to assist the :patient toward 
plq'sieal restoration u4 mental ud emetitmal adjustment. !he ortho-
pedic aDd neurological hespltal programs 1lt111ze plqsieal medicine 
extensively. 
Pbp1cal 'fhergz 1s the treataea.t or disease 'b7 p~1cal measures, 
sane of wh:1ch baTe beG use4 since ancient t1m.es. This therapy has been 
gem.eral~ ac<eepted saee Vorla. War let 
~ical therap,. treats disease aD4 111.111l"1 '07 ph:7s1eal J&eaDS 
smh as heat, light, water, electricitr, massage aDA th.erapem;1c 
exercise (includ.ias ph:ys1eal rehabilitat:f..oD procK.-es as sait 
traill1q), aM iD.Strmot1oa UL other flmetlGDal activities. Treat-
mat :procedures are carried cnrt 'b7 a prescription of a pb1s1c:f..an, 
wIle ... ., be a general pract1t1oD.er or a specialist 1D. a'f!E3" reeop1zed 
medical field... lD a br.a. sase, a ~ieal Therapist is a 
teacher, ».ot oDl;y of the ,at1eat, but et tbe relatives or others 
who are te assist the patient to carry out specUla treataeBt 
procedures, such as Dl'IllSale re ... __ at1oa ho.Iae-treatment. 27 
!rrainiDg and re....a..at1o.. C1l Der.mal and veakeud JIlUScles are ioDe 
b'1 a theifap1st t~h aet1vel and passive exercises vh11e the patient is 
still U bed (or as ee.rly as tna ... 1s possible) aDd :pr~eteses a 
tlP8, f~, amd usage rf:Jt mu8@l.es o It eOD8iats tOt: Ca> Dl'UclA stre~h=> 
en1q, test1lDg, stretcb.1.Bg ad relax1rog, as Yell as general resistive 
am ba~1Bg ftl:e~1ses tor lI'IW~les $ ('b) 1ureaslBg eirl':v.lat1on aDd 
presern.tiCM at t~ et the skeletal auclesZ (e) aid:tllg 1u preventiDg 
or ula~ m.v.scle atr©Sp~$ (4) nstoring t1ssM, if ana. vhea atropl:Q" 
has ~@urred, aIJ4 (e) ~ pneral metaHUsmo 
These ex~ises a:re uully :pertOl".Bl8d by a therapist taltiDs the 
~ part ~ the pat1emt t~ variou motions uii/ oz ~ _iDg 
lI.e@haitt~al aides. (The ~@\Qat1~ ~1st aids the pat1ei':t to take 
2.7" 8a"h'~ Oak RODisOh, PhysiG1)/ "Theraey &tess,""n 4ltJ Pol;f/(J)/ (.f"ee:;ses, Physita f lfiera.py 
fi>ey/e\V~ Vol. ~'" No It, J956, p.381. . . 
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his own body part through processes in doing a prescribed activity.) 
Physical Therapy media consists of: (a) heating agents to cause 
the blood to run swiftly; (b) Infra ... red lamps; (e) hot and cold baths; 
(d) temperature bathB; (e) heat baths tbrough carbon tilam.ent (:1 t is not 
11ghtj) merely heat) $ (f) whirlpool t~ treatments by sprays, and 
(1) hub'be.:lrd tubs. 28 
Physical Therapy may precede Occu;patit!M1al Ifb.erapy, or one may be 
prescribed wIthout the othero The therapy(s) to be employed was deter-
mined by the individual needs of the patient. As Physical Therapy 
decreased, OCCupatiOiOal Therapy acreased, which was proof that the part, 
muscle, or JOint was capable of more coordination than was offered in 
Physical Therapy. 
In Pbys1cal Therapy the field of' Ortet:1es (meaning brace, splint, 
crutch, c:orset, feeder 9 wheelchair, or objects used by the handicapped) 
is cllOse~ allied to Oc((!upatioml Therapy and Rehab11itaticn. The 
patient \I IS maseles that are eII1.P1oyed by the use of Ortet1es v equipment 
must oot be overworked, nor over=~tiv1ty given, since these are the 
two most camnoo causes of incomplete reeov~ of the pa.tient, as vell as 
their loss of strength. 29 
Aides are those persons (many are untrained and require training) 
who assist the therapist in much the same manner as a nurse's aide. 
Their duties are to assist in getting the patient to the clinic and aid 
28 Betty Jo lawless 9 Pbysical Therapy Registered and Oce~ationa.l ~hera .... 
p1~t Registered in Alaska, Personal interview and ~ec1al lecture-
dem01lstr8tion~ Occupational Therapy ~eory I 1954. 
29 Robert L. Bennettp MoD. 51 Ortet1cs for ~lm:.c~ion, Physicsl Therapy 
Review, Vol. 36~ No. 11, po 721. 
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the patient in batllroan needs» tOiletry, iUl and out of ehairs, and help 
with braces. Patients in geriatriesp the paycb1atr.1e ward, and 
orthopedics need much care in these fields 0 
Advanced Standing Students are those students who have a :B.S. or 
B.A. Degree and have a baekground sufficient to qualify for entering 
into Occupational TherapY' training. This requires at least nine to 
twelve e.cadem1c months, plus ten to twelve add1ti0D8l months, 1f 
specia11zation 1s sought in clinical affillation training. Such student 
m.ust bsve e. good background in arts and crafts and the premedical courses. 
Out-Patients are treated in the el1a1e, but do not htn'e a bed in 
the hospital. The patient is brought for treatment to the clinic., but 
UTes at home. 
In .... Patients have beds 1n the hospital or center with cam,plete care 
as to meals, living and treatment. 
Colles Fracture 1s a fracture of the radius bone of the lower arm 
. 
at the wrist and at the articular surface or the joint st:irface o The 
fracc::ture must be reduced" or proper relationships of bone and muscle need 
restoring. 
Geriatries The medical dictionary, po 24.4p states geriatrics is 
"a department of medicine dealing with the aging and disease of 
advancing age." Further search revealed ger1atri~s to be a ~eeia11zed 
field that included the study of the aged, their social, econanical, 
medi~a.l and psychological problems 0 It included people advancing normally 
in years, as well as physi~al or mental illnesses which had caused pre-
mature old age. Sixty""f1ve is merely an arbitrarily-set beg1nn:1,ng point. 
Home~Boundin~luded those persons so afflicted or so prescribed 
by the physician to be gi"t"<en Cal'"e h the cltmfines of their own homes. 
'fhey were 'UD8ble to attend clinics, centers, lOr hospitals tor therapy. 
Rehabilitation means to restore to former capacity, to qualify 
again, to re-establish to useful activity persons with physical, mental, 
social and other disabilities within the required by-law stipulations. 
Webster states "ablenees, to re-establish with the esteem of others. R 
Its purpose is to organize all activities that -'1 affect the 
lite of the severely band1capped ind1v14ual and otherwise disabled into 
a. harmonious, purposeful activity. Basic treatment wasrequ1red before 
the patient or client could be rehabilitated, thus the Occupational 
Therapist and Physical Therapist were key instruments in preparing the 
handicapped for vocational Rehabilitation. 
The services of OcctQ)stional Therapy and P~sical Therapy were 
included in, and often purchased by, the Rehabilitation Center, when 
required and available for a given case if circumstances warranted. 
Rehabilitation, combined with other agencies or therapies, opened the 
way for the disabled and handicapped to advance from the hospital to 
productivity in industry or in a sheltered shopo 30 
Oeeupationa,l Therapy 1s the distinctive field for pre-vocational 
exploration. Monies are not allocated for eanprehensive Rehab!l! tat1tln 
centers without an Occupational Therapy department, thus proving the 
recognized va.lue in total patient-trea.tment programs. 31 
30 Personal interview with Vocationsl Rehabilitation SupervIsor I Mr. 
Ralph (,1inger, Salt Lake Voeat1otl8.l Rehabilitation Office, Salt Iake 
C1ty,Utah, 1951. 
31 Willard and Spackman, Pr1meiples of Occ!p!t1onal Ther~, '.Y., 
J. Bo L1ppencotts 1954$ P. 114. 1IeDl7 Redkey, 'n16 "'aiiCi~n,~ 
of Pre ... Vocatlonal llmit in Rehab111tatiOTi, AJm!, XI Boo 1, 1957, 
pp. 20 ... 24. 
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Pre-Vocational E;!.Plora.t1on referred to the use of acti~"i ti.es a.nd 
skills to discover 6 patientfs aptit\1des, his ability to adapt to 
trainitlg in new fields I and his needs for a chatlge in occupation, or 
showed directions av~ indications wherein a patient's skills might be 
found. Pre-"VtOCat1omal explm:ation gave the patient experience \ttlder 
euperv1s1o~ of doing actual activities and establishing patte~ and 
pre-steps fer the greatest possible utilization of the patient's 
facilities. 
Vocational Services means diagnostic and related services 
(including even transportation) incidental to the determill8tion of 
eligibility 'tor, aDd the nature aDd scope of I sen1.ces to be provided 
by training, guidance and placement for ph:ysically handicapped ind1-
v14:uals. 32 Pre-vocatioml exploration 'brimss the work of the world 
to the center far pat1eat trial, to explore the work:1tlg condit101lS and 
pr0¥'1de realistic st:l.mulat1on in this phase of tra1niJlg,33 and sampl1Dg 
of actual jobs upon which the patient is tested tor quality aDd quant1t'1 
of work. performaD.Ce and achievement. The lalowledge of how the lJands and 
arms tuBet1~ to prod'W:f!s the skilled movem.ellts required to do 8111' craft 
placed Oecu;paticmal ~ap1' h.1gh on the Vocational Sen-ices list. 
An Activity or Pro~ect in OCCu.pat10llal 'fherapy applied to process 
and media required to make an art1cle, such as a rug, a piece of .1ewelry, 
a toy, or a p1ece or furniture. It might be (as i. tb.e psychiatric 
hospital) playing a defin1te, purposefully-planned same to release 
32 Voeat1onal.Behabi11tat1oD Manulp Chapter 12, Vocational Rehabilita-
tion publication, 1957 issue. 
33 Henry Redke,., Function and Value of P:re=Vocat1onal Unit in Rehabili-
tation, Mal ,XI, 1957, pp. 20",,~4. 
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tension" or finger pa1!1t1Dg to release frustratioDS and/or reveal 1lm.er 
drives 0 
F. SOURCES OF DA!rA 
Old newspapers, the former Herald (DOW obsolete), the Deseret Hews 
and Salt Lake Tribune library f11es, revealed little information.. The 
folloving sources aided in securing data necess&r7 to cOIIq)ile the back-
ground histo17 of 0et:upat1onal 'fheraW in l1tah: <a> correspondence nth 
past=actlve and inactive therapists in Utah; (b) scrapbooks aad historical 
reports of hospitals aDd their early orsuizations.; (e) early brochures; 
(el) diaries.; (e) personal ex.per1ene~sJl and (f) interriews with therapists, 
hoep! tal workers" and arts . and craft leaders. 
Pioneer history- was obtaiued fram the Utah Room at the University 
at utah Library 0 Data fran recent theses in related fields (Borman 
Watkins t thee is of 1956 OXI. 'Rehabilitation' needs" Dr. Charles McKell t s 
'Kistor:r of the State Rospital v.9 and a surTey of "Crippled ChiJ.aren's 
Services in Utah under the Social Security Act' by Valentine Gorllnski) 
were usedo v:B'ea.'rt .... '.rhrobs of the West \I by ICate carter gave some facts 
to till missing pieces in the h1stC>r1. 
Files under the various soc.ieties were see.rehe4. llmJpital 
personnel files were checked. The National Occupational Therapy Organiza-
tion t s files did not haTe listings per therapist :per state p but direetor 
ve:r1f1~at1on was given as were other needed statistical data. 
Quest1m:ma:1:res were serAt tOg (a) past aud present Oeev;pat1onal 
Therapists, both active and non4etive, wh~ bad worked in 81l'1 of the 
seven Occu;paticmal Therapy departments found 1nutah; (b) Health 
Departmellts of the Interm.oaataUl States; (~) the Rehab~11tat1on offices 
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of the IntermountaiB States; (d) the district nurses within the State of 
utah in the major c1t,. .... areas chosen for this st1ld7; (e> the Oecvpational 
Therapists in the hospitals in the major city a.reas chosen for this 
study (Salt Lake City, Opeu, Provo, Logan, Richfield, St. George aDd 
Cedar City), and (f) to a raman sampliug of nurses in the SeTen major 
hospitals or clinics having an Oecv;patlonal ~rap7 department. 
Oceu;pational1'herapist distribution per capita in the State at 
utah; the need for therapists aceordiDg to patient load and therapist 
availability; the number of therapists 8. sehool could train; and sta"", 
tistics of therapist graduates from other schools, provided statistical 
data tor tables and graphs com;piledtran the questionnaires. 
Personal interviews were held with doctors from various major 
Occupational 'fherapy fields which included: Dr. Chester Powell, 
Neurosurgeon; Dr. Joseph Kesler, utah State Health Department; Dr. 
Kilton Pepper $I General Medicine and Sursery; and Dr's E. L. Bliss 1 
Hardin Branch and IJa Korner, University of Utah Medical Staff, Psy-
chiatric Department. 
Form.er, as well as current, copies of the Americaa JO\1rIlal of 
Occupaticmal Therapy were utillzed as source material. The Register 
and Yearbook were used, if the nam.e of the therapist was known. 
Insurance cOJiIIpanies gave geriatric data for utah. 
The method used in tbis thesis vas historical and sUl'Tey.. It was 
necessary to present the background of Oecwpational Therapy as part at 
the study for understand1q and clarification of the problem. 
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Facts and source data were gathered to constitute the utah history 
of this profession through canpilation of a history of the various 
hospitals, cl1n1cs, and centers baving departments of Occupational Therapy 
at e:o.y given time, 'Up to and including the year 1957. 
The histories of Oecu;pational ~herapy departments in the State 
depicted the growth and developnent of this therapy in Vtah. 
Approvals were neces8U'1 (prior to printing said histories) frGm: 
SOCieties, past therapists, united States Surgeon General's Office, 
National Occupational Therapy AsSOCiation, hospital administrators, and 
Occupational Therapy department directors. Discrepancies were noted that 
required correct1l'll, which consisted of: (a) controversies concerning 
the first Occupational Therapy department in Utah, (b) the first Occupa-
tional Therapist in the State, and (c) the first member of the National 
Society. 
The SUl'Tey was conducted through questionDaires. and compiling of 
facts, statistics, opinions, and 'needs' of the present and future. 
lio evidence was toUBd 8ubstant1at1Dg a previOUS study of the needs 
far an Ocew;patioDal ~,. School in Un1versities offeriDg Master's 
Degrees in this field, or in the state of Vtah. '!here were several 
theses in the allied field ot rehabilitation, one a "Study of Rehabilita-
tioa J'aei11t1es and an Analysis of the Beeds for a Rehabil1tat1en Center 
111 Utah," by I'Gr.Il8.Jl B. Watkins, lftah .Agricultural College, Logan, utah, 
1956. The thesis indirectly pOinted out the needs for a school through 
statistics shoWing the needs for more trained therapists. 
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Dr. W. A. Selle of the University of California made a ·ceusOl!7' 
sut'Tey pertinent to a California study It ••• several years ago in connection 
'With Occupational Therapy and therapists. fhe information is somewhat 
confidential and pertains only to Calitorn1a." 31). 
Printed historical data in Utah were very J.1m1ted in the field of' 
Oecv;pational Therapy. 
The thesis began with an mtroduction to Occupational Theraw i. 
general, which contributed to the .fatmdation fer the stdy. 
Chapter I, entitled "Introduction", stated the purpose at the stlld7, 
the problem, and the d1i'ficulties enccnm.tered. Sources at _terial were 
listed and del1m1tations aIld def1nitious were liven. ~ method and the 
orpn1zation of the material useQ. ill the study were suim.1tted. 
Chapter II, "Growth and Developnent of Occ'Qat1oaal ~herap,. 1D vtah 
1900 ~. 1957, 11 cCD.b1nes a h:f.stOl7 of the early 4epartm.ents, their beg1~­
lliDgs, first therapists, and the later growth and developaent of these 
and/or aided departments up to and including the year 1957. The various 
gfirst 's 1 in the state were presented: first de];tartJaeBt, first regis-
tered tberapists, first member of' the lIational Association, fi:rst 
orgaDized utah Occ~atiODal ~7 ASsociation, aDd first officers. 
Chapter III, ·uAr:raIIgement of Evidences of Heeds for an 
Oceupaticmal Therapy School in Utah," presents ertdences to support the 
stat:l.stics aad ccmp1led data. 'fhese were aDalyzed and the results from 
questionnaires tabulated in tables aDd figures for easy eam,prehension. 
34 Dr. W. A. Selle, Personal Correspondence, August 2, 1957, Los AJageleli 
COUDty ltospital, Los AngeIes, CalifOrnia. 
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The material was then summarized in Chapter 'IV, "Summary, Conclu-
sions and Recommendations, n with the results from the analyzed material 
giving proof of the needs for the stlldy, together with eonclusions aDd 
recamnendat10ns fraa the research. 
A Bibl10graph aad an Appendix eam;pleted the organization of the 
thesis. 
ClIAPl'ER II 
GROWfi A:ND DEVEWPME!lf! OF OCCl.1PATIOI'AL Tm:aAP1' IB mAR 
1900 - 1957 
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OecQat1onal Therapy had its be~rm.1.rla in Vtah in 1900 at the 
AsY'ltlm, in PrOV'o , Utah. Two other departments, one at Children's and 
another at Bushnell lIospitals, were established. DuriDg the 1930's and 
early 19lw' s, arts and crafts l~aders, teachers, and volunteers did their 
part to provide activit,. for patients. Frcm 1945 to 1957 steadY" growth 
was noted in Oeclq)ational ~ap1 1u utah trCID. small departments with non-
registered therapists to recognized subdepartments having certified and/ 
or registered therapists directtBg them. Each climc" center or has-
pi tal's growth and deTelopment in Occupational Thera". programming 
indicated progress toward an ade,uate supply of reg1stered therapists 
and organization or the Utah Occupational TherapY' Association in 1954-55. 
A more detailed histor'1 of Utah t s first seven Occn.t'pati0D81 Therapy 
departments (, A Brief History of Utah' s Occupational ifherap7 :Departments t 
cau,piled bY' Blanche Rumpher7s for the Utah OeCv;pa.t101lal Therapy 
Association) can be obtained from the Deseret Jews Libra.r)". 
Early history of the various Occu;pational !f!herapy departments 
within tbe State served as the basis for this st'tld7. The follwiag facts 
revealed growth and expansion 1u each department: (a) the begimliDg back:-
grOlmd at each hospital or clinie offering OccUjpational ~Wi (b) the 
first director; (e) the succeeding therapists; (d) the type of department 
(pediatric, psyehopath1e, or others),; (e) the number of patients admitted 
for therapY', and (f) the therapists' status. Very otten. these 
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departments vere managed by non-certified, non-professionally tramed 
personnel. 
Ear~ history would not be cODq)lete v1thou.t a brief definItion of 
the terms t craft teachers I I t arts and craft l.eaders t, and 'oecUI)8tio1l81 
instructors' • The purpose of this aspect of the st'tld'y' vas merely to 
point out that each of the three occupations ex1sted, cl1ftered in usage, 
and was used at various times in hospitals and elaies. 
Craft teachers were scholastically q1la1.1f1ed and tra.ined to teach 
processes of the various techniques 1n working nth such media as sheet 
eopper, ceramics, Jewel.:ry, weaving, and f'orms of industrial arts f'or 
leisure time hobbies. "Practices fit employing craft teachers to work 
with patIents was quite caomon in mental. hospitals as early as the 
nineteen h'Ulldred IS. tf 1 Arts and craft leaders _'1' not bave bad teaching 
certification but had. tra1niDg f'rCII a certified craft teacher, from 
demonstrations, or may haTe bad an allied field-major of' design or paint..,. 
iug. These ~ers were eDgaged in the activities for enjo,ment, 
namely, recreation. Occupational blstructors were briefly classified as 
those giving instrtlllt10n 1n aTJ:1 of the above media to. be used as a means 
of business or a livelihood, and. included au apprenticeShip in this area. 
All three terms have been used in Utah. Often theY' have been 
confused as/or 'With. Oecupatioml Therapy, because it is not unusual to 
find both craft leaderS (m- craft teachers) and an Occupational Therapist 
1 Willard and Spackman, Prine1ples of' Occ'9!tional !rhera.py, :I.Yo, 
J. B. Lippencott, Revised 1954, p. 3. 
at a hospital, clinic or center. Mrs. Glenn J. :Beele", one at utah's 
craftswaaen, stated: 
There is a difference in. each. Occu;pational Therapy 1s an 
activity under the direct su;pervlslon of the :physician whereby a 
specific craft might be given for a special exercise I motlon, or 
need. ':he others form. a recreational activity. 
Although thought of as a modern term, Oeeupatlalal Therapy was 
natlonal17 lalown. as such as early as 1890, and received its lnitial 
publlcity in utah in 1927, when the Deseret lfews printed an article 
using the name in its correct for.m. and applicatlon. 2 
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'rhe lJtah State Hospltal, as it is now called, in Provo, utah, was 
the first to have a form of Occupe.tlo1181 'fherap7 and the first in the 
State to bave a medically-trained staff member, a Mrs. Menna ~ape, 
directly in ebarge of this therapy. Originally, the hospital was known 
as the 'Asylum'. ~ Dame was changed to the 'utah State Men.tal Hospital' 
and finally to the present title. 
Historieal facts revealed the build1ngwas began, and short~ 
thereafter (Jul:y 10, lB85) was ready for oecupaacy with a eapacity for 
60 patients; howwer, 80 were crowded into the building. 3 :By 1887 
2 
3 
Deseret :lews.. Printed 24 April, 1927, an original clipping from the 
scrapbook 'of :Mrs,. Glenn J. Beele,._ 
Josepb R. Morrell, M.D." 11tahss Health and You, Salt Lake City, Utah, 
Deseret Book Company, 1956, p. 347. 
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90 patients huddled together in this same area. 4 !be 1880 census stated 
there were on~ 151 insane in the State of Utah. Ten years later (1890), 
166 patients were housed 111 the hospital, ana. by·l894 there were 201, 
with 300 eligible for admittance. 5 Over-crowdiugYas found in most 
1Dst1tutions of this kind, and 2f1j, more were housed at the Asylum than 
should have been. 6 
Charles R. !(eKell~ in his 'liistor,. of' Utah State Rospital' I wrote, 
"It would seem that the ins'8l1e were bargained off', and care and treat-
ment were not apparently expected to include m.edieal atteation. It Some 
at the patients' needs were sO'USht out and cared for through activities, 
because "the hospital had a l1brBr7 ~d a reading ;roaD. in 1896 which 
was opened one day a week tor patients". 1 Mrs. Glem1 J. Beeley's 
scrapbook supports the fact that "the first kind of Occupational Therapy 





utah t s Lowery Allen t imported Mrs. Menna Trope fran the East to 
direct tbe new form of treatment activity at the Asylum. Mrs. ~ope 
was ene of the nurses trained in the early Boston Burses f Courses 
for hu.d1craf'ts, exe:re1se, aDd play to aid the ill'. She was held 
in high esteem at the hospital and in the eOJDJlRU11ty. 'fbrough Buch 
frledsh1p, a pr1zedqu:1lt made in theerig1Dal 9ccupat1oul !rherapy 
'Worksh,' was given to Mrs • .Tolmson, Mother of Glenn Johnson 
Beeley. 
Cbarles Ro McKell, Histog of' vtah State1lo91tal, Master ThesIs, 
University of Utah Li'brar'T, t1tah Room., 1953, p. 50. 
Joseph R. Morrell, X.D., Utah's Health and Yon, Salt ~e CitY', lltah, 
:Deseret Book Caupall7, 1956, po 34,5. ' 
Charles ~. mcKell, m.stoq of ,l1tah State 1I0qita~ Master !hesis, 
University of .vtahL1brary" utah Room, 19,53, p •.• 
Miyek.o Harada, PersoDal cerrespondence with author, 1957. 
Mrs 0 Glea J • Beale,., Scrapbook, Personal iBterview, August, 1951. 
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Mrs. Beele7 stated, '''fhe ,uilt is 1n my possessioll and 1s evidtmce of the 
earl:y therapy at the hospital n • 
Other activities of the hospital's 'WorkshoJ' treatment prOgram 
were offered 'Ul'lder the able :IJ:lstr1lletorship of )fr. Albert ~l.mage, a pro-
ficient 11lstnctor trained at the famous Perkins Institute in Boston. 
These activities consisted of basketry, rug _king, Sewing, weaving, and 
knitting. The work vas so well demonstrated that the Brigham. Young 
l1n1versi t1 Art Department, under the leadership &t E. 11. Eastman, required 
cadet teachers and art supervisors to spend one complete ter.m at the 
Asylum tmder the tutorShip of Mr. Talmage. 9 Mrs. Whalen conducted 
classes in cane seating, sewing and knitting at the hospital in 1900 to 
1904. Mrs. Albert Talmage played the organ in the hospital, employing 
music as a therapeutic· media.. 10 
~e Occupational TherapY' ueedlecratt classes were held in the 
morning a.nd afternoon. Each patient made an article for himself' and a 
duplicate for the hospital. Patients were instructed to sew in the 
sewing roan or on wards as ward work. fea towels" dresser scarfs I and 
aprons for the hospital were made. Sale of these articles a.t bazaars, 
or in the employee I s homes aided the patients and the department 
mon1tar1l:y. 11 The classes were abandoned dur1l'lg the war years of 19lt.l 
to 191&.5, and early Oeeu;pational !rberapy at the State ltospita1 was dis-
continued with the exception of need1eeraf't, which has been a part of the 
hospital's activity since its establishment. 
9 Kate B. Carter, l!eart ftrobs of the west, Salt Le.1te City, utah, 
Deseret liews printing, Volo 10, 1949, pp. 338-339. 
10 Ibid, pp. 338-339. Also PersGDal interview with Mrs" Glenn J. :seeley 
and information fran her scrapbook, August 9 1957. 
11 H1:reko lfarada, Personal correspondence with the author, 1957. 
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3. A C:B:WmER' S .lI)SPITAL 
Pr1:mar7 Children' s HospItal was the first to mentIon a therapist 
be10ugiDg to the Batioual Occupational Therapy. Organizat1on; the second 
in the State to establish an organized form. at Occupational TherapY, 
and the seventh hospital in the State for the care of the sick. 
In 1911 the nucleus for an institutIon dedicated to rehabilitate 
and ea:ocate the siek and crippled children was established. 12 FlUlds 
were allocated to the Latter ... Day-Saints Groves Hospital by the Church of 
Jesus Christ of Iatter ... Day Saints to P8"f the expenses of those children 
whose parents were incapable f)f payiDg hospitalizat1on and medical care 
for their l"01llli. Sixty-seven patients were treated under this arrange-
ment, 13 but the hosp1tal could not .prov1de room. fer the length of 
time required for less, arms and body' parts to mend. Eleven years later 
(May, 1922) the old lQde Hane, 40 West Borth !rem.ple Street, Salt lake 
City, Utah, was remodeled to beecme the pioneer for a eamraleseent home 
for children. 14 
The first therapist at Pr1:mar7 Children's Hospital ris Mrs. 
Arthus L. (Glenn J.) Beeley', a graduate ot Brigham. Young University, 
.. ' 
12 Deseret Bews Li'bra.r7, ltt:'oehure, The Pr~ Children \I s 11091 tal, 
Deseret News Print iUS, 1952. 
13 Ralph T. Riebards,M.D.jI or Medicine, llosiitals a.nd Doctors, Salt 
Lake City, University of Utah press, 1953, pp. 237-23.8. 
14 Ronda Walker' s File, Deseret :levs Folder, llosp1tals of Utah, 1957. 
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with training in arts, crafts, and l1m.1ted Occupational i'herapy practices 
at Children's Hospital in Chicago.. She introduced ceramics and clay 
modeling, gaining the title of 'The Clay Lady', and established the f1rst 
organized Occupati0l181 '.rheraw department at the hospital. Miss Elise 
DaTie was the f1rstregistered therapist. 
Mrs. :seeley worked by prescription and in verr close contact with 
the supervision of Dr. Samuel Baldwin, leading orthopedic surgeon. ~se 
basie instructions in 1927 parallel the present Oecu;pat1onal Therapy or-
ganization demanos of today. 15 As a therapist, Mrs. Beeley conformed 
to the definition of Occupational Therapy and its purposes in her firm 
belief that: (a) children must be occupied and find bappiness in their 
aotivity, (b) the object a -child makes lIlUBt be planned, and 
(c) plamaed carefully enough that he feels accompllshment, that 
the proJect is a good and a successful one, and that he has e~­
bilities to do such an activity regardless of his handicap. 16 
An article printed in the Deseret Bews, April.oO, 1957, written 
by Mr. Merlo J 0 Pusey" expresses the early 1tind of Occupational Therapy 
at Pr1mBr1 Hospital. 
An exact du;plicate of a m.ercantile stlOr8 was devised on the 
seeond floor of the hospital bu1J.d1ne;. All suppl1.es, media and 
materials were kept in the store. Each day the student or patient, 
as the case might be, ordered all the supplies he desired for that 
day. ~e order was then filled by the 'patient-salesmen' and clerks, 
and delivered by the 'wheelchair .. patient truck drivers'. It bad 
manysided purposes. 17 
15 Mrs. Glenn J e Beele,., l'erso:cal interview and scrapbook, 1957 0 
16 Ibid" conversation with the author, 1957. 
17 Mr. Merlo J. Pusey 1 Deseret liews 1 April ao, 1927.. Salt Lake City, 
utah. 
The therapeutic value of this treatment conformed to those of 
Occupational ~aP1 toc:la7 through: Ca> 'acts of daily' l1v1ngu, (b) pre-
vocational exploration, and (c) adaptive equipment. 
It ta\1ght the children the thiDss that 'will be useful te them 1n 
maltiDg a living and in daily liter, to make them happy through occu-
pation, and to speed recovery, to aid them to earn mClJ1e'1 even while 
in the hospital. 
Some of the boys baTe taken ty,pewri tine;. One patient (suspended 
on his stanach OU 1m.Prortsed adaptive equ1:pment fashioned by)frs. 
Beeley') learned to t7,Pe and became profIcient enough to later make 
his living as a stenographer. 18 
~ first known mention in utah of membership in the Ba.tIona.l 
Occu:.pat1onal ~raP7 Association. was Mrs. Glenn leele,.. ( Or1S1nally, 
therapists were registered by beillg granted a diplaDa. Later, a three-
year tra1ll1ng standard was set u;p by the lfational Association. > lIer 
statements were: 
The desire to became more proficient prODI.Pted me to seek further 
training and stu.Cty at Children' s Hospital in Chicago, as there were 
no schools tor such training in the Inter.r.u.otmtain States. I received. 
praise for '1Il3 work in Chicago from the Head 'fherapist, who recom-
mended me for memberShip in the National Associat ion organization. 
I was a member for many years. 
Filled with enthUSiasm, ideas, and a desire to serve (even without 
remuneration), I retUl'1'J.ed to Children's Primary Itosp1tal to find 
OccU'.Pational Therapy was to be discontinued as tunnecessary 
frills t. 19 
Mrs. :Beeley remained at the hospital only one year. One eo't1l9-
speculate as to what the growth of such a beginning might have been had 
18 Mr. Merlo J. Pusey, Deseret l!iews, April lQ, 1927, Salt Lake City, 
uta.h. Mrs. Glenn Beeley" Personal interview With author, 1957. 
19 Mrs. Glenn J. Beeley, Personal interview 'With author, 1957. 
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she remained longer. Some were not yet converted or cognizant of the 
true value of Occupational Therapy, nor could they foresee its impetus 
in total treatment-eare ot the child. 
A Mrs. Brown, Mrs. Shtmr.way (a school teacher), and others 
attempted to carry on sane torm of activity at the hospital. Crafts, 
as therapy, were la1d aside, but lirs. Glenn :Beeley's Occl1Pst1onal 
Therapy department formed a neTer-to-be-torgotten part of the early 
history of Primary Children t s Hospital with its several 'firsts t in the 
State of: (8) first ceramics and claY' modeling in the hospitals of utah, 
(b) first mention of 'Occupational Therapy' as such, in the State, and 
(e) first ehildren' s organized Occupational Therapy. 
The War Emergency had established a hospital at Brigham City, 
utah, called Bushnell in remembrance of Colonel George Ensign :Bushnell, 
an honored and esteemed Army doetor. 20 Important firsts were inau-
gurated at Bushnell: (a) the State became aware of what all OCC 1Ipat 1 ana 1 
Therapy program could do in a hospital of large patient numbers, (b) the 
first adult Occupational Therapy department was formed, (c) the first 
nationally-registered therapists were hired, and (4) the first clinical 
affiliation for trainees was initiated. 
TYPical of military precision and action, Busbnell Ar.my Hospital 
was started April l, 192&2, and the first patient was admitted on 
20 Des.ret I'ews, Ronda Walkeros File Folder, Hospitals of Utah, 1957. 
October ;'0, 1942. Its capacity was 2,500 patients, which it soon 
reached. Services offered were as tollows: (a) orthopedic -in torm ot 
amputee service, (D) neurosvgery, and (c) neuropsychiatric eare. 21 
Occupational Therapy had also gained favor with the Arm.y Chief 
ot Staff and was placed 1U'.I.der the Office of Surgeon General in 
Washington, D. C. )liss MarJorie :Ball, a certified graduate thera.pist 
(Occupational Therapist Registered), became their choice as Chief of 
Occupational Therapy at Bushnell Hospital. Kiss Ball was the tirst 
nationally-registered therapist in Utah. (She coMpleted the fiational 
requirements and graduated f'rom. an approved Occupational ,!herapy school, 
giving her precedeuce aver those therapists of' 11m.ited training.) 
Prior to this appOintment, activities at the hospital were in-
troduced under the direetion of' tvo very capable civilian employees. 
Miss Ball wrote: 
I was tbetirst registered Occupational Therapist in utah and 
was given the responsibil1ty for organizing the psychiatric clinic 
and later the cUnic for physical disabilities, which inelll4ed the 
amputee service. 22 
As the hospital grew, the Occupational Therapy department and 
the personnel increased. Two shop buildillgs tor the Occupational 
Therapy clinic and a protheSiS shop for 81I.Putees and brace manufacturing 
were annexed. Tvo registered therapists became directors. Miss Van 
Vlaek directed the orthopedic section and Ann Garland directed the 
21 Brochure, iuslmell, Occupational Thera.py File, Deseret Bews Library. 
22 Personal correspondence with the author, Miss Marjorie Ball 
(Director ot Oecu;pational Therapy, Colorado state t1nivers1ty), 
July, 19lt.7. 
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neuropsychiatric division. There was a large staff at registered 
therapists at Bushnell. Miss :sall contin.ued: 
I was appointed Chief of Oeeupaticmal Therapy at Bushnell under 
the Army Civil Serriee Program. in 1943. I remained there until 
the Spring of 1945, when I was transferred to· Wakeman General 
Hospital, Camp Atterbury, Indiana. 
Growth of the department was rapid, and fran three civilian 
employees, the staff rose to five registered therapists, four 
hospital corpsmen, and a fluctuating number of civilian and 
military personnel in related fields. There were few other 
registered therapists in the State than the staff at Bushnell, or 
time for recruitment. We were tully oceu;pied with the O'ffer-
whelming number of military patients. 23 
The first clinical affiliation in the State was established under 
the direction or Miss Marjorie Ball (present director of the Occupa-
tional Therapy depa.rtm.eat at Colorado State University). 
Occupational TherapY' trainees here at Busbnell atte~ed lectures, 
group therapY' seSSions, and assisted in Ward parties. The clinical 
trainees in neuropsychiatry ate their meals in the amputee cafe-
teria to observe the use of the prosthesis, the adaptations that 
might be needed. to aid a particular patient, or to observe those 
having difficulties that might be overcome through the clinic 
period's aid and instruction. The trainees or affiliates attended 
the car driving lessons, which was valuable exPerience in ortho-
pedic-amputee care. Each therapist gave individualized treatments 
since no two patients were exactly alike. This gave the trainee 
and the therapist added experience in care of that type of patient, 
namely, amputee. 24 
The War Emergency Program bad served its purpose at Bushnell and 
by 1945 the hospital was closing. The affiliate trainees were trans-
farred to various and sundJ:.'oy institutions to complete their training. 
By the end of 1946, Bushnell's doors were closed to Occupational Therapy, 
but its history became a stepping stone for the profession in Utah. 
23 Personal correspondence, Miss MarJorie J3all (Director of Occupa-
tional Therapy, Colorado State university), July, 1951. 
2~ Personal correspondence, Winfred carey( Occupational Therapist 
Registered, (Bushnell Hospital Trainee), August, 1951. 
1945 - 1957 
The period 'beginning 1945 to 1957 marked a steady growth. Small 
rooms were discarded for spaciOUS, well-organized, aecredited depart-
ments. BeY departments vere formed; centers converted into larger 
coordinated units. Each hospital's Occupational Therapy program and 
history was reviewed according to the hiring of. registered therapists. 
A peel: of ten registered therapists was reached in 1954, and continued 
in an u;pward trend. utah Occupational 'fhera];)ists established an 
association with a constitution and elected Officers in 1954. 
1. PliD1A.RI CHIWREN' S HOSPITAL 
The Primary Children's Hospital Occupational Therapy department 
founded in 1927 at 40 Vest Borth Temple Street, Salt Lake City, Utah, 
had maintained its purpose, that of. aiding in the "rehabilitation and 
educatiOD of the sick and crippled children lUlder twelve years ot age 
who could not pay for medical attention". 25 A volunteer program of 
reereatiotJal arts and crafts replaced Mrs. Bee ley , s Occupational 
~erapy department of 1927 to 1947. The American Legion Auxiliary 
maintained a corps ot workers at the hospital, and Mrs • Shumway, Mrs. 
018 Wilcos, Vera Hendriehsoll and others occupied the children with 
handwork. 26 
25 Harold Lundstran, Pri.1'l!el Children's Hos;pital, Deseret :Hews, Church 
Section, February, 1950, February 27,1952, pp.8,9J It_reh-April 1952. 
26 Mrs. 018 Wilcox and Miss Ruth Thorup, PersoDal interviews with the 
author, July and August, 1957. 
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A small room on the ground floor served as the 'Arts and Crafts 
Roam'. The previous secoDd-floorOccupat1onal Therapy department was 
utilized for beds and other facilities. In 1951 the hospital was m.aved 
from 40 West Borth Temple Street to 320 12th Avenue and became 
(February 13, 1952) the most modern, up-to-date children's hospital in 
the IntermO'tl'D.ta1J1 states. 27 Easy accessibility to all types of handi-
capped patients and their needs was possible through outSide ramps and 
1nside elevators. The Occupational Therapy clinic was eqJ11pped with 
movable f1x:t'Ul"'es and fu:rniture, built and planned for il'l4ividualized 
instruction, or arranged tor group activity. Media. was of a type for 
diversified eases and adaptations 0 28 
Mr. Harry Roby, AQa1nistrative Director for the hospital, indi-
cated the extent of therapies at the hospital by his statements: 
From 1922 to the present (1957), t!Ner 5,000 patients bave 
been treated with various therapies. An average of 15 to 20 
patients are seen in the OccupatIonal Therapy clinic eaeh day. 
Through proper vision sDd foresight in preparing and training 
for supervision in the heme, the hospital was able to release 
more pat1euts, who vere then placed on an outpatient basis • 
.An outpatient, parent-instruction service proved effective, 
resultlDg in a decrease of actual patient stay at the hospital. 
Greater tollow-up work made more discharges possible aDd spaee 
was then available for new cases. 29 
27 Deseret mews Library, Hospital FI1e,Primarl HOst1tal, Brochure, 
Church of Jesus Cbr1st of Latter-Day Saints publ cation, 1952. 
28 Ruth !horup,Perscmal interview with author, August, 1957. 
29 Mr. 1Is.rry Roby, Primary Hospital's Administrative D1reetor, Personal 
intentewwith author, July, 1957. 
Statistics indicated more patients vere treated (217), less 
retained (20), and the number of outpatients increased. 
lumber Number lum'Ser 1Uilib4ir . 











The OccupatiODal Therapy Clinic and Physical Therapy Department 
maintained their 0W1l brace and splint shop, working in close harmony 
to fashion corrective, adaptive equipment tor individualized care. 
(A detailed correlation of the Occupational Therapists and Physical 
Therapists and their functions and differences is given UDder Chapter I, 
Definitions, PP. 
A hospital policy required each child in Occupational Therapy 
Clinie to make one article for himself and a duplicate one far the 
hospital. In this manner a display vas on hand, kept 'Up to date, and 
reserve articles vere available for sale at the hospital. Such monies 
were used to replace needed materia.ls in the clinic. A program of 
graded activity for c~rdiac patients and orthopedic 'acts of dally 
living' was stressed. Occupational Therapy crafts filled a need for 
cardiac, rheumatic fever, and severely burned patients in that projects 
were limited to the passive type of aet1v1tYlt thus creating an emotional 
release rather than a muscular treatment. 
Miss Elise Davies' program conSisted of: 
servicing the 30 to 35 patients; plannin.g and printing e. pre-
scription blank for the attending physicians to prescribe Oc-
cupational Therapy and to initiate new activities. These consisted 
of hook-rug making, stenciling" and ceramies. 30 
e. THERAPISTS 
Miss Elise Da.vies was the first nationally registered therapist 
on record at Primary Children's Hospital (July 15,1947).31 
Other registered Occupatiollal Therapists followed. These were: 
Mrs. Joyce Andrews (November, 1951), and Patricia Miller (1956 to 
Eovamber, 1957). 32 ~he hospital bad bad only three known registered 
or certified therapists over a thirty-year period of Occupational 
Therapy. Ruth Thorup, Arts and Crafts Director, aided, when therapists 
were not available at Primary Children'S Hospital in Salt Lake City, 
utah. 
Dr. Ralph Richard's account of 'hospitals' in Utah gave the 
f'olloving information concerning the beginning of the tuberculosis 
Sanatorium: tfThe climate in Utah was thought to be one that did not 
encourage the disease ft , but Dr. T. B. Beatty, utah's first State Health 
Director (lB98 to 1935), found after careful study that the " •• disease 
was present in all parts of the Staten, and he advocated a sanatorium. 
30 Miss Elise Davies, Personal correspondence with author, August, 
1951. 
31 Occupational Therapy Register Yearbook, American Occupational 
Therapy Association, 1956, p. 51. 
32 Ibid, p. 5. 
In 1900, Utah bad 40 cases of tuberculosis per 100,000 population, 
. 
and by 1946 Utah's death rate was 15.6 per 1,000 opoulation as a result 
of tuberculosis. ~brough control measures, it bad decreased to 7.6 per 
1,000 population in 1951. 33 
~he State Health Department acquired a sanitarium. at Ogden, Utah, 
in 1941. It has functioned to its capacity of 100 beds since that date. 
Information concerning Occupational Therapy at the i'.B. Sanatorium was 
meager. Eleven years after the opening of the hospital proper, the 
f'irstT.B. Occupational Therapy department in utah was iustigated, 
August, 1947. 34 
Most Sanatoriums have a form of grading or classification of 
patient-breakdown into one to five baSic groups, which is also followed 
in the Occupational Therapy e linie. Number one tuberculosis patient 
would be on a strict bed-rest, while number five would be near-normal 
in activity-prescription and type. Codes were used to deSignate the 
particular group to which the patient belonged, such as (8) a letter, 
(b) a number, and (c) a color, or depending upon the rules and regula-
tions of that particular haspi tal. Such grouping was a means of showing 
progress of the patient and also as an aid in prescribing activity per 
gradation and/or according to his endurance, limitations, and disease 
progress (stage of involvement sw:h as a very small cavity which would 
33. Joseph R. Morrell~ M~p"~, utab:J!;,H,.ltJl·alid'(oi_ ... ..:. .. ~ Salt Lake City, 
D'eaerst Bopk"Oo.· Pres., 1956,: p_ 128. 
34. Dorothy Whitloc~, Personal correspondence With author, 1957, pp. 2" 
3. 
not require as long to heal nor 8S confined an activity as a co~letely 
affected lobe). The T.B. Sanatorium followed the one-to-five 
classification. 
The classification chart at the nurse's station on each division 
throughout the hospital indicated the time allowed for Occupational 
Therapy ill each group or class1f'ication. The infirmary OccupatIonal 
Therapy for example, began with fifteen minutes with length of time 
being inereased through each of the four classes or groups up to the 
ambulatory stage. Two hours were allowed for the ambulatory group, and 
four hours for the pre-discharge patient. 
Mrs. Dorothy H. Whitlock wrote of the Ogden Sanatorium's first 
Occupational Therapy department: 
There was also the following gradation of bed, bedSide, reading, 
and shop activities at the Sanatorium. Each patient knew his time 
allowance and the hour for his Oecupational Therapy clinic, plus 
the type of activity per his classification. 
Our department was typical or departments not planned or proYided 
for, but desperately needed. The first supplies consisted of a 
fine sewing machine and l'4Y typewriter. We used a table for the 
typewriter, and a chest for the supplies yet to be ordered. A 
metal filing case was installed. An initial order of tools and 
various supplies for craft work vas sent for, which was neatly 
stored, upon arrival, in a closet in the eonverted bedroom (le('!u-
pat10nal Therapy clinic. When more supplies were ordered, the 
room overflowed with packages, so ste:ps were taken to convert a 
basement roan under the k1tehen to an Occupational Therapy elinic.35 
To this clinic was added a shopsmith and other woodworking equipment, 
In 1950-51 a $41,000 fund was appropriated by the ,Sta.te for a 
new recreation and Occupational Therapy addition to the Ogden T .B. 
Sanatorium. 
35 Dorothy Whitlock, Personal correspondence with author, 1957, pp. 6, 
10 
b. OOCUPATIOliAL T:BERAPI ACTIVITIES 
Occupational Therapy activities at the Sanatorium were often in 
the form of projects. These were: (8) furnishing and arranging the new 
quarters; (b) shopping one day each week for canteen patient needs and 
Occupatio1l8l Therapy materials; (e) orgainizing and publishing a monthly 
news sheet, 'The Sanezette t ; (d) starting a hospital library (Mr. 
Ralph Thompson, Assistant Librarian at the University of utah donated a 
day in 1946 to aid in plans and setting up the library), and pre-
discharge patient vocational rehabilitation direction. 
The regular clinic activity was con.ducted by prescription and 
claSSification. tBedside and ward' work consisted of sewing, crocheting, 
knitting, colonial mat-making, textile painting, leather tooling and 
reading. Ambulatory patients worked in the clinic in the afternoons. 
The recreational program was maintained under the direction of 
the Occupational Therapy program. Being a small Sanatorium and with 
limited staff, the Occupational Therapist was recreation leader, super-
visor, buyer of materials, teacher, janitor (oftentimes), and in the 
capacity of chaplain, when that officer was not available. Mrs. 
Whitlock gave talks to the State Public Health nurses; personnel of 
other Ogden and Salt Lake hospitals; to students and nurses training 
programs; 8S guest speaker at the Mental Health Institute at Brigham 
Young University; and was interviewed on television programs. 36 
36 Dorothy Whitlock, Personal correspondence with author, 1957, 
pp. 2, 4, 8, 11 .. 
47 
c. THERAPISTS 
Mrs. Dorothy Hamilton Whitlock was the first registered therapist 
a.t the Sanatorium in Ogden (1947 to 1951), and was the founder of the 
OccUJtstional Therapy department at the hospital. 37Sinee 1951 no record 
was found of any nationally registered and Oecupational-Therapy-tra1ned 
therapists at the Sanatorium. Mrs it Whitloek was followed by Beth Fife 
and others l including Miss Marjorie Christopher, an Arts and Cra.fts 
student, in charge of the Occupa.tional Therapy department (1957) at the 
Ogden Sa.natorium.. Trained therapists were hard to locate, although the 
bed capacity of 100 patients a.t the T. B. Sa.natorium. was steadily 
maintained. 
3. mAR SOOIETY FOR CRIPPLED CHILDREN AND AD'l'JLTS 
The Utah Society for Crippled Children and Adults was the second 
organization in utah dea.ling with handicapped children and offering 
services of Occupational Therapy under the direction of a registered 
therapist. The 'White House Conference' bad paved the way for the estab-
lisbment of such organizations. December 3l, 1935, the Public Welfare 
Board of' Utah deSignated the Utah State Bo8.:rd of Health as the official 
agency to administer to services for the Crippled Childr'ell in utah, and 
by March 25, 1936, an organization to care for utah's crippled children 
was completed. Mrs. Marcella Mclnneryn, a registered nurse, was ap-
pointed the direetor of' Crippled Children's SOCiety with J. L. Jones; 
M.D., the Director in General. There was an a.verage of three crippled 
31 Register Jl 0e©upat1onal TheraPt Yearbook, O;1!cupat1onal Thera.py Ass(Q;-ciatlon (National), N.Y., 195 • 
children to each 1,000 population in the State of utah (1936). 38 
In 1945 Mrs. Alida Dixon made a, survey to find what could be done 
to aid the handicapped of the State. A broch~e, 'The Bulletin,' 
supplied this information: 
A new organization was born in Utah, January, 1946, and was 
christened 'utah Sooiety for the Physically Handicapped f • Its 
purpose is to plan and carry on programs for the handicapped 
persons throughout the State without duplicating services given by 
other agencies. The first program contemplated by the utah SOCiety 
is the establishment of a Cerebral Palsy Center. 39 
The first mention of Occupational Therapy in this early organ1za-
t10n was through Hilga Trauba, an orthopedie nursing instructor, where 
lectures were given twice a week to groups of nurses. At the end of the 
lecture series a two-day institute wa.s given. Lectures on Oce'l"apat1ona.l 
Therapy were included in this series. The W.P.A. recreation workers 
ta.ught leather craft, painting, sewing, n.eedlework, airpl.ane building, 
basket weaving and woodwork as hobbies. 40 The following quotation taken 
frm Miss Gorllnsk1 'a thesis gave indications that little pre-vocational 
exploration was known, nO%" was the Occupational Therapy program under-
stood in utah at that time, because O'lOnly three ••• were given voca.tional 
rehabilitation as most of tmt work: comes after eighteen years of age tf • 
38 Va.lentine M. f!orlinsk1 esThesis, Sllt"'Vey of' Crippled Children· s 
Serv1~es in Utah tmder.,_tb~ SOG:lal Security Act of 1936-37, 
December 31, 5, pp. ,l}1,.30'. 
39 utah Society for Crippled. ChiL.dren and Ad':'J.lts, i'he Bulletin, Publish ... 
ed by the Utah State Soolety" 1946. , 
1+0 Valentine M .. G©l"'linski's TheSiS, Su:rve..l of Crippled Childrenlls 
Services in Utah Under the So~1al Se©urity Act of 1936",,3 
December 31, 1935, p. 1. 
New activities were introduced for the first time in 1956 by the author 
consisting of cord knotting, rake knitting, wheel weaving, 011 painting, 
pyro-lace belt making, and graded W'oodwork1ng~ Various demonstrations, 
lectures to societies, companies, parents, clubs, and organizations were 
introduced through the Society's Easter Seal Program with the a1m of 
orienting professionals and the lay public to the Occupational Therapy 
program. 41 
Lack of available floor space I equipment, organization, and 
orientation of personnel were drawbacks of the Occupational Therapy 
sub-department at the Uta.h State Health Center. 
b. BUIIDmGS, EQUIPfIENT AND ADDITIONS 
The SOCiety was first located in the Beason Building in Salt Lake 
City. Due to inadequacies and lack of clinic accessibility, the Society 
was mOV'ed to M.otor Avenue, now known as Social Hall Avenue, and the 
nam.e was changed to 'Utah Society for Crippled Children a.nd Adults' with 
treatment offered to adult hand.1capped. 42 Later, the Society moved to 
the Utah State Health Center Building in Sa.lt Lake City. 
Additional funds were secured for needed equipment in the Oceupa-
tional Thera.py department. The State Health Center was begun 
February 21, 1949, and in April, 1949, the second floor housed the Utah 
Society's Occupational Therapy department for the cerebral palsy patients. 
41 J..yma.n S ... Sbreeves , Easter Seal Society 1957 Annual Report, pp. 2, 12, 
19, 20, Authorts own experience, background and training. 
42 Personal interview with Alida. Call Dixon, former Director of the 
Society, 1951. 
50 
Mrs. Ann Brann added adaptive equipment and sand blocks to the depart-
ment. 43 The Alpha Chi Omega. Sorority donated sturdy Montessori boards 
and self'-help toys (an average of' 30 a year) for the State's cerebral 
palsy patients. Mrs. Jane T1bbles, Dis"tr1ct Director for Utah, Colorado 
and Wyoming Alpha. Chi Omega Sorority, stated: 
The National Alpha Chi Omega. project is 'aid tor the cerebral 
palsy children t • The Utah chapters give needed media, materials, 
and aid with the Easter Seal drives. The OccU};8tional Therapy 
department at the state Health Center is one ot the Salt Lake 
Chapterts interests. 44 
In November, 1956, the department, in need or renovation, was re-
established by the author. sturdy eqUipment took the place ot the 
previously damaged artioles in woodworking, selt help, and acts of daily 
living. Adaptive eqUipment was purchased, including a large Harold 
loom. 
c. TBERAPISTS 
Mrs. Ruth Puls Brown was the first registered Occupational 
Therapist for the Society (1948). She resigned in 1949 and was replaced 
by Elsa Lohne Giles, who was foll()Wed by Mrs. AIm Bram. 45 The turn-
over of personnel was greater 1n Occupational Therapy than in any other 
department in the State, the a.verage was one therapist a year. In 
1954-56, the recreational therapist, Mrs. Marjorie Skiver, included 
43 Utah State Health Center, Consultation and Services Available Tbrough 
the Children's Health Center, October, 1955. 
44 Mrs Jane T1bbles, District Director for Alpha Chi Omega, Personal 
interview with author, 1951. 
45 lunerican Oc(eupat100.al Thera.py Assoc1a,tion, Yearbook Register J 1956. 
Personal interview 1 Kenneth Roth, Director, Utah Society for 
Crippled Children and Adults, 1951. 
51 
grasp-release toys and Montessori boards, plus ceramics in her depart-
ment to supplant the void of an Occupational Therapy department. 46 
(See tutah Oceu;pationalTherapists Register' and the brochure 'H1story 
of utah Occupational nerapy' compiled by Blanche Humpherys, Deseret 
News LIbrary, Oecupati01lal Therapy File.) Miss Aliee Banik was the 
Occupational Therapist in 1957. 
4. OOCllP~IOlJAL THERAPY AT SA.I8! LAKE COtJ.RTY IIOSP~AL 
John C. McKay, Chairman of the Board of Commissioners, was the 
father of the plan for the County Rospital Infirmary, whose dedicatory 
services were held June, 1913, 1n Salt Iake Clty, utah. The hospital was 
'dedicated to the poor, the Sick and the allIng, who were unable to care 
for themselves or to pay tor attention they needed'. 
A buildIng plan was adopted Aupst, 1910, aM work begun. in 
liO'lember of that year. The buildIng, when completed, housed 250 patients 
with accommodations for 300 and contained tour floors. The mental seet10n 
was in the basement of the main building. t1.P to this time, the County 
Rospital was the only' place the mentally ill patients had been allowed 
. to be taken for preliminary treatment. Patlents were treated only long 
enough to be camnitted to the state Hospital, and this usually required 
a week's time. 1;.7 
46 Mrs. Marjorie Skiver, Pel"sonal intervlew with author, 1951. 
q.7 The Herald (newspaper now Obsolete), :New County Intirmarz Opens 
with Impressive Ceremonies, June, 19l3. 
52 
A complete renovation or the mental section was undertaken in 1945, 
and a new emergency hospital was built in the seetion previously housing 
the:mentally ill. A new building was erected for the mental patients, 
where patients were aamitted and treated up to and including the eighth 
month. The new section aceomm.odated 16 patients at one time. 48 Doctor 
Hardin Branch did much to aid in promoting ~-to-date treatment programs 
for the psychiatric patients. 
Dr. Branch felt Occupational Therapy was a vital part of any 
psychiatric program, and through his efforts and planning, early 
Occupational Therapy work started with e. small cart containing 
equipment for simple craft activities for the elosed ward. 49 
b. OOCUPNfIOliAL TBERAPI ACTIVITIES 
In 1949 Dr. Branch gave full support and consent in opening the 
first Occupational Therapy department at the County Hospital. Mrs. Jean 
Korner, therapist, stated: 
It meant beginning from scratch, with many problems to be sur-
mounted. There was a lack of mowledge about Occupational tfherapy. 
The interns were completely oblivious to what it was or how it was 
used, or of 1 ts value and purposes. They did not mow how to write 
out prescriptions.. Much indoctrination was needed. Nurses required 
instruction. Requisitions met the wastebasket. The officials 
could not be interested in the program. There was little material, 
such as media and/or equipment, on band. 50 
As therapist, Mrs. Korner used the approach of activity in 
teaching student doctors and nurses about the new department. .Arts, 
crafts, activ1t1es, sports, scheduled evening act1vities, and var10us 
48 Deseret News, Ronda Walker, County Hosp1tal Will Bave New Mental 
Section, Deeember 15, 1945. Mrs~ Jean Korner, Personal interview 
with author, Hareh, 1957. 
49 Mrs. Jean Korner, Personal interview with author, March, 1957. 
50 Ibid, March, 1957. 
entertainments were provided by outside organizations, leagues I and 
auxiliary organizations in the for.m of bingo, song fests, movies, and 
demonstrations ot arts and crafts. There were individual and group 
therapy sessions. Occu;pational Therapy expanded its serviees and in-
53 
eluded both the 'open' and 'closed' ward patients. The hospital itself 
was enlarged and became a Class 'A' m.edical institution serving the 
University of utah medical college. 51 The Social Service department 
correlated with the Oec'tt.Pst1onal Therapy in ease stu.c1y needs, home 
background aid, and problem solving. 
Controversies arose as to hospital managersh1ps which affected 
all departments in the hospital, and hindered Occupational Therapy. A 
survey was undertaken and deficiencies revealed needs for equipment, 
buildings I and personnel shortages in all departments. At this time the 
University of Utah Medical Department, College of MediCine, made plans 
for a University of utah Medical Center 52 to include a rehabilitation 
program and Occupational Therapy treatment. The Oeeu;pat1onal TherapY' 
Rehabilitation department was established, and the psychiatric division 
mainta.ined the original Occupational Therapy program. 
c. THERAPISTS 
Mrs. Jean Tomlinson Korner was the first registered therapist at 
the Salt Lake County Hospital. 53 She worked part-time until 1949, when 
51 Mr. Packard, Salt Lake Tribune, Feature Wri tar, Sa.lt Lake General 
Hospital Finishipf Renovation, June 2, 1954. 
52 Mr. Packard, Salt lake !r1bune, Report Pushes 'Base Hospital' Trend, 
December 7, 1954. 
53 Mrs. Jean Korner, Persoml interview with author, 1957. 
Therapy plan. Trained thera.pists were diffi\\!ult to se~u.re. Dr. Branch 
encouraged short-term training for aides. Miss Shirley Bndd, a Social 
Worker I became the first O~cupat1onal ~herapy Aide under M;ra. Korner 11 s 
supervision" and from 1953 to 1956 Miss Budd managed the department. In 
1956 :Betty Pf'lugger became the first Reba.billtat1on Therapist, and Mrs. 
Betty M.cRae continued as Oectq)ational Therapist of the psychiatric 
division. 54 
5. PR0110 STA!fE HOSPITAL OOCUPATIOllAL THERAPY 
AID REHABILrrATIOH DEPA.R'flmlf 
a. OOCUPATIOHAL TlJERAPI ACTIVITIES 
Utah State Hospitalts O~eupat1onal Therapy department bad its 
adversities during and after the war period (1940 11 6). Needlecraf"t 
elasses were again introd\lr!:ed in much the same manner as prior to World 
War II, being one of the chief activities for women.. The department was 
put on a prescription basis in 1952, and the ~11n1e consisted of a wood= 
work shop, beauty shop, library, needle©raft shop and an office., 
A period of expansion began in 1954. !fhe library wss opened from. 
8:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M • .!' Monday t'b.t'tough Friday. Bo(()ks were distributed 
in the wards j the bea.uty shop gave perma.nents by a 11~ensed full"",t me 
opera.tor l' pri®ed a.t $l.50 for 
Therapy classes were held during the day rather than at n.ight., The vari-
OtIS divisions were combined to f©l'm a Rebabilitatil()n department" 
54 Oc~u.pational Therapy \1.@).b~f\'~'v"',q"~1r .l.t\",~oI..!O 
Association, :1.1'. I 1956" 
55 
Instruction included former classes pl~ leather ~raft9 ceramics, 
lapidary , photography, painting, and a print shop 0 Kilton Fisher, 
therapist, established the first patient newspaper called 'The Indicator v , 
and patients were given full freedan as the printing staff' with only an 
advisory board to aid. All hospital forms and publications were printed 
1n the print shop. The first mixed grO'tW work was be~, and a year 
later the male maxiJrmm se~ur1ty ward was allowed to participate in classes 
held in the shop in connection with the psychology department. 55 
In January 1) 1956, the Industrial Therapy department was formed 
and for the first time patients were world.ng where they would benefit 
therapeutically from the tl'Pe of work assigned them. 'fhis new department 
also acted as an empla,y,ment service, where patients vere able to voice 
their opinion as to a Jobt work and ask for a transfer. By June, 1956, 
Occupational Therapy classes were held for medical and surgical wards one 
day a week for one and one-balf hours coordinated with the psychology 
department. Functional Occupational Therapy was reorganized by Mrs. 
YVODlle Westwood., August, 1957 0 56 
Both Dr.s William a.nd Ida Hill (psyehol(ogists at State Hospital) 
voiced deSires for an Occupational Therapy school in utah. Theywoul.d 
give support to s~h a program on behalf of the State Hospital. 51 
Another Occupational Therapy area was pla.nned and the program continued 
to grow, but therapists and personnel were impossible to seCl.1r'e 0 
55 Miss Miyeko Harada, Director Industrial Department, Utah State 
Hospital, Personal eorrespooden~e with a.uthor, August, 1957. 
56 Ibid, p. 20 
57 Ibid, p. 30 
b 0 Tl:IER.APIS'lS 
Miss Dorothy Ericson was the first Occ~at1onal ~herapist Register-
ed on record at the state Hospital (1952). Miss Irene Erickson became 
director of Oecupat1onal Therapy until 1954. other therapists included: 
Milton Fisher, Art Goldberg (the first Rehab!l! tat ion director), and 
Mrs. Yvonne Westwood. Kiss Miyako Harada, a registered Occupational 
Therapist" became the first Industrial Therapy director in March, 
1956. 58 
6. SlmIIERS HOSPITAL 
The Sbriners Hospital for children stands on a hill above Salt 
Lake City in home-like surroundings and is: 
A spiritual as well as a. physical sanctuary 11 planned and de-
signed for the fullest possible rehabilitation of the eriEPled 
child. A hospital, a school, and a home under one roof. 59 
The hospital is sponsored by the Intermountain Unit of the 'Nobles 
of the Mystic Shrine·. 
a.. BUILDING AND P NlIEETS 
The hospital site was chosen May 3, 1947; the cornerstone laid 
April, 1949, and the building completed May 269 1951Q 
Infants and children under the age of 14 years were sdmi tted to 
the hospital. Oecll;Patlonal Therapy and all allied professional services 
were provided. Over 3$000 patients had been trea.ted a.t the hospital 
58 Occupational Therapy Yearbook Register, National Occupational 
Therapy Association, NoY .. .» 1956. 
59 Sbr1ners, Intermountain Unit, a Brochure, 19540 Sbriners Hospital 
Units, Chicago, IllinOiS, ppo 1, 7. 
57 
since its opening u;p to the middle of 1957.. The patient capacity of the 
hospital averaged 50 to 60 occupants. 
Therapeutic ~rov1s1ons and individualistic treatment plans gave 
Occupational Therapy an important plaee in the lives of' the children at 
Shriners Hospital. 
Recreation facilities and Occupational Tberapy for both indoor 
and outdoor activities 1) toys, games» hobbies and l::J.a.mi@rafts for 
the older patients were offeredo Physical ~hera.py worked in ~lose 
harmony with the Ol:;cu;pational Therapy department in caring for 
muscle restoration and re-education of defective muscles. 65 (See 
PPo of Chapter I for the correlated program of PhySical 
and Occupational Therapies.) 
These needs were utilized in ceramics, self-help activities, and 
aets of daily living, sewing, knitting, drawing, and other varied activi ... 
ties for purposeful musele functioning. 
The program expanded, new additions and classes in Occupational 
Therapy, such as amputee, braee, and splint iemonstration-instr'U.Ctlons, 
were given to a.dd to the hosp1talIJs progress and efficiencyof' the Oceu-
pational Therapy department. 
The State 9 s only c11n1eal affiliation is located at Shriners. Six 
or more students gaia internship tra1n1q at the hospital each year. 
Miss Alice Mill,'} a registered Oee~atlollal Therapist, opened the 
Occupational Therapy department at Shriners Hospital in 19510 61 
60 Sbriners, Intermountain Unit, a Broehurep 19540 Shriners lIospltal 
Units, Chicago, Illinois, pp. 5, 6» 7. 
61 Oceu;ps.tiona1 Therapy Yearbook Register, NatloDal OeetWational Therapy 
Association, I.Yo, 1950. 
7. YftEIWfS ADMIlISTRA1'IOI' C(l(BIIfED OOCUPATIOIiAL THERAPY 
The Veterans Administration vas established in Utah in 1932. Sinee 
1946, Veterans bave had a continual Occupational Therapy department. '!'he 
original department was opened at Veterans Hospital, Twelfth Avenue, 
Salt lakeC1ty, utah. 62 Changes in equipment and growth, additions, 
space enlargements, e.nd. COordinating divisions pointed to growth. 
M1lit&ry' Services in WaShington, D. e., stressed the value of the 
Occupational ~rapy program. for mental illnesses andlor sick or handi .... 
capped. pa.tients. 'fbrough various research programs and studies , it has 
broadened, vitalized and propagated Occupational Therapy throughout the 
eountry. Top ranld.l'lg Occupational Therapy officials, such as Colonel 
Ruth Robison (president of the :lationsl Association), Captain Haryelle 
Dodds, Major Beatrice Whitcomb, and Major Myra MeDamel, came from. 
military ranks to the :I~tional Organization. 63 
Ft. Douglas Veterans AOministration Occupational Therapy maintained 
an expanded and elaborate program in Utah. In 1957 seTeD of the state's 
16 active, registered therapists comprised its eooperat1v~ staff 0 Four 
main medical fields vere represented: (a) neurological, (b). psychiatric, 
(e) geriatric, and (d) tuberculosis. These fields were housed in dif-
ferent buildings, but vere combined under one hospital Occupational Therapy 
Chief of Sections, Miss Betty White. Her assistant chief vas Frank 
Jackson. 
62 Mrs.. Winifred Carey, Personal correspondence with author, 1951. 
63 American OCCUpational Therapy AsSOCiation, American Journal of Oeeu-
pational ~erap'11 Vol. IX NO.1, 1955, p. 10; Vol XI No.2, Part 1, 
1951; Vol X No.6, 1956, p. 288; Vol IX No.2, 1955, p. 63. 
59 
a. TWElFTH AVEmlE VETERANS HOSPITAL OCCUPATIONAL TBERAPI DEP~ 
( 1) OCOUP ATIOIlAL THERAPY TBEAT.M.'Elf.r AND .ACTIVITIES 
The Occupational Therapy program of 1946 was new at Twelfth 
Avenue Veterans Hospital, but its activity was welcomed by the long-
term patients. 
Shop patients were contacted daily, bed patients were seen 
three times a week o Referral slips for new patients interested 
in Occupational Therapy were left at the doctor's offiee for: 
(8) his permission for patients to attend the clinic, (b) the 
diagnosis, and (c) needed precautions. 
Volunteer services were available daily at the hospital. They 
helped with cOpying, deSigns, warping looms, lining woven bags 
(made by the patients) p and· preparing parachute silk for add1:-
tional use. Some aided in sewing and cutting out patterns. 64 
"There were only two Occupational Therapy departments in the 
State that hired registered therapists in 1951," stated Frank Jackson, 
who was also on record in 1957 as being the 'first' known male presi-
dent of 8 newly organized State Occupational Therapy Association. 65 
Activi ties at Twelfth Avenue Occupational Therapy department 
under Frank Jackson's directorship were recorded in an article printed 
in the Deseret News~ Salt Lake City, Utahg which indicated his thorough 
understanding of the profession and his insight and ingenuity in fash-
ioning adaptive equipment. 
He teaches patients new skills with respect to their disability, 
helping to restore broken bodies to usefulness; skills that the 
64 Mrs. Winifred Carey, Personal correspondence with authorg 1957, po 
2, 3. 
65 Mro Frank Jacksons Personal interview with author, 1951. (Verifica-
tion as far as is known and possible from National Occupational 
Therapy Assoeiation, New York~ N.Y.) 
patient can turn into a source of income-production upon being 
released fram the hospital are given. 66 
60 
Duties of a director were varied and consisted of patient 
treatments, special indoctrination instruction, courses for vol-
unteers, tours throughout the clinic, explanations of the objec-
tives and purposes of Occupational 'l'herapy and of the equipment 0 67 
In 1957 the Twelfth Avenue department consolidated with the Ft. 
Douglas Occupational ~herapy to became the Combined Veterans 
Administration Occupational Therapy program. 
(2) ~BERAPISm 
The first registered therapist at Veterans Twelfth Avenue 
llospital was Miss Janice Brown (1946) 0 Mrso Maxine Hicox Ware, 
Winifred Carey, and Frank Jackson followed in successive order. All 
were registered therapists. 68 
b. :r.r. DOUGLAS VE'fElWfS ADMINIS!RATION 
The modern Ft. Douglas Administration Hospital was dedicated 
September 14, 1952. Its purpose was to rehabilitate patients on a more 
sound basiS, to train phySicians, to serve as an affiliated hospital, 
and as a research laboratory to aid the medical and psychological fields. 
66 The Deseret News, Ronda Walker'S File, Turning Back T~e in Fight 
to Restore Damaged Muscles, Deseret News Printing, Salt Lake City, 
Utah, April 7, 1955-
67 Mrs. Winifred Carey, Personal correspondence with 8utbor, 1957. 
68 Occupational Therapy Yearbook Register; National Occupational 
Therapy Association» NoYo l 1956. 
It was one of thirteen centers and services offered by the Veterans 
Administration in Utah, Wyoming, Colorado and New Mexico. 69 
(1) BUILDmGS, EQUIPMENT, PATIENTS 
Or1'g1nally, the Occupational Therapy department was merely 
61 
designated areas, namely, TeB. Clinic area, Male Neuropsychiatric area, 
and Female Neu:ropsychiatr1e area • Within tour short years the Oceupa-
tional Therapy program at Ft., Douglas expanded to include the following 
completely equipped areas: (a) weavingp with looms of varied kinds and 
sizes; (b) pottery-ceramic center, with kiln, potter's wheel and neces-
sities; (0) a woodworking clinic, with tools for all forms of wood-
working; (d) a metal clinic; (e) a jewelry and lapidary clinic; 
(f) sewing and general crafts, and (g) an art and painting corner. 
The first patients were admitted September, 1952, and totaled 
approximately 30 in number. 
These were transferred from an older hospital as chronic, long-
term treatment cases., They bad all been exposed to Occupational 
Therapy for a number of years <I (> ., oThe original 56 ~tients at the 
end of' 1952 increased to over 250 the second year. 70. 
(2) OOCUPM'IONAL fiERAPY TREATMENT AND ACTIVITIES 
The first Occupational Therapy treatment program was given. at Ft. 
Douglas on the ward for the first month, and later it was transferred 
to the Occupational Therapy clinic o 
69 Salt Lake Triblme$ A PlVsician's Dreamg September 7, 1952, ppo 1, 30 
Special Feature Sect10np A ~our of Veterans Administration Hospital 
in Picture» pp. )43, 469 September 15, 19520 
70 Miss Betty Wh1tep Personal interview and correspondence, 1957. 
Ferell(itchel~ therapist; initated the therapeutic program. of 
toy~king activities tor a Christmas project in the State's only 
geriatric Occupational TherapY' type of' program. 71 It was so success-
ful that the project became a yearly event. The Veteran's Service 
CODII11ssion program tGr01I.P 85' donated stationery aDd leather for the 
Occupational 'I'berapY' leather cUnic. 72 The Ladies Auxiliary League 
donated the State II s first 45 inch lJarold Loom. for the weaving 
clinic. 73 Lee Bowles, Occupatlonal '.rherapist, improv'ised an activity 
for patients who had been exposed to Occupational Therapy aver long 
periods of time, and who required realistic, yet varied activities. 
'!'hese patients fashioned what they termed a 'Boltswagon' which was a 
piece of engineering made from. plastics and other media. 74 
(2) THERAPISTS 
Mlss Betty White, a Registered Occupational Therapist Director, 
came to Utah from Texas, July, 1952, 75 prior to the dedication of the 
hospital at Ft. Douglas 0 Her work and endeavors are part of utah t s 
Occupational 'fherapy, and much of its success in the State can be at-
tributed to her continuity in seeking higher goals 0 Miss White added 
71 Deseret News, Patlents at Veternas Administration Hospital Make 
Toys for Children, Salt Lake Cit:y, utah, December 19, 1956, p. l2B. 
72 Elks Bulletin, Veteran's Service Ccrmrdssion Program., Vol. 39, No.3, 
1953, po 8. . , 
73 Salt Lake Tribune, Exercise Plus Product, Loom Fll1s Twin Role at 
Vets Hospital, Salt lake City, Utah, November 3, 1956. 
74 Miss Betty White, Personal eorrespondenee with author, 1957. 
prestige to the profession with an organized analysis of problems from. 
the human viewpoint as well as the statistical. 
It was difficult to tind trained and accredited Occupational 
Therapists when the Ft. Douglas Hospital opened" and in 1953, fow 
members caaprised the Occupational Therapy staff it This was increased to 
seven by December of t~t same year. Two aides also Joined the staff. 
Up to 1951 there bad been 13 registered therapists and the usual two 
aides, some of whom. were: Frank Jackson, Ferel M1tchel~ Jatee Rube, 
Lee BowlesJ) Betty Jensen, Boyd Johnson, Willa Mae Crick, Janet 
Richardson, Job 0 tLeary, and Kathryn Curran, all registered therapists.16 
The combined efforts ot the Twelfth Avenue and the Ft. Douglas 
Veterans Administration Occupational Therapy divisions comprised the 
outstanding department of its kind in utah. Clinical affiliations, if 
there was a school in the State to draw fram, would find excellent 
training in such an organization. The ever=progressing poliey, enthu-
siastic staff and the encouragement fran their Chief Therapist have 
won the rightfully des1g1lated title of the State v s most elaborate and 
efficient Occupational Therapy department& 
8. urAR STAB OOCUPATIOBAL THEBAPY ORGANlZATIOlf 
Unity was a prerequisite among the Occupational Therapists in 
utah in order for an organization to function. A few therapists re-
solved to band the Occupational Therapists into a State Association. 
Initial steps were begun in the Fall of 1952 with discussion groups. 
16 Occupational Therapy Yearbook Reg1ster g Bat10nal Occupational 
Therapy Assoeiat10llj) :1.1'0" 1956, Miss Betty White" Personal 
correspondence with authorg 19570 
The first formal step, that of requesting procedures from the Director 
of American Occupational !herapy Association, was made November 19, 
1952. These procedures consisted of a constitution guide aDd the 
Handbook for Delegates. 
A constitution committee composed of Jean Korner, Joyce Andrews, 
Ferel Mitchell, Ann Brann, Betty Ao Jensen and Betty White met to 
frame a Utah constitution. 
The immediate basic groundwork vas launched at a formal meeting 
held in 1953 at 1248 Foothill Drive, Salt Lake City, utah. A uomi-
nating ccam1ttee was chosen consisting of Lew Bowles, Joyce Andrews and 
Betty White. The following officers were nominated to officiate for the 
group as an acting executive eamaittee to handle Occupational Therapy 
business and problems until the final initial association officers 












Alternate Delegate 78 
It was difficult to get the group together and a struggle to keep 
enthusiasm and interest alive. Closer organization, worthwhile meetings 
and stronger leaderShip helped to solve interest and enthusiasm require-
ments. Standing co:mrn1ttees were founded and problems of: <a> dues, 
(b) invitations to associate members,? (0) type and number of meetings, 
77 National Office of Occupational Therapy ASSOCiation, New York, NoY., 
Correspondence, 1957. 
78 Deseret News, Ronda Walker 8s Filej! (Occupational Therapy) 9 Salt 
Lake City, Utah. 
(d) financing a delegate to the National conference, (e) professional 
training needed for all therapists, (f) scholarship funds, (g) recruit-
ments, and (h) organizatIon printing and letterhead; as well as projects 
that required investigation, sanction and/or action, were advanced at 
in1 t1&l meetings and decIsions passed concerning them. 
Approxtmately four meetings were scheduled and held each year 
before the definite organization was eanpleted. This number of meetings 
was later increased to Six, with May being the annual business 
meeting. 19 
Miss White bad had some previous experience in another state eOI1-
eerning formation of a eonstitution, so much of this work fell upon her 
shouldres 0 A therapist described such efforts in the following: 
Betty White wrote and fashioned the constitution for the 
organizatIon. She worked bard to get it completed and approved, 
to educate the grou:,p and others as to what OccupatIonal ~rapy 
really was, what i\ signifIes to the therapist, and future 
values. 80 
'fhe eonstitution committee held several aeetings. A year later, 
the first draft was submitted to the JfatiODal Office for approval.. Due 
to delay caused by a change in Bational Officers and necessary correc-
tions on the constitution proper, it was May 6, 1954, when the utah 
membership ratified. that doc_ent. The constitution was resubmitted 
and came back for final corrections and typing betore going to the 
lational Conferenee for formal appl1cation, where the House of' Delegates 
voted tor utah's formal admission into the liational Occupational Therapy 
Association OR the 11th of Oetober~ 1954. 
79 National Organization records, Hew York City, N.Y." and Hiss Betty 
White's personal file, Salt Lake City, utah. 
80 Janet Richardson, Personal interview With the author, 1951. 
66 
Initial officers of the first utah OeeupatiOllal Therapy Assoc1a-
tion were elected and consisted of the original executive committee 
officers. The charter _bers, when orgaD1zed, were ccuposed of the 
following therapists (placed in alphabetical order): 
Joyce Aadrews 
Lee Bowles 
Ann Walter Brann 
Winifred Carey 
















Betty White, Chairman 
Ann BraD 
Frank Jackson 
Alice Miller, Cbairman 
Ferel Mitchel 
Betty AnD. Jensen 
Joyee Andrews, Chairman 
Willa Mae Crick 
Boyd Johnson 
Carolyn Thome It Chairman 
Art Goldberg 01 
There were disappOintments and discouragement; however I the or-
gauizatioo grew and its m.embership was increased fran the or1g~l 15 
to 21 known therapists in the State in 1957. The second election was 
held in May, 1957, and the following officers were chosen: 
81 National Occupational rrherapy Association Office, Letter to Betty 












Willa Mae Crick. 
BettyMeRae 82 
67 
!he Utah Occupational 'rherap,. AssOCiation had grOW'll in membership 
and in recognition. Meetings were improved in interest and accomplish-
ments tor the gooc1 ot the membership I attendance steadily increased, 
aDd Beeds for future enlargement witbin the State vere recognize4;an4 
preaoted. Caaa1ttees were, measuriag up to their duties. Recruitment 
programs were being established and greater public interest for the 
organization was maaif'ested. OccupatioDal ~ap,. could succeed in utah 
only as the need tor more efficient training possibilities and state-
wide recognition of this need was accepted and acted upon b7 those' in 
positions to do so. 
82 Verification, President of utah Occupational ~herapy Assoeiation, 
Joyce Andrews, 1957. 
CHAP!ER III 
ARRANGEMElr.f OF EVIDENCES OF DDS FOR Alf 
OCCUPMIONAL'1'BERAPY SCHOOL IN mAlI 
A. IS AN OOCtJP~IOlfAL THERAPY SCHOOL IEDED 
TO !f.'RAIlf AID MAIlTAIN fiERAPISTS 
1. Is There a Need for Therapists in the United States 
68 
There were 59200 registered Occupational !herapists in the 
United States in 1957 with a projected need for 8,000 more in 1958. 1 
Not all of the 5,200 therapists were active or practicing. The Sub-
Committee on Personnel, Health Research Department, Defense 
Mobilization, made studies concerning shortages, and Helen S. Willard, 
Registered Occupational Therapist representing the National Occupational 
Organization at the tWhite House Conventions', stated: 
The 1954 report revealed 3,500 practicing Occupational Therapists 
in the United States with a prOjected need for 8,500 therapists, a 
shortage of 5,000. In 1956 there was a supply of 3,900 therapists 
and a projected need for 10,500, a shortage of 6,600. The gap 
between supply and demand for personnel in this field is steadily 
widening. The estimated need tor Occupational Therapists in the 
next five years will be three times greater than the nu:mber 
practicing today. 2 
1 Mar jarie Fish, Executive Director» Annual Report of American Occu-
pational Therapy Association to American Medical AsSOCiation, 
AJOT, Vol. X, I, 1957, po 28. 
2 Helen S. Willard, Committee ,Reporter for NATO Sub-Committee on 
Paramedical Personnel, Health Research Office of Defense Mobiliza-
tion, NoY., AJar, X 2, pt. 1, 1956, po 58.· 
Projected Need 
AMERICAN OCCUPATIONAL ~ ASSOCIATIOB 
PBESEllr THERAPISTS, lEEDS and SHCR'l'AGES 
Practicing 

















~g (a) See Appendix, p. 15lJ) for !ab1e 
II relative to shortages of 
registered therapists. 
(b) These figures were approxima-
tions using Miss Wi1~ds 
figures from. the report quoted 
on po 68, Uthree times greater. 
than the number practieing 
today". 
USing the above figure (3,700) stated by the National Occupational 
Therapy Association in 1957 J) a need for 11,100 therapists was established. 
The United States Office of Defense Mobilization and Health gaTe the 
figure of 3,900 practicing therapists for that same year, which would 
extend the projected need to 11,700 therapists. Using the 1957 figure of 
5,200 registered tberapistsand a projected need of 13,000, a shortage 
of 8, 000 therapists existed. A d1ffereneebetween present therapists, 
registered therapists, and the need for therapists, plus inereasing 
shortages eaeh year" gave evidence that a shortage of therapists existed 
in the United States. 
70 
20 utah's Shortage of Therapists 
Number and Bbortage.s 
A shortage of Occupational 'l'herap1sts in 'Utah was indicated by 
relationship of numbers of therapists and population to number of 
patients treated and therapist availability. In 1950 the population of 
utah was 688,862. The 1957 census reported 830,000 population, or an 
increase of 140,000 to 150,000 people in seven years. 'l'he nlDllber of 
peaple requiring a hospital's treatment program in.creased with the intlux 
ot pop~tion. There were 39 hospitals in the State in 1956 with a 
total of 271,86lt. patients and 21 known Occupational Therapists to ser-
vice them. 3 (Noneert1fied, nonregistered therapists were included in 
the 210) Seven therapists were hired tor one hospital; four therapists 
were inactive; two therapists were nonregistered; and the remaining 
nine therapists were to supply Occupational Therapy for the clinics, 
centers 9 and hospitals 1n the State II 
From the questionnaires returned (see po ~,~ of the Appendix) 




16 (all sour~es) 
68 (all s ourees ) 
Reported 
IINeeds' for therapists 
fShortage of therapists' 
'Beedstor therapists' 
IICould use more tberapists t 
(Seel'able IIIp po '11 p Questionnaire Reports 
tNeeds ~ tor Therapists 0) .. 
3 Kenneth Eo Knappp hesident utah State Hospital Association" 
Hospital Group Cite l.ftah Personnel lack" Deseret News, Salt Lake 
City, Uta.h,? May 10, 1957 0 
71 
TABIB III 
REDS AND SUPPORT FOR MORE THERAPISTS 
TheraEists Schoo! 
Reg 0 Desire 
thera- Need Use Support Aftili-
Area Name Eista More More School ants 
U OoTo's 14 12 10 16 7 ~ a t Rospitais J2 11 12 11 13 
a Distcjt Nurses 9 6 7 unkn 5 






t Rehabilitation 5 6 7 7 
e 
s State Health 36 7 5 6 unltn. 5 
67 55 49 56 31 
Note: 8 0 A duplication might have been possible since Occupa-
tional Therapists were serving in Occupational Therapy 
departments within the hospitalso 
UTAlI'S NEEDS FOR MORE TBERAPI~S AND SHORrAGES 
Who Numbers 
Responses :Needs uiikii Shortage t1nltn 
- -
OoTo 96 19 
Hospitals 14 
Diet. Nurses 10 
Random Sample of 
Nurses 12 
55 
Note: Rego = registered 









Unknown indicates needs for orientation and 
education to inform utah j} s public as well as 
many professional groups concerning Occupa-





In relation to Western Intermountain States that sponsor a 
school, Utah e s therapist-quota was below average., Utah had 16 reg-
:Lstered therapists and seven t others '; California reported 199 1'ull-
time active therapists, and 75 'others t; Colorado reported 48 regis-
tered full-time therapists with 26 iothers'; and the State of 
Washington reported 31 full-time registered therapists with 18 'others t • 
('others' for this study applied to clinical affiliates, trained aides, 
or certified therapists awaiting the registration examinatiouo) 
TA.BLE IV 
MEDICAL SOOIAL WORKERS, OCCUPA!rIONAL TBERAPISTS, 
PBISICAL TBERAPISTS, AND EMPLOI:MEJ.f.r-ROSPI'.fAL COORDINATORS 
IN THE UNITED STA!!S - 1956-57 
PopiiJJit1on Hos~ita1s 
State Area 1926 ,l{D!oReEo Beds School 






1,499,000 27 12,741 






13 73 23 
4 26 4 
3 18 0 
1 
1 
Note: Reg.:= registered 10. Rep. == number of accredited 
FoT. == full time hospitals reportingo Not all hospitals 
P.T. = part time sent a report to American Hospital 
Association. 
California, Coloradop and Washington have schools of 
Occupational Therapy and clinical affiliations within 
each state~ To have included these states in the 
various relationships would not bave given a true 
picttlre of the Intermountain States as a shole. ~hese 
three states have 396 full-time therapists, more than 
all the other Intermountain States combined. (See 
Table V po 1$. of the Appenduo) 
13 
Therapists Length of' Stay in Utah 
Most of the Occupational Therapists active in utah at the time of 
this study indicated they attended the school nearest to: (a) the 
region where they lived, (b) a desired 'Work location, and (c) medical 
facilities and availabilities the school: would offer. (See Table VI, 
I 
p. 14, Rome State and School Attended by utah Therapists.) 
The average length of stay of Occupational Therapists in utah was 
found to be two years 0 4. The intervening years wherein therapists were 
not active at a hospital, center, or clinic, decreased the average. 
AVERAGE LENCll'H OF STAY OF 'fRERAPISTS !If l1l'AH - 1935 to 1951 
Prior Less 
to than Year t S Service 
1943 1 yr. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Therapists 8 10 15 6 5 0 2 0 1 0 0 
Utahn • s Out of State Training 
utahn 's desiring Occupational Therapy training were forced to 
leave the State to train in the Eastern or Western sections of the 
United States where schools were located. 'rhese therapists seldom 
returned, according to the questionnaire responses. Five student 
therapists from Utah attending one of the 'nearer' schools of Oceupa-
tional Therapy secured positions in other states. A canvass of the 
present seven Occupational Therapy departments in utah revealed that 
only two t1tahn's were actively engaged in their profession in the State 
4 National Occupational Therapy Yearbook Re81ster, American Occupa-
tional Therapy Association, N.Y., 1956. CRote: The entire book 
was carefully searched for any and all therapists active at any 
time in any ot Utah's departments.) 
~ABLE VI 
THERAPISTS II' 11!'AR - lIOME STAB AID SCHOOL A!TENDED 
Schoot Attended 
~ ~'" ( '0 ~ (; ~ f: .;!! ~ 
~. '? J ~~ ~ :i- s s: tJ' . ..  ~ 0° ~ ~ f~ 'f:J ~~ ~~ ~ ~ ...., V) Q 
'£ :' ~ 1"'.::t: - c!!J s::- <.)' ..;::~ .(" ~ ~ 
.lC ~ i Q ~~ ~ ,'ff :'" Home State "0 ~ ~q. ~ 0 \f f ~ V ,:r ~ 




Idaho Nonregistered, nGncert1fied 
Montana x 











Hew M.exico x 
'fotals 3 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 1 1 
Bote: The state each therapist came from and the school 
attended would indicate the student interested in 
Occupational Therapy training attended a sehool 
near his hane town." where he d.esired work, or 




of Uta.h.. OUt ... of -State therapists were sought to supply the demands of 
Utah t s Occu;pa.tional Therapy departments. 
Dr. Chester B. Penll, neurosurgeon, indicated: 
There is a shortage ot therapists in this State. We have 
enough ~hronie hospital eases within 'Stah to warrant the es-
tablishment ot a school. We could use more traiued therapists 
here. 5 
In slDllD8rlz1D1~ with a need tor 8,000 aore Occupational Therapists 
(see p. ot Appendix, Table II) in the Unlted States and only 600 
graduating from the present 29 schools 1 a shortage of therapists existed. 
Without a school in the area, Utah lUust depend upon outside sources to 
supply her demands. A definite umcertainty concerning this profession 
in questionnaire responses denoted needs for schools to minimize these 
shortages and for a better illf'ormed public in the field of 0ecupational 
Therapy 0 The following section offers findings that a 'need t exists in 
Utah to supply the demands for OccupatioDal ft.erapists and departments 0 
Bo IS A SCHOOL IDDED TO SUPPLY DlIWlDS FOR filmAPISTSt 
Bet!!suse Occupational Therapy is a medical and pS'1chologieal pro-
fesslon and a team member with other paramedical professions in treat-
ment of the ill and handicapped, definite instruction and training at 
an authorizedp approved university is essentialo Humber I of Organi-
zation of Essentials for an Aeceptable Oceupational TherSJ'1 School 
states: 
Occupational ffherapy schools should be established oa1'1 in 
medical schools approved by the Couneil on Medieal Education 
and Hospitals, or in eolleges or universities affiliated with ac-
ceptable hospitals accredited by the Ameriean Association of 
5 Dr t> Chester 130 Powell, I'eurosurgeon in Utah, Comments from personal 
interview, 1951. 
16 
Accredited Universities, or the re~ect1ve regional Association 
of College and. Secondary Schools 0 6· 
The National Foundation for Intautile Paralysis conducted a 
series of conferences and research in 1952 concerning the demand for 
personnel.. They interpreted the problem and agreed that: 
The needs for personnel eou.ld be met only by increasing the 
number of students in existing schools and evelltua11y inereasiDg 
the number of schools 0 This goal could be reached by prarision 
for additional scholarships for students and direct financial aid 
to the schools themselves o 1 
The length of time required to became an Occupational ~rap1st 
and the type of individualized laboratory training necessary ltmited 
the number of students admitted to one of the presently established 
Oecu,pational Therapy schools 0 The American Occupational Therapy 
Association stated: 
The number of students aami tted to the training eourse should 
be limited by the facilities of the school. In practical work of 
a laboratory nature 8 the number of students who can be adequatel,. 
supervised by a single instructor is, in general experience~ about 
fifteen 0 This number may be 18rger in lecture worko A close 
personal contact bet~een students and members of the teaching 
staff is essentialo 
To further substantiate that the demand for therapists exceeded 




Numbers bave increased by tell times since before World War II, 
but the supply falls far short of meeting the n~eds for phySical, 
occupational, speech-hearing therapists... Many medical schools 
Ameriean Medieal Journal, AoM .. Ao~ Essentials of an Acceptable School 
ot Occ!!pst1onal TherapI, Reprint, 1949.1' VII Prerequisites tor Admis-
sion, VIII Curriculum, ppo 28 30 
Henry Rt~ Mobilization and Health Manpower 1956, MfIl!J XI, I, 
1951, po 50: 
American Medical Journal, A.M.A., Essentials of an Acc!ptable Sehool 
of OCCupational !herapIg Reprint» 1949, Prerequisites for Admiss1on» 
V, Administration, po 2, Noo i2, 13. 
are providing such training at both the undergraduate and post-
graduate levels .. 9 
10 Occupational Therapy Schools in United States 
77 
There were only' 29 accredited and approved schools in the 
united States up to 1957; one school was on probation for approval, so 
it is not included in the 29. Five of these schools vere in the 
Western United States, and four of them on the extreme Pacific coast. 
The Intermountain States were void of schools to train therapistso (See 
Figure 1, p. 78 , a map entitled ftAt-A-Glance Distribution of Oecupa-
tional Therapy Schools in United States." The map indIcates a lack of 
schools in the Western States.) Only two of the 29 schools offered 
Master's Degrees (Columbia University, New York, and University of 
Southern California) prior to 19580 San Jose State University (San Jose, 
California) and Michigan's University (Kalamazoo) added the Master's 
Degree in Occupational Therapy in 1958~ 
Training Required 
Training for an Occupational Therapist required five years 
beyond the high school graduation. A min1ml1lll of 100 weeks was neces-
sary, plus 64 weeks of theoretical and technical instruction (12 or 
more' months of hospital internship) and a m1n:1m:mD. of 25 hours of tech-
nical internshipo Background training in the sciences.$! with both major 
and minor craft skillsp must be mastered with application and instruc-
tion in a.ll five major medical fieldso Specialties in anyone of these 
9 Mary Eo Switzer and Howard Ro Rusk, Doing Sanethipg for the 
Disabledg National Rehabilitation ASSOCiation, Washington? DoCo 1 




OOCUPATIONAL THERAPY SCHOOLS 
AND THEIR LOCATION IN UNITED 
STATES 
The red dot represents a 
sohool of Oooupational Therapy_ 
The largest states and areas are 
void of sohools for Occupational 
Therapy training. See opposite 
page fo~ school and state it is 
located in. 
PRESENT LOOATION OF OOOUPATIONAL THERAPY SCHOOLS IN AMERIOA 
79 
Oity and State 
1, Boston, Massaohusetts 
2. Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
,. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
4. St. Louis, Missouri 
5. Kalamazoo, Miohigan 
6. New York, N.Y. 
7. Ohicago, Illinois 
8. Lawrence, Kansas 
>. Ypsilsntij Michigan 
le. Oakland, Oalifornia 
11. Minneapolis, Minnesota 
12. Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
13. Durham, New Hampshire 
14. New York, New York 
15. Columbus, Ohio 
16. Tacoma, Washington 
17 Richmond, Virginia 
If St.,.., Slul . Xinnesota 
19· San-Jose, Oalifornia 
20. Los Angeles, Oalifornia 
21. Denton, Texas 
22. Madison, \,'isconsin j 
25. Ft. Oollins, Oolorado 
24. Iowa Oity, Iowa 
25. 'Detroit, lViichigan 
26. Galveston, Texas 
27. Bui'f'alo, New York 
28. Grank ll)orks, North Dakota 
2St. Porto Rico, 
,0, Indianapolis, Indiana 
School 
- Tufte College. 
Mills Downer. 
University of Pennsylvania. 
Washington University. 
Western M'-~h. College of Ed. 
e olumbia University _ 
, ,I 
unJ.\let'S.lty at nlinoise • 
Uni vers i ty of"' Kansas • 
Eastern State College -
Mills Oollege -
University of Minnesota-
Mount Mary Ooll~ge • 
New Hampshire University. 
University of N~w York. 
Ohio StAte University. 
Puget Sound University. 
Willia~ and Mary'sOollege. 
St. Catherine Oollege. 
San Jose State College • 
Univers tty of Southern Oa lif. 
Texas 5ta te College _ ' 
Wisconsin University. 
Colorado A. &M. 
Iowa State University. 
Wayne University. 
Texas University Medical Branch. 
University of Buffalo. 
UniverSity of North Dakota 
Porto Rico Sohool of Physics 
and Oooupational Therapy 
University of Indiana 
Notea The first five schools were the first original ones, and are still 
in operation. The one in Boston is muoh the samt:) as when first 
established. University of, Indiana is probationary, North Dakota was 
fully accepted. There were eight Occupational Therapy schools throughout 
various countries of the world. Only those in the United States appear on 
the map and only nine were West of the Mississippi River. 
fields would require added training. A short"",term course 1 called 
IIAdvanced Standing t ~ was offered to students having a B.B. or B.A ct 
80 
Degree, to lessen therapists shortages. Sueh a course required one 
and one-hal:f (min1m:um) to two and one-half years bey-pnd the university 
or college BoA. 9r B.S. Degree, if that sUbJect matter ineluded neces-
sary requisites and was accepted by the Occupational Therapy sehoolo 
All other college entrance requirements must be met and accepted, plus 
personality, character, and aptitude screening tests applicable to 
this profession. 10 
School Attendance-Enrollment in the united states 
National attendance and enrollment showed a decrease in the 
n'Wl1ber of therapists that may graduate over a four-year period from 
entrance to graduation» aDd that schools were not able to gradute 
therapists at a rapid enough rate to su;pply' the demands 0 The National 
Occupational Therapy Association gave 31500 students as the current 
capacity of apprOV'ed schools in 19579 and an eJll"ollment for 1955-1956 
of 2,600, showing a 900 student increase in attendance. Using the 1957 
data, the student-attendance averages were assembled. 11 
10 American Medical Journal, AJMoA. p Essentials of an Acc!ptable School 
of Occupational Therapl~ Reprint, 1949.9 VII Prerequisites for Admis-
sion,? VIII Curriculum, po 20 
11 National A:merican Occupational TherapY' Assoc1atlon~ Oecupat1omal 
Therapy Schools Enrollment Data» June, 1957, Correspondence with 
Oeeupational TherapY' Associa.tion's Home Offiee~ BoYo 
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(9 months) 
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Averages per school were compiled from the 'American Occupa-
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tional Therapy Association Enrol~ent and Attendance Data i , June, 1957, 
and contained these figuresg (See Table VIlIs po in Appendix 0) 12 
Gradutes 
GRADUATE DATA AND AVERAGES 
500 to 600 graduate (yearly) 
2,9289 Total attendance 
412 Seniors 
201 Advanced Standing 
Number of possible 
Graduates 
Average Per School 





Noteg 0.'1'0:1 Occupational Therapy 
The Spring enrollment decreased 609 pOints from the Fall average 
enrollment, which reduced the number who might graduate. If an average 
of 19 were trained in the 29 schools offering training, and 20 were 
graduated each semester,9 a national shortage would still exist. (See 
Table VII, po 1~:3$ and Table VIII, po t 54 ~ of the Appenduo) 
12 American Occupational Therapy Assoeiat1on~ Oecppst1onal Therapy 
Schools Enrollment Dats9 June~ 1951, Correspondence with Occupa-









AVERAGES PER OOCUPATIOBAL 'flIERAPI SCHOOLS 
STUDmf-A'fTE.Nl).A}lCE BELA.'nOISHIPS 
FALL 1954 - APRING 1951 
DeEee Course Adv. itaad. 
Fall Spring Fall Spr;Y Clinic Academ. Cl1nic 
18.6 18.2 15.8 1605 1503 8.6 10.4 
16.6 16.5 16.6 14.3 1402 6.1 5.3 
2. 1,,1 2.2 1.1 2.5 5.1 
.8 









The figures above indicated a three-year compilation of averages 
of the enrollment data from. various schools with decreased or increased 
enrollment per school on the three levels (Bachelor of Science or Arts, 
Advanced Standing, and Master's Degree). Decreases existed in all but 
two categories during Spring attendance, which resulted in less numbers 
of therapists graduating. 
Another fact affecting the numbers graduating was the annual 
attrition rate: 
The annual attrition rate is about l~o o •• The marriage rate 
is high so that within five years after graduation, a considerable 
portion of any one class bas ceased to actively practice. .,,,.A 
small percentage of graduates return to the field after raising 
the1r families. 13 
13 Henry Re.dk~.1 Mobilization and Health !!&!power 1956» AJm!, XI, 1" 
1957, po 58 .. 
20 OcclX,Pational 'rherapy Schools in the Intermcnm.tBin Area 
:Numbers 
Eight of the 12 Central .... K1dwest and Western (Intermountain) States 
schools were used and indicated the 1950 and 1957 enrollment-graduation 
figures. A substantial increase of 2CJ1, of Occupational Therapy student 
enrollment was noted, and approximately 2~ of' the 1957 eurolled 
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San Jose 






Enrolled Enrolled Grad. 
state 1959 1957 1957 Increase Decrease 
Colo. 53-55 150 
K1ch. 1Ja4 173 
Kane 90 125 
Calif. 12 10 
Calif. 117 151 
Calif • 107 65 
Wash. 41 84 



















There were only five schools to service the total Intermountain 
areap which included eleven of the largest states in the United States. 
(See maPa Figure 1, Ptt 78a Distribution of Oce'U:patloll8l Therapy Schools 
in the United States.) 
14 American Occupational Therapy Association, Occupational !herapy 
Schools Enrollment Datat June g 1957» Correspolldence with Home O:f'f'iee.)l N. Y0.9 July'p 195 0 
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The largest number of Occ~ational Therapists were employed 
in the Middle Atlantic States. The West, South" Central and 
Mountain areas have the smallest numbers, probab17 beeause as 
yet, there are no training schools in those regions... As new 
schools of Occupational Therapy are being established, effort is 
being made to locate them in less well supplied localities. 15 
The Arizona State Rehabilitation report stated: 
There is def1D1tely a need tor more registered Occupational 
Therapists in this state. It is bard to fill the positions tbat 
beeome available, aM many institutions are employing non-
professionally trained activit)" people. A school in the area 
would train local reSidents, el1m1natins some of need for im-
porting o.rR t s. In conjunction with the local medicljl schools" 
the physicians would be more adequately oriented. ~6 
Relationship to utah 
Relationships of the Intermountain States to Utah were per-
ceived as to medical school status, Occupational ~erapy schools" 
and Occupational 'lherapists, and reeamneDdations made by the American 
Hospital Association in their August, 1957 Annual. (See Table XI, 
In each case more personnel, training, research and treatment 
programs were su.ggested. There were only two medical schools in all 
eight states, with no Occupational Therapy school in any of the eight; 
this denoted need for expansion in this direction. 
Arizona bad no medical school, but did otter pre-professional 
train.ins in Occupational Therapy; no degrees were offered. The report 
called tor monies allocated for training, research and scholarship grants. 
15 Henry Redlq;y, Mobilization and Health Manpower 1956, AJar, XI, 1, 
1957, po 58. 
16 Arizona's Rehabilitation Center as reported by M.arjorie Evert, 
Personal correspondence with author, August 16, 1957. 
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SUMMARY OF THE INTERMOUNTAIN STATES OOCUPATIONAL THERAPY STATUS WESTER 
STATES MEDIOAL SUMMARY AND AMER lOAN MEDIOAL ASSOCIATION RECOMMENDATION 
1957 MEDIOAL DATA 
State Popula- Medioal Oocupational TheraE~ 
tion school Sohool TheraEiats 
Arizona 1,000,000 none none 7 
Idaho 658,188 none none 2 
Montana 660,000 none none ; 
Nevada 247,000 pre-med. none 1 
New Mexico 67S,595 none none 5 
Oregon 1,650,000 yes none 19 
Utah 8~0,000 Y.2!L none 12 
Wloming 200 ,000 none none 1 
RECOMlII[ENDATIONS 
State Peraon- Train- Organiz- 00 ord- Re- Treat-
nel iog ation ination earch ments. 
Arizona yes yes yes yes 
Idaho yea yea yea 
Montana yea yea yea yes yes yea 
Nevada yea yea yes yea yes yes 
New lVlexico yea yea yes yes yes 
Uregon yee yes yes 
~ J!!. J.!!! '~ 
Wyoming yes yes yes yea yes yes 
7 8 4 5 8 2j: 
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Idaho .bad no medical school or Occupational Therapy school and 
few therapists. Personnel, training and research were recommended. 
Montalla bad no medical school and llO Occupational ~eraPY' train-
ing was offeredo There were no plans for the medical profession or to 
train therapists. 
Nevada bad a fast growing population with no medical or Occupa-
tional Therapy school, but planned to use allied persolUlel, regional 
workshops, and mobile units. Need and recommendations were for more 
personne11 in-service training, research, organization and cooperation. 
New Mexico needed personnel, training, research, organization 
and coordination as the state did not bave a medical or Occupational 
Therapy sehoolo 
Oregon bad a medical school, but no Occupational Therapy was 
offered as a division of that school. It was suggested a research co-
ordinator be established and research, training, expaDSion, and 
increases in the immediate and long-range training program be carried 
out 0 
Utah had an outstanding medical school, but. did not offer Occu-
pational Therapy. Needs for persounel, research, training were noted. 
Recommendations fram the American Medical Association were for the 
initiation of new programs and expansions of the existing oneso 
Wyoming bad no medical or OcclX.Pstional Therapy sehool,9 and 
'needs tI for more personnel,? expansion~ graduate placement service 3 im-
provement of outpatient treatment programs with better follow~u;p 
organization were recommendedo 
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3. utahvs Present Position - Occ~tional Therapy Schools and Therapists 
Utah did not,9 at this writing" offer academic and therapeutical 
training for Occupational Therapists 0 Growth as to Utmlber of departments 
and therapists was steadily inereasing from. two in ~935 to 21 known 
therapists and seven departments in 1957 0 A total of 50 registered 
therapists were knowu to have 'been in Vtah over a 22-;year period. (See 
Figure 2, po 88, Growth and Therapist Status Per Year in Utah.) When 














Boneertified and nonregistered 
Registered-inactive 
Present active-registered 
Bote: • Known to have been in State over a 22-
year period. 
liei ther arts and crafts leaders 9 art 
teaehers p nor art directors were in-
cluded in the tabulations. 
The State trill bave nine Ocev;pa.t10nal Therapy departments by 19590 
The findings indieate Utah and the Intermountain States were 
void of schools to train therapists. utabn 9s desiring Occupational 
Therapy training left the State for the East and/or the extreme West 
Coast ~ where schools were found 0 Of the schOols presently functioning, 
it was indicated not all of the average of 20 per school who attended 
the full deSignated time graduate; 202 dropped out in the course of five 
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FIGURE .. 2 
GROWTH -or THERAPIST STATUS , PER lEAR, IN UTAH 
There have been fifty knowntherapi.ts in Utah according 
to the register count. Only thoee trained or presently working 
in Occupational Therapy departments were 1~8ted.. .Arts and craftEl 
leaders, directors, teaohers, eteetra, were not inoluded. 
There were nineteen thera~i8t. {one, a r.gietered therapi.t 
but working only two c;l8Y8 a week.} Sixteen active registered ther'-
apists, three registered 1nact1veon-a-job, two unoert1tied, and 
non-registered. 
were active 8S therapists.. Although an average of 500 took the national 
examination each year 9 registered therapists to direct and maintain 
departments were below the llumbers needed. More cert1fied, registered 
therapists for anticipated departments and tor adequacy of present 
I 
departments were needed, as indicated in the next section. 
C.. IS AI OOCUPATIOBAL THERAPI SCHOOL IEEDED '1'0 REGIS'fER 'rBERAPISTS? 
1. Required for Registration and Examination 
Registration of Occupational Therapists for their field was re-
quired and authorized for the therapist to wear the Occupational Therapy 
insignia. Both certified and registered therapists were recorded in 
the yearbook registero The Occu.pation.al Therapy school approved and 
gave evidences of the completion of total training and arranged for the 
e:xa.m1na.t1on with t he National Association in connection with the Ameri-
can Medical Association's approval. 
The registration 1s set, arranged" and provided for by a. sehoolo 
A school is needed that the subject matter be universally taught. 
~ examination is designed to test vhat the students bave been 
taught 9 not what they should ideally know .. 
000 000 eoo 000 
Registration on the one band is the indication of yOUT' professional 
status and Signifies that you have attained certification to prac-
tice as an OoT.R. (Occupational Therapist Reg1stered)o 11 
MemberShip does nat mean registration and is independent of 
registrat1ouo M.emberships hold many advantages for the registered 
therapist 0 One becanes eligible to join the State organization 
and receive the AJf Magazine 0 (A certified therapist also has 
this privilege 0) 1 
11 Francis Sluff, Occupational TherQY Assoeiation Executive Director, 
Nationally Speaking, AJfJf, X 59 ~956, po 2660 
18 MarJorie Fish,j> Anntlal Reion of Executive Director!J AJOf, XII, I, 
1958, po 270 
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2. Arra:oge for the Examination 
An average of 460 people take the national examination each year 
(490 in 1951); 250 of this number take or retake the exam1nation OtLe or 
more times. 19 Students become registered twice a year (January and 
June), after the examination bas successfully been passed. ~re was a 
5.6 percent failure in taking the examill8t1ou the first time. On 
retakes there was a 'better than 50-50 chanee of passing', while those 
taking the exam on the third attem.pt had a lJ. to 1 average of P8ssiug.20 
Two percent of those taking the examination are el1m1Dated each year. 
If an Occupational TherapY' departmel1t wishes to be approved and 
accredited by the American Kedical AsSOCiation, a certified or regis-
tered therapists is required for a directorship of the department. 
D. IS A SCHOOL lfEEDED TO INCREASE THE SCOPE AID ADPIlUACY 
OF VfA1PS OCCtJ.PATIOliAL 'fllERAPI DEPAR'.l'MD'fS'l 
Growing industries and greater expansion programs already under-
way in Utah's psychologiesl and medical fields signified more trained 
personnel would be required to assure efficient services for the State 's 
ill and handicapped. Trained personnel necessitates sehools. The· 
American Medical and Hoepi tal Associations expressed Utah e s ° needs , in 
these suggested recommendations: 
Utah bas had a most outstanding medical school since 1948" ser= 
vieing the IntermOtmtain States in a medical trainee program. 
o • 0 o It 0 o 0 0 • .. 6 
There is no training in the State for (,')ceupational Therapists 
or Rehabilitation The~apists. utah does offer nursing, psychiatric 3 
20 Mar jorie Fish, Annual Report of the American Occupational 'lherapy 
Association to the AoKoAo,!) AJar, XI, 1957» p. 26. 
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social vorkp and counseling ;program. train1ng. There is a need 
tor ~ more staff' personnel o It is recommended tbat new programs 
be initiated and the existing programs expaDded. 'Needs' include 
treatment, trainingJ/ research and personnel. 21 (See Table XI, 
po 85!1 Summary of' Interm0Ulltain States Occupat1onal Therapy Status 
and American Medieal Association Recommendations.) 
Oregon State Health Department off'ered this eo.mm.ent in 1957 that 
is also applicable to Utah: 
Organized departments are f'otm.el where Oeevpational Therapy is 
well knowuo There is a need f'or more therapists and departments 
in fields not covered (handicapped and home-bound) on a state-
wide basis. 22 
10 Present Oecu;pational Therapy Departments in utah 's 
Hospitals,9 Clinics, Centers 
A district nurses· department in utah commented: 
There is no question of the 'needs t far an Occupational ~rapy 
school as Utah bas few departments to service the entire State 0 A 
school would assure personnel for departments and encourage the 
establishment of 8 needed t departments 0 23 
Number of Departmeats ill Utah 
According to retm"ued questionnaire tabulations, there were only 
seven recognized Occupa.tional Therapy departments in the State 0 1'bree 
departments had BeaneD or 'limited' Occupational Therapy, but were not 
OccllPst1on.al TherapY' departments. The seven Occupational Therapy de-
partments and three partial departments were within a 40-mile radius of 
each other. Six departments were located in Salt Lake Cit Yo Both 
21 American Medical Association and Hospital Annual Reportp Ii.Yo, 
August, 19571 Volo 319 po 416. 
22 Oregon State Health Department,9 June,1957» Questionnaire reply of-
fered for publication. 
23 District Burses written statement for publ1catiOll,9 JuneJ/ 1957. 
Veterans Combined Administration departments were eounted as separate 
departments (in the seven) fi but were comb~ned tor the data below~ 
5 Departments in Salt Lake Ctty 
1 Department 1n Provo 
1 Department in Ogden 
The total extreme northernp central, sQUthern and western sections of 
the state had no Occupational Therapy departments or treatmento 
Status at utah's Depr1?!ents 
The status of Utah 11 s Oecupat1omal Therapy departments when 
compiled revealed three of the seven departments as non-accredited by 
the l'atiol18.1 Medieal and Occupational Therapy As soc 1atioas ; three were 
fully recognized; one was a sub-department, and ORe 1aeluded the State's 
most elaborate organization. 
The If oBo Sanator1lD1l at Ogden, Vtah" had but one registered 
therapist on record; art and crafts students or craft majors had.· given 
recreational therapies at the Sanatorium. utah's Health Center bad 
averaged a thera.pist a year., Primary Children v s had bad only three 
registered therapists 1n its 30-year period of OccQatiOllSl Therapy. 
Veterans -departments bad registered therapists from the beg:fnrdng, from. 
an average of' three to the 1957 maintained status of seveno The follow-
ing reeap1t.lation d1piets present Occupational ~herapy departments' 
status per registered therapists covering the period from 1946 to 1957: 
x 
x 
FIGuRE * , 
UTAH' S OOOUPATIODL TBDAPI lJIPARrMBHTS 
Note a The _,.11 circle represents the 
prese departments •• 
< Denae shaded. areas were partial departments 
X 01 ties repreeel1ted in this study 
Area not serviced. by Occupational Therapy. 
Department 
Utah State Hospital 
Primary Ch11drens 
T. B. Sanatorium 
Utah Society State Health Center 
Salt Lake County 
Veterans Canbined (a) 
(b) 
Year of 1st 















Note ~ (a) Twelfth Avenue Veterans 
(b) Ft~ Douglas Veterans 
The map of utah.)' :po 939 Figu:r:e 3.9 entitled 'utah's Ocelq)at1onal 
Therapy Departments 9 showed the greater portion. ot the State was shaded 
indicat1n.g 'few' to tnoi Occupatiou.1 !'herapy programs or departments. 
The square designated that Occtq)8tiona1 Therapy was given on a limited 
sclse andlor nonregistered therapists directing themo The seven depart-
ments at Occupational Therapy yere represented by red dots. The 'X' 
indicated location of nocsOcoupational Therapy serviced cities of this 
study. 
The Intermountain States Occupational Therapy departments num-
bered 400 (See Table XnI,p p. 156 9 of' the Appendixo) Percentages as 






SiX remaining Intermountain 
States totaled 3708 
(See Figure 4$ p. 95 p Occupational 
Therapy dep.rtm.en.t relationships 0 ) 
UTAH 
ARIZONA 
6 states 18.8 % 
FIGURE 4 
OCOUPATIONAL THERAPY TOTAL DEPARTMENTS RELATIONSHIP 
UTAH AND THE INTERMOUNTAIN STATES 
The low total number of departments in anyone of the Inter-
mountain states indioates need for orientation, eduoation, and 
Occupational Therapy departments to adequately 8e~vice_ these areas 
indioated in the study. 
Major Fields Represented in Utah's Oecupst:1o:nsl !herapy Departments 
From retu:rned questio1Ulaires 'major fields represented f in Utah t s 
present departments (1957) were charted showing more Occupational 
!berap1sts (10) were active in the psychiatrie field. Pediatrics and 
geriatrics were represented by the least number of therapists, two in 
each. Disability was not ind1catedo (See Tables XII, po 15"5 of the 









In 1957 Utah did not offer the follOWing services: 
haIle-bound Occupational Therapy programs 
sheltered workshops in either geriatrics or phySical 
disabilities 
phYSical dIsability Occupational Therapy department (only 
listed isome t and/or 'partial' in connection with other 
major fields departments) 
over-all orthopedic Occupational Therapy department for 
adults and/or children. 
Utah bad in 1957g 
one haspi tal offering services for children UR to age lit. years 
one cerebral palsy center servicing children up to age 18 
years 
one rehabilitation center in its early formative stages 
one vocational sehoolo (This was not a sheltered workshop 
and offered no Occupational Theraw. Training classes were 
given normal high school a.ges and adults for business· and 
some professiouse) 
Lo Ko Chaffin indicated the Vocational School problem in an 
article in the Deseret News p January, 1957: ~ae111ties are needed to 
give training to the handicapped of the State"o 
A member of the Utah Soeiety for Crippled Children stated: 
Prema.nent cl1nics located in the larger centers of population 
are neededo At present st.1.Ch facilities are located only in Salt 
Lake City andtOgdenp l1taho Such 0111110s should include both 
Occupational Therapy and Physical Therapy and pre-school educational 
59 % 
Psychiatry 
~oth pGychiatric divisions together total 





( lea6t represented 
py thera p iats in 
Utah. ) 
OOCUPATICl:AL TH'Bdl.fY 1·1AJOR FIELDS AS REPRESENTED BY 
UTAH I S REGISTERED THERAPISTS 
Data from Table XIV p. S9 served as a basis for the percentages 
&nd relationships revealing two of Utah's 'needed t Occupationa.l 
Therapy fields. (geriatrics and Physical disabilities.) 
opportunities4for the handicapped in addition to diagnostic evaluation. 2 
Two needs were evident from these statements: fa) education of 
the public and medical profession in Occupational ~h.erapy, au (b) es-
tablishment at Oceu;pat1onal !herapy departments with trained personnel 
directing them te adeq'l1ate17 treat utah's handicapped, tisabled and 
horae-bound. 
Coacern.illl" the 'asi».s problem I I Jerome Kaplan, a consultant to 
tUmesota's Governor, stated: "Geriatrics forms one of the most needed 
and fast-grow-lug fields" followed by physical disabIlity". ~l'y' two 
Occl1q)8.tional Therap1sta were active in geriatrics in Utah in 1957. (See 
Table XIV, p. 99, Ma~or Fields Represented in Utah in Oec'Qatlonal 
!hera,,..) 
!hera;p1sts - Adequate or Inadequate· fer utah '8 Dgartaents 
In cOJIQ)utiDg the relationship of the varlws 8cc'Qat1oDSl TherapY' 
departments auc1. the theraJ1sts to operate them, orthopedics vas ser-
viced by onl'y' J.81. of the therapists :per departments in utah and 
physical disabIlities or handicapped b7 only 5.a;. (See Figure 5, 
,. 97, Oceu;pational 'fherap,. "Jor Field.s as Rqresented br tJtah 
Therapists.) 
2lt. ~ah Society for CrIppled Children and Adults, Executive D:lreetar 
Lyman S. Sarewes, The Easter Seal Society 1951 Amlual Rej)ort, 
Salt lake City, utali, D. 12,· 19, 20. . , 
99 
TABLE XIV 
MAJOR fIELDS REPRESENTED IN UTAH IN OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY 
--, 
lio. GMS Pey. ""N7 Pey. ' Ortho. ToB. Pede. Ger. Othere '''If 
Phy. Dis. 
1 x x x 
2 x x 
; x x 
4 x x x 
5 x ? 
6 x 
7 x 
8 x x 
9 x 
10 x x 
11 x x 









4 10 4 , 5 2 2 7 
Notel All que8~ionnaire return souroes were used ind 
compared for this compilation. The fields least 
represented peing, pediatriosi geriatrio, and ;hyeical 
disabilities. (physioal disabilities inoludes handi-
capped and homebound cases.) Several fields m~y be 
represented "by one therapiet that 1f).ore ratients might 
served or treated a 4ay. 
GMS ••.• ". General ,ediol.ne and Qurgery" 
Pay. .."" 0 Psychiatry 





Other ."00 Physical Disabilities. 
100 
ar's Other Fields Percent 
2 Direct State's only geri-
atrics 12 
5 Serve handicapped in oou-
necticm with other fields 5.8 
0 Utah's home-botmd () 
4 Serve vast G.M.S. field. 23 
11 Direct :psychiatric tielis 59 
4 .Direct uearqpsychiatric field 23 
3 Attend orothope41e cases 18 
7 1u14e T.I. casea 30 
2 Direct Utah's pediatrics 12 
Ten hospitals re,orted OIl the ._st1oanaire that thq wetWl 
'support a school', :1f one were established to train therapists locally. 
• A great need for more trained personnel' to • s'tQlPly cle:partmeats' was 
also indieated. Seventy-five parent of the nurses who respomded to 
the questiorma1re stated that 8D. 'iDadequacy' in the number ef'Oeeu;pa-
tional Therapy d.epartments alld 'therapists t existed in Utah t s hospitals. 
Binety-two percent of the randem S81IlJUDg responses indicated patients 
were aided by Oecllpational ~rap7 aud 5B.3~ appreciated the Oeeu;pa-
tional Therapists' services. (Se. 'fable XV I p ~ 157 I 1n the Appendix.) 
Twelve Occ'Qational Therapists respead.ed 'more departments were needed', 
and indicated 'more therapists to service them' were desired. Tabt1la-
t101l8 showed 9 of the J.6 active tllerapists worked in two or 1'lore fields 
so that more patients might be servicei. 
Evidence iadicated a shortage at Occupational !berapists existed 
in Utah and that :present 4epartmeats were not sufficient 1n 1957 to 
meet the geriatrics and p~ical disabilities needs. 
1. Occupational Therapy Departments in Process and 
Future Department 'Beeds t 1n utah 
lumber. in Process and Planned 1D. Future 
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Sixteen of tftah' s hospitals received Ford Funds for enlargements, 
expansions and remodeling programs in 1956. 25 '.rhese ex.paasions neees-
sitated additional personnel to direct them. Geriatrics and physical 
disabilities departments vere not mentioned as expansion pro3ects, 
yet these two fields comprise the 'major need', not only in Utah but of 
the United States. Expansions consisted of: 
(1) A 150 additional bed capacity and a psychiatric 'gIlit to include 
Occupational Therapy at Grcwes L.D.B. Rospital. 20 A 75 bed 
increase and outpatient clinic at the Holy Cross. 27 
(2) Complete treatment-therapy programs 111 rehab111tatio;. depart-
men.ts at Salt lake County and St. Marks Hospitals. 28 
(3) An Oeeupational Therapy program in two to four years at the 
Dee HOspital, and an increase to a 200 bed capacity at Valley 
View. 
(4) Occq>at1onal Therapists, hospitals, and State Health revealed 
needs for equipment, storage space, build111gs, more therapists, 
clinical affiliations, and more volunteers, according to the 
returned questionnaires. (See Table XXIV, p. 163, Appendix.) 
25 Deseret News, utah Hospitals Begin Reee1v1~ Ford ];mds, Salt Lake 
C1t,., Utah, April 2Ji, June 19, October, 195·. 
26 IntermO'tmtain Hospital SalTiceJl Brochure, Annual for 1956, Blue 
Cross and IntermolUltain Hospitals. 
27 salt Lake Tribune, Surgeq Planned at Holy Cross, Salt Lake City, 
Utah, January' 20, 1958. 
28 Salt Lake Tribune, St. Marks Hospital Adds TO)? Rehabilitation 






Planned departments (three to be later) (less tba.n 
half) 
Of the 19 hospitals would support a school to train 
therapists 
Bad clinical affiliation (one in State - indicates 
a need) 
Of the 19 hospitals within the State desired clinical 
affiliations (three out of four) 
Two of the 19 hospitals presentq maintaining 'limited types' of Occupa-
tional Therapy will become dully authorized and equipped departments by 
1959, which would bring the tota.l u\1Dlber of departments within the State 
to nine. Such programs will require certified, registered Occupational 
Therapists and directors to maiuta1n them. With the present schools in 
the United States in 1951 unable to meet demands, the therapist 'need' 
will continue to increase. OccupatiotlSl TherapY' schools located in 
strategic locations I such as the State of 'Utah, would: 
(1) Encourage students within that area to the Occupational Therapy 
profession, and 
(2) Create interest for future departments and enlargements. 
Future Needs for Geriatrics Oec;t9ational Therapy ProgrumirJ;S 
Geriatrics forms a major problem in the State with 'little I to 
'no' Occupational Therapy offered them. Geriatrics count fer one in 
every 12 persons in the United States. 29 Fifteen of' every 1,000 
persons were 65 and over in 1956. 30 It is estimated that by 1910 Utah 
29 'Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, Statistics Bulletin, Vol. 33, 
34, 1952, Vol. 53, 1956 and 1957, pp. 3, 6. 
30 11.8. Department of Health Education and Welfare, Wumber of Disabled 
Persons in Need of Vocational Rehabilitation, DiviSion of Research 
and StatistiCS, June, 195~. 
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will bave 66,000 people over 65 years of age. 31 Utah's Rest Hames do 
not have professionally directed Occupational Therapy programs. The only 
division of geriatrics in utah was listed by the Veterans Administration 
Canbined Occupational Therapy departments. The Utah State Health De-
partment stated: "We lack programming, educatIon, and Occupational 
Therapists in the field of geriatrics tt • The following eom.bined statIs-
ties substantiated the faet that geriatrics was a maJor problem in Utah: 
(See Figure 6, p. J.dI., and !able XVI, p. 158 in the Appendix.) 
1 Geriatric division in Utah 
2 Percent (1870) to 6 percent (1950) increase in numbers 
of geriatrIcs over an 80-year period 
6.4 Percent of total State's population were in this group 
20 Percent of a hospital's services and care were eamrpised 
of geriatrics 32 
1/2 Of' doctors' patients have ailments and illnesses caused 
from emotional and psychological difficulties 
1956 5,500 geriatrics in Utah 
1956 15 to every 1, 000 persons were over 65 years 
1970 66,000 estimated geriatrics in Utah 
Tbe exact numbers of geriatrics in Utah in 1957 were unknown. 
Questionnaire responses were indefinite and Inadequate beca.use only four 
stated 'lots' and 'a. great number', while six cheeked 'unknown'. Utah 
State Health Department listed 111 Rest Homes in the State. Dr. 
G. W. Soffe" utah Director ot Hospitals" Convalescents and NurSing 
Homes, quoted the figure of 125 Rest Homes with the largest home housing 
120 persons, and. a total or 1,686 geriatriCS serviced in the 125. 33 
31 utah State Bu.lletin, Who's Old, Your Health Bulletin, Bulletin lio. 
12, Vol. 13, December, 1956. 
32 Ibid, Vol. 13, 1956. 
33 Dr. G. W.Soffe" Chief of Bureau Medical Facilities, Utah State 
Health De];)artment I Salt Lake City, Uta.h, Persoal interview. 
J'urs1ng and Convalescent Rames in Utah, Correspondence, July, 1951. 
UTAB1S REST HOMES AND PATIENT DISTRIBUTION 
County trot homes Patients 
Salt Lake .•.......•••• 70 
BOX Elder ••••••••••••. 1 
Cache •••••••••••••• , 
Dav i8 • · • • • • • • • • • • • • 2 
Emery •••••••••••••• 2 
I ron • • • • • • • • • • • • •. 1 
Millard ,............. 1 
Sanpete •••••••••••••• 1 
Carbon •••••••••••••• 1 
Uintah • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 
Utah • • • • • • • • • • • • •• 10 
Wasatch .! ••••• ! •••••• 1 
Washington •••••••••• 2 
Weber •••••••••••••• 15 
14 rrr-
6 per cent 
1950 
5 per oent 
1940 
•. · •.... " . . .. I,096 
•• •••••• r ••• ,. 14 
· ... · . . . . . . . . ,5 
· · · · · · · · · · · · · 17 
· · · · · · · · · · · · · 19 
· ....... · . . . . ,,0 
· • • • • • · • • • • • • 6 
• .• ., • • • • • • • • • . 4 
· .. · . · .. · . . . . 20 
• • • • • • • • • • ! • • 9 
• • • • • • · • • • • • • 178 
· •..... · . . . • . 10 
• • · · ••. • • • • • • }5 
• · · · · • · · · • · · • 21} 
_. ~;686 
4 per oent 
19,0 
2 per oent 
1870 
FIGURE 6 
AN EIGHTY YEAR PERIOD - SHOWS INCREASED PIROENTAGES OF 
GERI"'!RIOS OUi 65 _as 01' AGE 
utah's compiled data indicated inc-ressed numbers of aging 
and increases in numbers being placed in Rest Homes. Ger-
iatrics was a growing problem in Utah and the Intermountain 
states aocording to National data. Tile State had no (!)ccu-
pational Therapy program,at this writing , 
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Dr. Soffe also stated: 
~here is a great need in this State for Occupational Therapy for 
the State t s geriatrics so tba~ Oecu;pational Therapy might reach the 
various parts of the State. 3 
The problem was voiced in these eommen ts : 
Even the senile can benefit from a social-group programming which 
is based on an around-the-clock supervIsion tbr~ Occupational 
Therapy and. needs for recreational activities. 35 
The burden of the task of rehabilitation is placed on those'in 
physical medicine, the psychiatrists, social workers, occupational 
therapists, aides and nurses. • •• It is time that the challenge 
of the restoration of the aged and ehron~cally ill be met in the 
medical, economic, and social spheres. 3 
Hr. J. W. Wright, Records and Statistics Division, Department 
of Health, commented: 
Statistically, data on geriatrIcs has not been studied ta utah. 
The cancer people, a tf!lft years ago, asked for data, and since that 
time the State bas added this informat1oa. to the reports. It would 
be of import to add the reeord or the living older, ~7geriatricS 
population, to the statistical reports of the State. j 
FIndings indicated Utah·. present OccupatIonal Therapy departments 
were insufficient according to pa,pulation per capIta, hospital patients, 
and the total major fields represented. The nmnbers of geriatriCS were 
increasing and were a major problem for conSideration" yet utah offered 
only a 12 percent representation of therapists in relation to geriatrics 
and Occupational Therapists working in other fields. A need for 
geriatrics treatment eXisted, not only in Occupational Therapy 
34 Dr. G. W. Soffe, Personal interview with author, Janua.:ry, 1958. 
35 Jerome Kaplan, Social Care of Older Persons, AJCIf, N.Y., Vol. XI, 
4, Part II, 1957, pp. 240, 242. 
36 Murray B. Frederbers, Aspects of Rehabilitation of' the Aged, Jr. 
A. M. A. t 162:11, November fb" 1956. 
31 Mr. J. W. Wright, Personal interview" State Ca.p! tol Building, 
Department of Health" Records and Statistics Divis ion, June, 1957. 
departments, but also in personnel to serve them. 
Future leeds for Physical Disabilities Occupational Therapy 
PrOgramming 
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Utah does not offer a complete program in phySical disabilities 
in the Occupational !herapy field; therefore, Occupational Therapists 
bave not made it a specialty within the State. It was necessary to seek 
the 'numbers' of disabled and handicapped in Utah for evaluating 'needs'. 
The returned questionnaires, like those in the geriatrics field, re-
vealed 'little' to 'no' information. '!'wo out of 22 gave the number of 
1,826 handicapped or disabled in the State. other sources investigated 
had no accurate records of home-bound, handicapped and/or disabled. It 
was estimated that 45,456 patients received 121,171 treatments in 1957, 
of which 16,592 were Oeeupational Therapy, or 13.8 percent of all 
therapy treatments for physical disabilities were Occupational Therapy 
(a low percentage). One source, Utah's Department of Education, gave 
the only available numbers of home-bound in the State as 438.45.38 
The combined sources utilized for gaining statistics of handicapped and 
disabled were: (See Table XVnI, p. lffi, of the Appendix.) 
38 Department of Education, Biennial Report 1957, utah State Capitol" 
June, 1957, Salt Lake City~ Utah, pp. 56, 57, 144. 
1. Employment Security - A State-wide dissbled-
handicapped aetivity program, October, 1956 to 
November, 1957 39 
2. Department of Education Special Classes for 
1957 40 
3. Children t s orthopedic hpspitals - Shriners 
and Primary Children I s 41 
4. Crippled Children t s Soci~xy - slight to severe 






The physical disabilities field bad,a low percentage of 5.8 for 
Occupational Therapy treatment in relation to other fields. Vagueness 
and uncertainties concerning Occupational Therapy programs and patient 
benefit derived fram treatment indicated that education of the public 
and professional staffs within the State concerning Occupational Therapy 
was needed. Utah did have some plans for future departments, but lacked 
trained Occupational Therapists to direct them. The following statis-
tics point up a need for Occupational Therapy in physical disabilities 
programming in utah. All pertinent data were collected for an 
estimated total. 
39 Mr. J. W. Ure" III, Personal interview" November, 1957, Office of 
Employment Security, State of Utah" Salt Lake City, utah. 
40 Department of Education, Biennial R~ort 1957, Utah State Capitol, 
June, 1957, Salt Lake City, Utah, pp. 56, 57, 144. 
itl Harry B. Roby, Director Primary Children ts Hospital, Personal inter-
view, 1957. Intermountain Unit, Mystic Shrine, Shriners Hospital 
Brochure, 1950, Ronda Walker's File, Deseret News, Salt Lake City, 
Utah. 
42 ~n S. Shreeves, Director Easter Seal Society Annual Report 1957, 
Salt Lake City, Utah. 
XXII 
COMBINED AND APPROXIMATED NUMBERS OF UTAH'S 
PllISICAL DISABILITIES TOTAlB 
Numbers 
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Employment Security 1,253 2,279 800(a) 
Special Education 39'~~(b) 18,250 6,000(a) Shriners 1»467 600 
Primary Children's 3,351 11,461 7,150 
Utah Society c.c. and 
A. and Utah State 
1,238(0) Health Center 21.108 2 2°42 
422426 1212171 162592 
(a) An approximated number. Exact numbers not known. 
(b) The District listed 229 admissions, 1,241 outpatients. 
The figure used here was for one-third of the totals. 
(c) The State Health Center (only) bad 866 admissions, and 
135 persons. The 21,708 figure included Ogden and all 
Salt Lake City. 
E. IS AN OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY SCHOOL NEEDED TO MINIMIZE 
OOCUPATIONAL TBERAPISTS-PATIENT LOAD IN mAH? 
1. National Requirements - Therapists per Patient Load 
The criteria for Occupational Therapists per patient work=load 
were secured from the National Occupational Therapy Association in 
New York. They were: 
a. The amount of individual preparation and finishing of treat~ 
ment materials which must be done by the therapist(s). 
b. The amount of teaching, devising of special equipment, and 
other non=treatment work required. 
c. Availa.b1e space to work in. 
d. The accessibility of both patients and cooperating personnel. 
e. The numbers of hours per day during which pa.tients are 
treated. 
f • The number of pa.tients who may be treated in groups as opposed 
to those who must be treated individually. 
g. The length of time specific patients must be treated. 
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These factors merit careful study in arranging work loads which 
allow far effective treatment of every patient without overloading 
the therapist or causing an inefficient use of therapist's ttme. 
The followiIl8 table is a basis. The nmnbers suggested apply to 
situations wherein patients with acute conditions are treated. 









15 treatments per day 
25 do 
10 do 43 
It appeared that utah bad too few therapists tmder the 1957 rate 
of training to meet standards in most of her departments according to 
the above National Occupational Therapy Association required specifica-
tions. (See Table XIX, p.l62, utah Therapist-Patient Overload.) 
2. utah's Status in Relation to National Requirements 
Utah's status per Occupational Therapists and patient quota was 
noted as one therapist to 39,550 persons. This ratio was secured from 
the 1957 census population of 830,000 and 21 known Occupational 
Therapists in Utah, whether certified or registered. A similar average 
was found for the state in computing the hospitalvs patients-therapists 
ratio. The 1956 utah state Hospital Association Statistical Report 
corroborated utah's position as to Occupational Therapists and 'patient 
overload t with these figures in the form of line chart-type arrangement: 
Patieut-
Patients Out- Total Registered Therapist 
Admitted patients Patients Therapists Ratio 
112,129 159,735 271,864 12 22,620 
43 Marjorie Fish, Executive Director Guest EdItorial, Am. Occupational 
Therapy Assoc., January, 1958, (Reprint Hosp1talManagement), p. 1. 
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A five to 58 patient overload was indicated by the questionnaire 
replies; two dld not answer the question concerning the number of 
patients serviced each day. A therapist-patient overload was apparent 
from the following sources: 
Utah • s disabled and handicapped (all sources used in this study. 
lationsl r~orts of therapists and patlents. 
Questionnaire replies. 
COMBINED litKBERS OF PHISICAL DISABILITY-PATIENT OVERLOAD 
Datlll 
Patients Patient 
Name Patients Eer or Basis Overload 
Oeeupational Therapists 1,J26( ) 70.3 20 50.3 
Hospital responses 2,217 a 138.5 25 113.5 
Rehabilitation responses 1,266 79.1 15 64.1 
Hospital Ked. Report 3,061 181 20-25 156 
Am. Ked. Hos. Report 4,487 280 20 ... 25 255 
Employment seeuritf 1,766(b) 110.3 15-20 90.3 
State Hos. Report e) 271,864- 10,991 30 10,961 
Primary Children's 3,351 209.4 15 184.4 
State Health 1,238 77.3 15-20 57.3 
Note: Data in first three items taken from returned questionnaires. 
(a) Reports fram the 19 hospitals of th1sstudy. 
(b) Only active and new members from Employment Security 
for handicapped were used. 
(e) All hospitals in the State of utah. 
3. status of Utah's Hospitals and Therapist-Patient Load 
If the total patient is conSidered, a patient in the hospital for 
two days or more could benefit fram Occupational Therapy treatment 
through psychological release. The National Hospital AssociatIon report 
gave Utah's bed population as 4,487 from the 39 hospitals. This aver-
aged 280.4 patients to each Oceupat1onal Therapist per day; a decided 
overload per the 1951 criteria fram. the National Occupational Therapy 
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Association. Therapists in Utah were not evenly distributed over the 
State. A large portion of the State received no Occupational Therapy 
treatment, as seen from the map, p. 78. Utah t s 12 active, registered 
therapists, 39 hospitals and 271,86l1. patients would require 150 to 200 
more therapists to adequately meet the national averages and therapist-
patient quota requirements. 
The questionnaire reports from the 19 hospitals of this study 
revealed a bed capacity of 2,889 patients, with only 619 patients re-
t!eiving Occupational Therapy. This left 2,270 patients not reeeiving 
Occupational Therapy. Thirteen of Utah's 16 registered therapists 
sta.ted that a therapist-patient I overload' existed. One thera.pist 
checked tnone t on the questionnaire returned. 
It would seem that an Occupational Therapist-pa.tient overload in 
Utah existed in 1957. More therapists to train interns would be de-
sirable in the State, as discussed on page l16 , Item 3. 
F. IS AN OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY SCHOOL NEEDED TO ARRANGE 
FOR CLINICAL AFFILIATIONS t 
1. A School Arra.nges for and Approves the Affiliation 
A school was necessary to make the arrangements and organize the 
internships one to two years in advance in order that all acknowledge-
ments and approvals for each affiliate were made in each major Occupa-
tional Therapy field prior to the trainee leaving the school. 
The affiliation hospital, center, or clinicg in turn must be ac-
credited and approved by the American Medical Association and the 
American Occupational Therapy Associa.tion, because the Occupational 
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Therapy department sponsoring aD affiliation must be directed by a 
certified, registered, experienced therapist. ~hirt7-five states in 
the United States in 1957 had 258 clinical centers eonductins student 
programs. "' 
2. Utah's Clinical Affiliation 
utah had one clinical affiliation in the entire state, established 
in 1955 at Shriners Childrens Hospital, where an average of six affili-
ates received internship in the field of pediatric-orthopedic. 45 
Dr. Harold Rosenberg, Veterans Administration Rospt tal wrote: 
The presence of students would increase the need for more 
therapists so tbat the work could be more successfully presented 
to the studerat. Stwlents are in a training situation and do not 
undertake the duties of the Occupational ~er.,ists nor complete 
therapist respgnsib1lities. It is an observatio118l ano. instruction-
al training. Ji. 
Twenty-six of Utah's hospitals, the State Health Office, District 
Nurses, and the Rehabilitation Office sanctioned affiliations in Utah ae-
cordins to the returned <auestionnaires. All but one hospital of' the 19 
reported favoring affiliatiOns, and. eight p1alUled future affiliations. 
44 American Occupational Therapy AsSOCiation, Manual for Oec!pational 
Therapy Students in Clinical Train1ng, w. c. Brown COI!l.Pan.y, Iowa, 
1950, p. ii1 Introduction. 
45 Shriuers Hospital, Hospital Director Mrs. A. Williams and ()ccupa-
tional Therapy Director Miss Alice Miller, Personal interviews 
with the author, May, 1957. 
46 Dr. Harold Rosenberg, Chief' of' Physical Medicine and Rebabi11tation,9 
Veterans Administration Services, Written comments, June, 1957~ 
Salt Lake City, Utah. 
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TABLE XX 
mAR'S HOSPI'1'AL REPORT - CLIKICAL .AFFILIATlOE' 
Clinical Clinical 
Affiliation Affiliation Support a 
Now Planned School 
r!i I ~ J I ~ If ~ til 01 m m ~ m m CD 0 0 ~ 0 0 1>-1 12!1 p.. 12; Pot 
1. x x 
2. x x 
3. x x x 
4. x x 
5. x x x x 
6. x x 
7. x x 
8. x x 
9. x x x 
10. x 
11. Yes x 
12. x x x 
13. x x 
1 8 1 1 1 1 10 1 2 3 1 
3. Correlation of School and Affiliate Hospital 
The clinical affiliations offer practical application of theo-
retical and technical knQWledge that was acquired by the student during 
the school years. Tools of Occupational 'rherapy treatment we~e used 
for the first time. The affiliation was the attainment of' professional 
stature by vitalizing activities and challenging the therapists to 
think and act independently. 47 
47 West and McNarry, Role of' oee~ational Therapy in Rehabilitation, 
AJOT, x. 4, 1956~ pp. 154, 15 • 
G. IS AN OCCUPATIONAL TBERAPI SCHOOL NEEDED AS A SOURCE 
OF INFORMATION I FOR RECRlJITMENf, MAINTAINING STATUS, 
AID RESEARCH: 1 
1. Source of Information 
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A sehool provides sound, edueatlonal concepts of quality with an 
adequate staff and close correlation in teaching institutions 48 that 
develop scientific aDd medical orientation and technical • know-how , in 
fashioning materials and designIng braces and splints. 49 
Imaginative clinical instruction, suppl~ented with clinical 
material, such as selected films, reading references, ease 
histories, seminars, journal clubs, and adequate media for learn-
ing, are offered by a sehool. 50 
A school provides first-band experiences and individualistic 
explorations "but with realistic operation that suits the circumstances 
rather than artificial trends." 51 The organization of an Occupational 
Therapy school is needed to keep the curriculum practical; to make 
courses applicable to the vocational needs; and to aid the therapist in 
practiee along the lines of patient problems, treatment objectives, and 
experiences that will fit the therapist for this role. 52 
48 Wilma West and Henrietta McNarry, Role of, Occupational Therapl in 
Rehabilitation, AJOT, X. 4, 1956, pp~ 150 to, 156. 
49 Ibid, p. 155-
50 Ibid, p. 150, 154. 
51 June Slokolov I Therapist-into A.dministra.tor - Ten Inspiring Years, 
AJf!r, XI, No.1, January-February, 1951" p. 14. 
Wilma West and Henrietta McNarry, Role of Occupational Therapy in 
Rehabilitation, AJOT, X. 4, 1956, p~ 155. 
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2. ReenU.:tm.ent of Members 
An Occupational ~herapy school employing its equipment for recruit-
ment purposes was considered a school of 'leadership', 53 fram which 
descriptive Occupational Therapy materials (vCareer Days', vSehool-Kit 
Recrultment'p and brochures) were issued. 54 In 1956 161 000 pieces of 
literature were distributed in sehoolsp universities and hospitals, and 
approximately 33»420 persons in universities, hospitals and professional 
groups used Occupational Therapy films in teaching programs.. 55 Occu;pa-
tional Therapy schools were the recipients of materials fran the 
National AssOCiation" and exebange programs were arranged through school 
facilities in the same manner as exchange students from foreign depart-
mentso 
The Bolton Law (Public Law Number 294) admitted male Occupational 
Therapists to the reserve corps 1) after which both men and women were 
recruited in Occupational Therapy and granted commissions. 
In 1952 the A:rmy activated an Oceu;pat1onal Therapy eourse con-
sisting of 18 months 0 training at the Medical Field Service School. 
Hospitals were selected for theory training and clinical affilia-
tionsfor Occupational Therapy» and commissions of Second Lieutenant 
in both the Army and tircorpa reservep or the rank of Ensign in the 
Navyp were offered. 5 
53 Dorothy Lehman, Director of Recruitments! Recruitment, AJar, IX» 1, 
1955, p. 28 .. 
54 Henrietta McNarry, :Nationally Speakiy» AJCfff} IXg 39 1955,9 p. 130. 
55 Catherine Worthl.ngtoup PhD» ProfeSSional Education Pro am flOr 
Rehab! 11 tat ion Planning" A1 9 5 , p" 15 I) 
56 Helen S. Willardp Subeomm1ttee on Paramedical Personnel, AJarS' X, 
1956, pt. 1p p,p. 5Sp 59. 
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Students in medical schools and industrial arts vere encouraged 
through various allied departments of the universities to/enter the field 
of Occupational 'rherapy. There were 30,,000 teachers trained in in-
dustrial arts and 200 colleges offering training for them. Only one ... 
half of the 2,500 students who reeeived degrees entered industrial arts 
teaching" the balance entered private industry. 
Scholarships (Vocational Rehabilitation, the ElK Foundation, 
Ford Grants, Cerebral Palsy FOtm.datiOll) made available through a school 
and its organization, encouraged Occupational Therapy recruitment. The 
National Infantile Paralysis scholarships gave $34,000 tor Occupational 
Therapy recruitment in 1956..,1957. 57 . 
A school was needed in connection with the State Ooe~ational 
Therapy Association to clarity and unify programming tor expanSion, to 
disseminate public information concerning the profeSSion" ~ to attract 
new students to the field. 58 
3. Maintaining Status 
Oec!pstional TheraEl as 8. ProfeSSion 
There are 52 schools of Occupational Therapy in 14 countries. 
Oe©upational Therapy forged ahead in recognition in the psychological 
and medieal fields, television, radio, and comments in lea.ding maga-
zines. 59 The World Federation of Occupational Therapists beld its 
57 Evelyn Eichler, Oce~tional Therapist Registered, Responsibilities 
and Rewards, AJtn, X" 2" 1956, Pt. 1, ,. 61. 
58 Dorothy Lehman, ReCruitment, AJflra IX" 1, 1955, p. 28. 
59 .American Occvxpational Therapy Association Newsletter, T.V. Proeeams 
and Coltf'erence Highlights, Vol. XVII, No. 11, 1957, p. 1 
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second conference in Denmark in 1958" and planned a gathering for 1962 
in the United States of America.. 60 The United lations (in the field 
of rehabilitation) showed Occupat1onal TherapY' bad played an important 
role thus far. At the Occupational Therapy Convention in Ohio, Oetober-
November p 1957, the following message fran President Eisenhower was 
read: 
Your Association renders splendid service to the nations' 
sick and disabled through the healing art of physical and mental 
restoration. As yo~ seek to increase your effectiveness by 
teaching the principles and practices of Oce~ational Therapy to 
a wide aud~ence, you add strength to the basic human resources of 
our land.· 1 ' 
Yet much of utah and DJallJ" Utabn' s, according to the returned 
questionnaire, were uninf'ormed concerning Occupational TherapY'. "We do 
not know enough about Occupational Therapy to answer." '"We are not 
fe.miliar with this field. " "We do not know if it would or would not aid 
the State." "Unknown" were the comments. 
60 American Occupational Therapy Association Newsletter, World 
Federation News, Vol. XVII, :No.9, September 10, 1957 .. 
61 American Occupational Therapy Association Newsletter a Conference 
Righlights, Vol. XVII, No. 11, November, 1957. 
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QUESTlaDAIRE RESPONSE 
NEED FOR OCCUPm'IONAL T:HERAPr SCHOOL 
rd 8 
~ ..... ~ • ..... ...-I E-I • r.o ., 
.8 • E-t CD r4 • 0 • 8 CD ..... E-I 0 
,0 'tot t) g orf ~ rtl • ~ e i 0 ~ r4 as td I'M ~ ...., 8 ~ 4) ~ co ~ () 8 t,) 
-a fH ..... ~ - ~ ~ 'S to ~ • ~ r4 0 ~ ~ .p 'it to P5 to 
Hospitals 7 5 2 4 
District Burses 7 6 5 4 4 
State Health 
Rehabilitation 6 
.2. 1 l 
Totals 7 5 15 11 12 7 8 
Medical and Paramedical Professions 
Wherever Oecu.pational Therapy was understood, known, andlor used, 
the medical staffs indicated professional attitudes as to status and 
trends in Oceupational Therapy. The following compilation and per-
centages were found in a Doctoral Thesis by Norman B. Watkins, Utah 
State University, Logan, Utah. 62 
62 Norman B. Watkins t Doctorate Thesis, Study of Rehabilitation 
Facilities and an Analysis for a Rehabilitation Center in utah, 
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Voe. Rehab. 21 86 81 70 80 
Rehab. Sup. 100 
-
83 33 - 68 14-
Welfare Dir. 80 14 85 
-
10 
Spec. Services - 100 
-
62 50 
O.T. 's 86 
-
85 81 80 10 
Note: Table XVII, p. 159, of the Appendix 
places the responses of the professional 
personnel in their respective groups. 
91 percent of medical and Need Occu,pational Therapy 
paramedical staffs 
86 percent of total Need Occupational Therapy 
responses 
80 percent of total Occupational Therapy is 
responses essential 
61 percent ±milied Standards in medical field 
and department would be 
raised by an O.T~ school 
71 percent implied Medical staff would be 
bettered by an O. T. school 
76 percent indicated Professional departments 
would be improved by an O. T. 
sehool· 
12 percent indicated Did not know 
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(See Table XV, p.157, and Table XVII, 1>.159, in the Appendix for detailed 
Professional Attitudes Compilation as to 'needs' for an Oceupatlotl81 
Therapy in utah.) 
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A school of Occupational Therapy offered. three to six weeks of 
instruction and direct practical observation on-the-Job Occupational 
Therapy techniques in patient treatment and functions to interested staff' 
members, interns 1 nurses, and/or technicians. :Because Utah and the In-
termQuntain area were void of a school of Occupational 'fherap7, interns, 
nurses I and medical staff members in the state relied upon outside 
sources for this information and training. utah I s Dr. Chester Powell, 
neurosurgeon, states: 
The a.vailability is what makes a thing useable. A school would 
better educate the trainees, as vell e.g provide more adequate pre-
scription treatment for the patients. 3 
State and university Occupational Ther$PY conferences, institutes 
and conventions would attract varied medical and professional guests to 
an area sponsoring a sehool. 
Fran. tabulated questionnaire replies, only one answered negatively 
to the question 'Would the medical profession and staff be bettered 
through facilities of an Occupational Therapy school?' The report 
showed; 
TABLE XXIII 
MEDICAL PROFESSION :Bl!tfFfERfm THROtnH AN O.T. SCHOOL 
• 
ret CI) ~ :t l}~ ~ C\'J ~ ~ () J.t i ~ J J.t ~.~ ~ :I 0 ~ 
I' 
Professions and departments bettered 76.3 .1 1 1 6 
staff bettered 77.0 1 4 4 4 
Standards enhanced by O.T. 61.0 1 5 7 5 
63 Chester B. Powell, PhD. Xeurosurgeo'D" Salt Lake City, Utah, Personal 
interview with author, 1957. 
1.21 
A school of Occupational Therapy 'Would be a fine thing for this 
area. and certainly one of the things we need. I have seen it begin 
and grow and expand, developing fram a nucleus to its present stage. 
A school would certaInly raise our treatment standards and status 
ot the hospitals. 64 
4. An Oceugat1onal Therapy School and Research 
Research and Studies 
Major investigative and experimental studies are needed to 
survey the many facets of applied Occupational Thenmy practice 
and the feasibility of it per media and treatment. b5 
Specia.l studies and various 'Pilot Studies' bad been conducted 
in recent months (1956 and 1957) in the united States by Occupational 
Therapy 3~tbrough their eontrIbut1ons to rehabilita.tion serviee programs 
and teaching in hospitals affiliated with gra.ntee plans. ff 66 These 
special studies contained research reports fram 22 states and Alaska 
concerning such materia.l as: 
(1) Eighty~four research studies which presented problems 
(2) What Occupational Therapists were doing in research in 
various schools and sections of the United States and 
in other countries (3) Fields of research open for further investigations 61 
The state of' Ca.lifornia had three Oecu;pational Therapy schools and topped 
the nation in these research studies. Better OccupatIonal Therapy de-
partments resulted where a sehool of Occupational Thera.py was the source 
of materials for these research facets. 
64 Lynn F. Kuhne, Medical Records p Veterans Administration Services, 
Personal interview with author, June ~ 1951. 
65 West and McHarry, Bela of Occupational Therapy in Rehabilitation, 
AJar, X, 4, Part I, 195b, p. 152. 
66 Catherine Worthington, Professional; Educational Pr0grammip.g for 
Rehabilita.tion, AJf1f, XI" 3, 1951 p p. 15b. 
67 Muriel E. Z1:mmerman, Occ~a.tional Therapist Registered, National 
Special Studies COmmittee, AJ01!p XII, 2, 1958, Part I" p. 7b. 
FIGURE 7, 
Utalf is the center of the Intermountain region. ,Travel 
distance would be broken for those now attending schools on the 
East side of the Divide, and those on the Extreme West aoast. 
Utah is a center of trade and industry. The medical school abd 
the surrounding states are all a part of the higher educational 
plan and couin logically include Occupational Therapy, since it 
is a medica and psychological field and should be a. part of that 
program rather than under arts and crafts, Industrial arts or the 
field of nome economics. All needed facilities as to possible 
affiliations and clinical traineeships were found within a few 
blocks of' the medical and psychological departments of the Univer-
sity and/or medical school. The states surrounding Utah 1i with 
the exception of Eastern Colorado J are void of medical sohools. 
(Occu,t)a.tional clinioal observation classes must travel sixty miles 
to the medical school, from the Occupational Therapy department. 
in Colorado.) The surrounding states are void of Occupational 
Therapy schools; all have shortages in numbers of Occupational 
Therapista; each state expressed needs f'or more departmentE and 
therapists to serve long-term patients. 
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Young people, bav1ng gained a knowledge and assimilated facts, 
need to push out lll8rgins, camD.end the pioneering spirit and breast 
new frontiers. The spirit of inquiry 8 student brings with him 
illuminates the seene, thus sttmulating the statf to their best 
efforts j the students in turn profit from the staff. 6B 
New frontiers of researeh and progress in the medical profession 
led to the formation of the Western Intermountain Commission for Higher 
Education Plan. Such a plan encourages trainillg and research. ~e map 
on the opposite page (121) illustrates the area and states that might 
benefit from a centrally located Occl!1%'pstional Therapy sehool. 
S1n~e Occupational Therapy 1s a medical and psychological treat-
ment progre.m., it could be incl1':lded lmder the foregoing eooperative plan 
without ebanges in the original st1pulat1oos. 
A frief' explanation of' this plan would reveal its possibilities 
for Utah in the medical field of Oeeupat1onal Therapy. 
Higher Edmational Plan Explained 
The Commission 1BV'1tes inquiries and suggestions. 'fbrollgh Com-
mission offices, help would be given ind1viduals, groups of individuals, 
or institutions, to gain favorable attention from national or regional 
foundations. Two or three states with special problems of their ow:n 
could form subregional research teams to meet localized needsJ] and co-
operative research vould aid the total Occupational Therapy and overall 
programe The reasons for such a plan were as follows: 
(l) The best YO'I.lll.S men and women were going out of the state for 
professional education and would not return due to a laek 
within the State for advaneements. 
68 June Slokolov, 'fherslist into Administrator - Ten Inspir1!S Years, 




Every sta.te had its fixed goal, the provision of equality 
for educational opportunities. 
It would be impossible for each state to build its own 
medical school and support it adequately so that it would 
be accredited. 
Cost of edu.cation.. were rising, the ntmlbers of students 
needing higher education were increasing. Few institutions 
and few states could do first-class teaching and research 
in all fields of knowledge and endeavor. 
Use of regional eo~tion would bring education resources 
to any part of the West to serve the needs at t!JV'ery student 
of the West. 
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The following quotations gave the main objectives of the Plan. 
On November 7-81 1949, a Gov'ernors' Conference or the eleven. 
Western States, held in Salt Lake City, adopted a resolution that a 
feooperative plan among the Western States was necessary and deSirable, 
and should be developed to prov-ide more extensive facilities and train-
ing for the students of this region •••• 
Governor Lee recommended that Utah participate in the 1950 
compact, concerning the regional plan and program for education in the 
West... January 1951, the results of the meeting vere published. 
Governor Lee recommended •••• that a eonm1ttee be apPOinted to 
consider ways and means of permitting states not having medical, 
dental, and veterinary schools of sending their students to other 
states where such schools were established. The study was ll.JI.d,.erteJten, 
because it is not economical17 feasible for most of the sparsely-
settled and relatively poor DlO'Wltain states to support all three of 
theae technical studies •••• 
The Committee concluded that it would be desirable for the 
Western States to establish a regional edueation plan enabling students 
from states lacking technical schools to enroll in these schools in 
other states; the costs involved to be borne by the home state of the 
student. • •• Under such a compact our medical school would be strength-
ened and the demands met for technically trained. people. 
Under the plan above, states would pool their resources, ••• with 
other states contributing their share toward operating costs; states 
already operating professional schools could expand at less eost than 
building new plants to te.ke eare of the exchange students with a maxi-
mum of efficiency and a m1n~ of expense. • •• Research facilities by 
whieh long-term needs fgr higher ed.ucation in the West may be discovered, 
defined" and provided. 69 
69 Wiehe, Your State Can Help You, Nort1n Library, Colorado, 1956. 
G. Homer Durham, *'Wiehe": An E!Reriment in Interstate Cooperation 
and Regional Planning, 1957, Presentation to the Committee. 
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Certainly research should be done in this area wherein the 
Western Intermountain Commission for Higher Education Plan functions in 
order that the great need for Occupational Therapists might be supplied 
in these Western United States where a deficiency of' schools existed in 
the Intermountain area to train therapists. Occupatiena.l Therapy could 
utilize such 8. program it a school were initiated in utah, because 
Occupational Therapy is a medical field in keeping with the very fields 
to which the Plan (above) is a.lready applicable. 
The field of Occupational Therapy was one of scient1tic research 
in and of itself', and was no longer a side-issue of a.nother treatment 
program. No longer was it considered lightly in psychological or 
medical fields. With views to the future, scientific research in 00-
cupstional Therapy needs its rightful place. 
Occupational Therapy is no longer a simple concept with one 
tangent, an isolated segment operating in a vacuum.. Today, it 
interacts with many other disciplines at all levels of adminis-
tration and operations. 
Occu.pational ~rapY' correctly utilized" and in its proper 
placement in the psychological treatment programming, becomes 
one of the most influential diagnostic, testing, and evaluative 
avenues in understaRding the patient t s emotions and potentials. 
The influenee of this profession in scientific research can be 
summed, 'with the ingenuity of the Occupational Therapist and 
the profession itself, it could reveal and give insight to asso-
ciate disciplines, their staffs and the patient, through under-
staBding these inner activities as manifested in physical 
activities. II 
It adds techniques of dealing with inner activities and pro-
cesses by adding a new d1m.ension. Internal conflicts and patterns 
are influenced by external means. It is postulated that not only 
does the psychy influence the soma, but that planned changes in 
the soma CaD. effectuate changes in the psychy. Occupational Therapy 
undertakes to reverse the words Dpsycho-somatie' into 'somatic-
physicie t in order to indicate that a change in the patient's 
physical behavior will produce changes in his psychological be-
havior. As yet this is in the hypothesis sta.ge, but Occu.pational 
Therapy demonstrates emphat1cally that hidden in this hypothesis 
is the key to a powerful dimension in therapy. 70 
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Data and questionnaire responses sUbstantiated that a school 
would aid Utah's Occupational ~herap1st problems, (i.e., shortages, 
registration, the therapist-patient ratiO, clinical affiliations, and 
research) • Present Occu;patlone.l '.rherapy departments and those to be 
established would benefit frGID. inf'ormt1on disseminated by an Oecu;pa-
tional Therapy school in the State. Utah's public, profeSSional and 
lay members, would be edueated conoerning Occupational Therapy and in-
formed in one of the newest, yet most scientific research avenues in 
testing and evaluating patIents and actiVity treatment for them. 
10 Ija Korner, PhD, Chief Psycholcgistg Section Psychiatry, university 
of utah Medical Sehool, Lecture at Salt Lake County HospItal, 
January, 1958. Personal correspondence wIth author, March, 1958. 
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SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS Am> RECOMMENDATIONS 
A. StJMMARy 
The problem of this study was to determine the need for an 
Occupational TherapY' school in utah. Statistical and historical data 
were gathered for the first accurately compiled and recorded history 
of the growth and development of Occupational Therapy in Utah. 
The method used was histori{!sl and survey. The ba.ckground of' 
Occupational Therapy was necessary to understand and clarify the problem. 
The data for the survey were collected through interviews and 
questionnaires. 
The procedure was as tollows: 
1. A h:l,.story was compiled of the Occupational Therapy departments 
in Utah to show growth and development qf Occupational Therapy 
in the State. 
2. A search was made to ascertain if a previOUS study concerning 
this subject bad been undertaken. 
, 
3. statistical data, secured through questionnaire responses and 
replies to correspondence ~ were compiled into charts, graphs, 
and tables. 
4. Personal interviews indicated trends in development and the 
extent to which Occupational Therapy was understood and utilized. 
5. Controversies in the historical development of Occupational 
Therapy in the State were carefully checked and corrections were 
made. 
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6. Approvals for acceptance and printing of data and materials for 
the study were secured, when necessary, from professional per-
sonnel, government officials, hospital directors and adminis-
trators. 
7. The Occupational Therapy state Organization and Constitution 
were included in the study. 
Sources of data were obtained from: 
1. Newspapers. 
The Herald (nov obsolete), the Deseret News, the Deseret News 
Library, and the Salt Lake Tribune. 
2. Personal data. 
Correspondence with therapists, diaries, early brochures, 
historical reports and serapboosk. 
3. Books and other literature. 
The American Journal of Occupational Therapy, American Medical 
Journal and Hospital Report, Occupational Therapy Register 
Yearbook, Pioneer histories, and theses. 
4. Questionnaires and their return responses from: 
Active and non-active therapists l State Health Departments of 
the surrounding states, also the surrounding states Rehabilita-
tion departments, hospitals in the major cities of this study, 
Utah's district nurses, and a random sampling of nurses from 
seven Utah hospitals. 
5. Personal interviews with: 
Educators, State offiCials, professional and medical directors, 
supervisors, administrators, and therapists. 
The findings to SUbstantiate the needs for an Oceupational Therapy 
school in Utah were prese~ted by data concerning the following areas: 
1. AN CCCUPATIONAL THERAPY SCHOOL WAS NEEDED TO SUPPLY THE DEMAND 
FOR THERAPISTS 
a. A national shortage of 7,400 Occupational Therapists existed 
in 1957. (See p. 69» and Table II, p. 151 of the Append1x9) 
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A deficieney of therapists in the Intermountain States and 
particularly in Utah in relation to the national shortage 
was also established. (See p. 70.) 
b. In Utah, there were only 16 active therapists to supply 39 
hospitals and 271,864 patients, or one therapists to every 
group of 16,991 patients. There was a need for 150 to 200 
more therapists in Utah to meet the pat1ent-therapist quota 
and requirements. (See pp. 109 and 110, and Table XIX, p. 
162 of the Appendix.) . 
c. The average length of stay of Occupational Therapists in 
Utah was only two years. (See p. 73.) 
2. A SCHOOL WAS :NEEDED TO TRAm AND MAINTAIN THERAPISTS IN OCCUPA-
TIONAL THERAPY 
a. There were 29 Oecupat ional Therapy schools in the United 
States. 
Nine were west of the Mississippi. 
Five were in the large Western area. 
Four were on -the extreme West Coast. 
This left one school (State of Colorado, eastern slope of the 
Divide) to supply the remaining 11 Western States in Occu-
pational Therapists. (See pp. 17, 78, and Table IV, p. 72, 
and Table XI, p. 85.) 
b. utahn's desiring training in Occupational Therapy must seek 
it elsewhere. 
c. Therapists tend to go to the school close to their home, close 
to a medical center, or where there were advancements. 
According to the American Medical Recommendations, there 
were only two medical centers in the states of this study. 
(See Table VI, p. 74.) 
3. A SCHOOL OF OOCUPATIONAL THERAPY WAS NEEDED TO REGISTER THERAPISTS 
FOR THE PURPOSE OF UPGRADmG THERAPISTS m TRIS PROFESSION 
a. A school was needed to verify the completion of academic train-
ing and clinical affiliations and to arrange for the Na-
tional examination. (See pp. 89, 90.) 
b. Individualized instruction ltmited the numbers who could at-
tend any one sehool of Occupational Therapy. 
c. The length of time required for training was five years for 
the regular course, after completion of high school, or 18 
months to two years for the Advanced Standing course. 
(See p. 21, Definitions.) 
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d. Approx1.ma.tely 600 students 1957; but not all of 
these students who graduated became registered therapists 
(i.eo p some left the profession marital rea.sons, other 
professions, and more advanced • (See p. 153 , 
Table VII.) 
4.. A SCHOOL WAS NEEDED TO INCREASE THE SCOPE Am) ADEQUACY OF mAR'S 
DEPARl.'MENTS 
a. Ten of Utah 9 s hospitals reported having sane 'type' of OOCU-
pational Thera.py 0 
bo Seven of these bad organized departments, four were recognized, 
two were non~accredited9 and one was a subdepartment. 
(See pp. 92~ 93.) 
Utah a home=bound Occupational Therapy program, and a 
geriatric and physical disabilities (as such) program for 
the future 0 (See pp. 103, 106, 107, and Figure 5, p. 97.) 
d.. A of 14 of' the 19 hospitals of this st~udy de-
partments and affiliations 0 Three additional hospitals n 
departments were in pro~ess of developing Occupational 
Thera.py. (See Ta.b le XIII'p po 156 of the Appendix.) 
N1nety=four of the personnel desired a school, 
61 indicated a school would raise standards, 77 
pereent ~he medleal staff would be bettered, 85 
percent :1:mp11ed the standards would be enhanced. (See 
PPo 151 and I Tables XV and XVII, Appendix.) 
5. A SCHOOL WAS NEEDED TO MINIMIZE THERAPIST-PATIENr OVERLOAD 
a. ""Q'''' ....... a...'1>foIO ""' ............ "" .... ,0, • ...,..:."1'""1"4 benefits from. an Occupational 
rph,o"""~51"l"\'¥ remained two or more de.ys 
b. Utah had a hospital of 29889 (14 hospitals re-
porting)! or one for every 180~5 patients~ and 
a 5-to-5ti (See pl' .. 109.? 110'p and Table 
XIX, p. the APJ)en(l~x.) 
Co In Utah in 1956, 
pational Therapy. 
patients di,d not receive Occu= 
do Utah 9 s population of 8309000 would average one therapist for 
every 39,550 an for effective treat= 
ment resultso treat 259 more 
patients and therapists were available, 
an approximated be aidedo This would 
require an 
6. AN OC~rOPATIONAL TBERAP! SCHOOL WAS :NEEDED AS A SOURCE OF 
INF OBMAT ION 
a. A lack of information existed in Utah both in professional 
and educational staffs, and the lay public. (See pp. 114, 
120.) 
b. A school provided sound educational concepts providing ex-
periences and exploration. (See p. 114.) 
c.. Equipment and materials 'Would be available to encourage 
research and realistic operational activities. (See p. 
120.) 
d. Occupational Therapy is becoming an avenue (tool) in aiding 
both the medieal and psychological. fields in diagnostic, 
evaluative testing and analysis «> (See po 121. ) 
eo The Western Intermountain Commission for Higher Education 
encourages research and training for interested students. 
Further research and investigation would aid Utah in 
Occupationsl Therapy planningo (See p. 123; aM Figure 
7, p. ..) 
B. CONCLUSIONS 
The data presented in this study appea.r to warrant the fo11ow-
ing cone Ius ions : 
A shortage of Occupational Therapists exists in the United 
States, the Intermountain area, and in Utah. the medical center 
of this area, was in a key position to develop a school for training 
needed Occupational Therapists. 
Occupational Therapists, professional personnel~ hospitals; 
centers, and clinics indicated a need for a school to establish new 
departments minimize therapist shortage. A school could aid ~ 
in overcoming the present therapist-patient overload now existing in 
Utah. Therapists ser~ices were pressed beyond the national regulation 
quota for an effective treatment~program. Such a school would 
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encourage clinical therapist~internships in Utah 9s 
1:vospi ta Is • 
An Occu.pational Therapy school becomes a source of information 
with its available mate:rials for t,he pu.bli(~p educators 3 medical and 
psychological 
and Investig~tion into such a plan as Medical 
should be en~oux'aged in Utah i'or 
Therapy 
the 
the following recommendations were 
o!:!'''''t''~-':'' be made 'Of the possibilities of Utah .... ...,.Ib""'" accepted into 
Interm~untain Commission 
............ iIhJ/o.... Therapy 0) Utah II s medi~a.l 
Plan in Oc= 
schools in the 
Chapter III, for an 
could be utilizedo) 
a. A sur.,yey of' the SUJr.":rr()U!lo.l,ng states be made of those states 
tha:t may Q,esira to be suc;h a. plan for an (k:= 
cupational Therapy if training were to be made 
available 0 
20 A studJ! and sur'~ley be made of 'the possibilities and adequacies 
uow existing at the University of other higher educational 
institutions in the Statep for the 
Therapy department,p to 
a. Available 
be> Facilities = 
Equipment 
do Accreditation 
of an O(';~u;pa.tioml 
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3. A study be made of the funds and monies available as to fellow-
ships, scholarships, grants, and Pilot Studies, et cetera, for the 
establisbment of an Occupational Therapy sehool. 
4. It is recommended a study be made of the hospitals of the State 
of Utah and apprIse them of the exact requirements for accreditation 
as part of their services as to: 
a. Departments of Occupational Therapy 
b. Clinical affiliations 
c. Facilities, and 
d. Equipment 
5. A study be made of the school districts in Utah to determine the 
desirability and possibilities of further consolidation as 'District 
Centers' for Occupational Therapy and its allied fields. That such 
consolidation be under the medical department of the State in coopers-
tion with the Boards of Education of the districts concerned. 
6. A study be made of Utah 1 s pediatric-infant care, home-bound ca 
cases, geriatrics, and physical disabilities concerning: 
s. Numbers 
b. Care 
e.. Occupational Therapy treatment programming 
and that such vital statistics be kept and available as a part of the 
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urAl! OCCtlP.A!t'IONAL TBERAPI ASSOCIATION CONSTl.'Tl1.fION 
CONSTITUTION 
of the 
UTAH OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY ASSOOIATION 
ARTICLE I 
Name and Objectives 
SecQ I: The organization shall be called the Utah Occupational Therapy 
Association. It shall be affiliated with the American Occupational 
Therapy Association, in compliance with the rules and regulations set 
forth in the constitution of the American Occupational Therapy Associ~ 
ation. ' 
Sec. 2: The objectives of the Association shall be to encourage improve-
ment in our service, to maintain high standards of occupational therapy, 
to disseminate information and knowledge of occupational therapy, to pro-
mote the use of occupational therapy for the benefit of the sick and 
handicapped, and to engage in any other activities that in the future 




Sec. 1: -Membership shall be divided into six classes. 
10 Active members shall be registered occupational therapists 
and active members of the American Occupational Therapy Ass·oclation'. This 
classification shall at all times constitute a majority of the Association's 
membership. 
2. Associate members shall be those persons interested in 
promoting occupational therapy but who are not eligible for active member-
ship. 
;. Fellows shall be those who by virtue of professional or 
community status can relate occupational therapy to the public needo 
4. Students shall be those in training in an accredited or 
approved school of occupational therapy or i11 a school whose accredi-
tation is pending. 
5. Sustaining members shall be those who are eligible as active 
or associate members but whose interest in the objectives of the Associ-
ation prompt them to larger contributions to its Bupport. 
6. Honorary life membership may be conferred upon thos e who 
have performed distinguished service in the field of occupational therapy. 
Sec. 2: I. Associate members shall be eligible to attend and participate 
in all regular and called meetings of the association; to vote on all 
issues pertaining to the local association; to serve on local committees. 
They shall not be eligible to vote on matters pertaining to the American 
Occupational Therapy Association, to vote in the election of officers, nor 
shall they be eligible to serve as offiuers. 
2. Active members in good standing shall be eligible to hold 
any office of' the association, attend and participate in all regular and 
called meetings of, the association, vote on all issues pertaining to the 
looal association and the American Occupational Therapy Association, serve 
on lo-oal committees. 
,. F'ellowe shall be appointed by invitation of the Executive 
Committee to serve for a pe'riod of three years, subject to reappointment. 
They may not vote in the affairs of the local Association, in the elec-
tion of officers, nor shall they be eligible to serve as officers. 
4. Studslltsmaynot vote in the affairs of the local Associ-
ation or in the election of officers and are not eligible to any offices 
of the Ass oc iatton. 
5. Susta ining members may serve on committees and if eligible 
to be active members may vote and be eligible to any office of the 
Association. 
6. Honorary members may serve on committees and if eligible to 
be active members may vote and be eligible to any office of the Associ-
ation. 
Sec" 3: Only active members may vote on matters pertaining to the Ameri-
can Occupational Therapy Association. 
Seo. 4: : Members of other affiliated associations shall be accepted as 
members in like status in this association upon presentation of a transfer 
form signed by the treas~rer of the association from which the members is 
transferred. 
Sec. 5: A membership committee shall be appointed by the Executive Committee 
to investigate and determine the eligibility and membe'rship qualifica-
tions of all members. 
Sec. 6: A member in good st'8'nding is one who is -not in arrears in the 
payment of dues and who upholds the standards of the profession. Active 
members in good standing shall, if?.a~dition, be active memb'srs'of the 
American Occupational Therapy Assoc:iation~' 
lJi.5 
ARTICLE III 
Sec. 1: Eligihilityfor of:eice= Active members in good standing are 
eligible for any office in the association, provided they shall have con-
sented to serve if elec·ted. 
Sec. 2: The off'ieers of this association shall be President, Vice Presi-
dent, Secretary, and Treasurer. 
Sec. ,: Duties of the officers of' the association shall be as follows: 
1. The President shall be an active member in good standing 
and it shall be the duty of the President to preside at all regular 
meetings, appoint chairmen of all committees, except for the membership 
committee and those special committees otherwise provided for in this 
constitution, enforce the laws and regulations pertaining to the adminia-
trationw the association, furnish when requested proper credentials for 
the Delegate, Alternate-Delegate, and Substitute-Alternate-Delegate, and, 
if the association will not be represented at the annual meetings of the 
House of Delegates, notify the Secretary of the House of Delegates to this 
ef'fect in lieu of forwarding Delegate credentia Is. 
2. The Vice President sha 11 be an active member in good standing 
and it shall be the duties of the Vice President to assume, in the absence 
of the President,' .the duties, powers, and prerogatives .of the President; 
complete the term of office of President in the event of vacancy in that 
of'fice; and serve as chairman of the prog'ram committee. 
,;. The sec'retary shall be an active member in good ~tanding and 
it shall be the duty of the Secretary to keep the minutes ofl. the meetings; 
keep a register of' all memb-ers; notify newly elected officers" up'on their 
election; carry out necessary correspondence for the organization; within 
.30 days after the election of officers send to the Speaker, the Vice Spealer, 
and the Secretary of the House of Delegates, the Nations:l Office of Ameri-
can Occupational Irherapists' Association, and' to the Editor of American 
Journa1 of Occupationsl Therapy a complete list of the nam'&e and addresses 
of the elected officers and delegatee, together with' their terms of office; 
promptly report to the Speaker, Vice Speaker, and Secretary of' the House 
of' Delegates, the national office of A.O.T.A., and Editor of A.J .. O.To, 
any changes' in elective' offie-e'nr ordelega:te representatives which may 
occur during the year; file ,with the Secretary of the Houss'of Delegates 
a copy of' the constitution of theas'sociation at the time of its adoption 
'(such constitution to be submitted typewritten, leaving every other page 
plank); file with the Secretary of the, House of Delegates any changes in 
the constitution or by-laws within ';0 days of such change and never later 
than ~O days p'rior to the annuallIle'ating of the A.O.T.A .. 
4. The Treasurer shall be an active member in good standing and 
it shall be the duty of the Treasurer to take care of all finances of the 
assoc~atio"n; report at each meeting the conditions of the treasury; issue 
transfer forms to members in good standing who, because of' change in 
residence, request transfer to another association; send a copy of each 
transfer form is"sued to the national office of A.O.T.A. 
Seo. 4: Terms of office of the officers of tbe association are: Presi-
dent, two years; Vice President, Secretary, and Treasurer, one year. 
1. Officers are not eligible for reelection for two consecu-
tive terms. 
2& In the event of a vacancy of office the following provision 
is made: The President shall be succeeded by the Vice President to 
complete the term of office. Vacancies of the offices of Vice Presi-
dent, Secretary, and Treasurer shall be filled by appointment of the 
Executive Committee until the next annual meeting of the Association. 
ARTICLE IV 
Representation in the House of Delegates. 
Sec. 1: A Delegate and an Alternate-Delegate shall be elected by a vote 
of the active members of the association who are also members of the 
A.O.T.A. 
Sec. 2: Eligibility of office: 
1. The Delegate shall have been a registered occupational 
therapist and an active member of the A;O.T.A. for more than one year 
prior to date of election. 
2. The Alternate-Delegate and Substitute-AI ternate-Delegate 
shall have been registered occupational therapists and active" members of 
A.O.T.A. for more than on&" year prior to date" of election. 
Sec.;: The duties of the Delegate, the Alternate-Delegate, and the 
Substitute-A1ternate-De1egate shall be as outlined in "Handbook for 
De lega tes tt. 
Sec. 4: The terms of office shall be as follows: 
1. The term of the Delegate shall be three years. The Delegate 
shall be elected at the annual meeting in the years assigned to the associ-
ation by the rotation plan of the House of Delegates. The Delegate may 
riot be elected to more than two con::oec,utive tems. The Delegate shall 
assume office on the first" day of July following election. 
2. The term of the Alternate-Delegate shall be one year. In the 
event the Delegate is unable to attend the sessions of' the House of Delegates, 
the Alternate-Delegate shall, if' possible, attend the meetings and shall 
have all the powers, rights, and privileges of the Delegate. In case of' a 
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vacancy in the office of Delegate, the Alternate-Delegate shall, if eligible, 
complete the term of the Delegate or serve in the capacity of Delegate ~til 
the next annual meeting, at shich time a new Delegate shall be elected to 
complete the term. 
;. The Substi tute-Alternate-Delegate sha 11, in the event the 
Delegate and Alternate-Delegate are unable to attend the annual meetings 
of the House of Delegates, be appointed by the Executive Committee to 
represent the association. The person thus appointed shall have all the 
qualif'ications and shall be entitled to the same rights and privileges as 
the regularly elected delegates for those sessions of the Housw to which 
appointed. The Substitute-AI ternate-Delegate shall serve in the capacity 
of Delegate only at those sessions of the House to which appointed. 
Sec. 5: The Association shall, prior to each yearly meeting' of the 
A.O.T.A., determine the ext-ent of financial assistance to be giv'en to 
the Delegate for expenses incurred in discharging the duties of-this office. 
ARTICLE V 
Executive Committee 
Sec. 1: Members. 
1. The Delegate and the Alternate-Delegate shall be members of 
such board or committee. 
2. The elected off'icers shall be members of the Executive 
Committee. 
;. A representative of the members may be invited to partici-
pate at meetings at the discretion of' the Executive Committeeo 
Sec. 2: The duties of this committee shall be: 
1. To act for the association between meetings and in times of 
emergency when the membership as a whole may not be able to meet. 
2. To appoint officers, other than President, to complete the 
term of office in the event a vacancy occurs. 
;. To appoint a Substitute-AI ternate-Delegate as representa-
tive flar the association in a specific' session of the House of Delegates 
in the event the Delegate or Alternate-Delegate are unable to attend said 
session. 
Sec. ;: There shall be two kinds of meetings: 
1. Regular meet~ngs shall be held twice every year; a quorum 
shall be two-thirds of the members of this committee. 
'1i18 
2. Special meetings shall be called by the Presid-ent 'of the 
association, as necessary, who shall be responsible for the notification 
of the members" 
Sec. 4: All decisions and recommendations of the Executive Committee shall 
be reported to the membership at the annua 1 meeting. 
Sec. 5: Terms of office of the members and the filling of vacancies shall 
be as stated for "officers" in Article III, Section 4. 
ARTICLE VI 
Committees 
Sec. 1: The Program Committee shall be a standing committee. 
1. The purpose of the Program Committee shall be to plan and 
arrange for the social and educational programs presented at each meeting 
of the association. 
2. 'The chairman of the Program Committee sha 11 be the Vice 
President of the association. Members shall be appointed by the chair-
man of the committee. 
,. The term of office for the chairman and members of the 
committee shall be one year. 
Sec. 2: Standing and special committees shall be appointed by the Execu-
tive Committee as considered advisable. These committees shall be regulated 
in the same manner as the standing committee& 
ARTICLE VII 
Meetings 
Sec. 1: There shall be an annual meeting of the association in March, 
April, or May of each year. 
Sec. 2: There shall be one regUlar meeting of the association each year. 
Sec. ,: Special meetings may be called by the Executive Committee or the 
President as required. It ehall be the responsibility of the President to 
notify all members of special meetings and statement of business to be trans-
acted. All meetings shall be announced at least two weeks in advance. 
ARTICLE VIII 
Quorbln 
A quorum of all meetings shall be two-thirds of the membership thereof. 
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ARTIOLE IX 
Nominations and ilections 
Seoo 1 & Elections shall take place at the annual meeting of the Association. 
Sec. 28 The election of a nominating committee shall be made by the Execu-
tive Oommittee and. shall be elected by January 1st ot each year. 
Soc • .; & The duties of the nominating committee shall be to determine which 
offices are to be filled each year and. take aotion accordingly_ 
Sec. 48 The nominating committee shall prepare a slate of qualified can-
didates, distribute it to the members at least one month in advanoe of eleo-
tionF. 
Sec. 52 Offices of the Assooiation shall be voted upon by ballot at the 
annual meeting of the Assooiation. The majority determines the election. 
ARTICLE X 
Dues and Assessments 
Sec. 18 The Association ehall determine the amount of dues for eaoh year 
at the annual meeting. 
Sec. 28 Dues shall be payable on January 1st of eaoh year. 
1. Dues are to be considered delinquent after January ;lst of eaoh 
year. Delinquenoy shall prohibit members from the right to vote and hole. 
ofi'ice in the Association. 
2. For each month after January ;lst of each year, members who 
are delinquent in their dues shall be fined one dollar per month up to and 
inoluding the 6th month following said date. At this time suoh members 
shall be automatioally dropped from the organization. 
A"RTICLE XI 
Fiscal Year 
The fisoal year shall be from the first day of January of each year through 
the ;lst of Deoember. 
ARTIOLE XII 
Amendments 
This constitution may be amended by a two-thirds vote at any annual meeting 
if notice and copy of proposed ohanges have been sent to eaoh member of the 
Assooiation thirty days previously, and if the proposed amendment has been 
approved by the Exeoutive Committeeo 
ARTIOLE XIII 
Parliamentary Authority 
Exoept as otherwise provided 9 all meetings of this Association and commit-
tees shall be governed by the Parliamentary rules and procedures stipulated 




QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONSE OOMPILATION 
1st 2nd Remin- Not Un-
To whom sent Num. Ret. Hat .. dare Late Total Ans .. ~ claimed 
Occupational 
Therapists 26 14 2 4 ; 19 5 1;.1 2 
Reba hil ita tio n 8 4 ; ; 1 8 0 100.0 a 
State Health 9 a 1 4 4 4 9 0 100.0 0 
Hospitals 19 6 5 5 4 14 5 80.0 0 
Distriot 16 Nurses 2 4 
4 4 10 6 62.5 0 
Ranc1 om eampl- 18 5 4 a 2 12 6 67.0 a 
ing ')f'lura as 
TOTALS 96 ;2 22 20 17 72 22 80.4 2 
Notel a utah has two 3eetions of state Health Departmentsa(a) the 
state ~apitol~ and (b) Utah State Health Oenter. 
Find ings )f 1 leE' t"'ll .1n )ecupational Therapy lehool in Jtah 
Mere investigated t.hrough ;6iuestionnaires sent to 8 Occupational , 
Therapists in Ut~h, Statp , Haal t ', and Rah'""bilitatio' depar nents of the 
the seven ltates ,f \/1is JtudY$ nineteen lospitals ;hosen :rom utah's 
thirty-nine, district 'urses in iJtah. and ~ randr,m sampling from the 
nurses in a forty mile '''adius ·;)f Salt uake Ji ty; Ttah. 
An overa.ll 'i ',erage respom 
Two sources responded 100 per oent" 
from the quee ionnaire responses. 
of 80.4 per cent was represented • 
rhe following gives the percentages 
Overa'l aver'ge"esponees 80.4 
State iealth Jqpartment •••••• 100.0 
Rehabilitation lepartments" •• 100.0 
Hospitals •• 00 •••••• 0000"0 ... 80.0 
Distriot nurses .0QO'0000 •• " 62.5 
Occupational 'I'herapists"".""" 7,.1 
Returned unolaimed 0.00 ••••• " 2 
TABLE II 
REGISTErlED THErlAPISTS AND SHORTAGES 
-Registered 
Numbers of TheraEists 
Year Projected shortage 
TheraEiets needs estimated 
lS49 a 2S1100 6~OOO ;99°0 
1952 ;~800 8 j OOO 4 i 200 
1954 b ;~500 6 p540 5,040 
1955 ;)1896 10.500 6,600 
IS-56 5,080 10 9500 5,420 
1S'57 5~200 1,,000 8 j OOO 
Note& The small la i figures were given prior 
to and inoluding 1~4~. 
0 
b. This data was not given for the year 1~5.? 
o. This figure was a statistical report 
record. Other records show the figure 
of 6,600 for the year 1956. 
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TABLE V 
UTAH'S RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER WESTERN STATES IN POPULATION GROWTH 
POE u 1 a t ion G row t h 1950 to 195'"i 
-
State 8g. Area 1250 1955 1257 
Arizona 11;»580 749»587 99;,000 1,000,000 
Idaho 82,808 588,602 598~OOO 658,188 
Montana 146,;16 591,024 619,000 660,000 
Nevada 109,802 160,08; 210,000 247,000 
New Mexico 121$511 681,187 778,000 778,000 
Oregon ~6,,50 1,640,000 1,650,000 
~ 86,;46 658»862 - 762,000 8~OpOOO 
Wyoming 97,506 290,527 298,000 ;00,000 
HOSPITALS AND OOCUPATIONAL THERAPISTS 
State HosJl1tal Beds CccuEational TheraEists i:c·c;:" Vjj-Rep_ Beds 1956 1957 
redit ort- Reg. Reg .. 
ed. ing F.Tq P.T .. oth. F.T ~ PoT. Oth. 
Arizona 72 10 ;,260 6 6 7 7 1 5 
Idaho 54 5 1,612 4 4 4 5 ,; 
Montana 64 4 2,;80 2 1 ; 1 8 
Nevada 17 4 145 1 21 1 , 
New Mexico 54 6 1,248 6 6 5 5 
Oregon 1~ 9 7,10'; 12 12 25 19 21 
Utah 
...2L ..L 2,061 11 ..l2... -1 ..].g, .2 . _L 
Wyoming ~ 2 1~22l 7 7 7 1 1; 
--S'1 Area meane Square mile area. 
Note I Utah~ S oomparison with the surrounding states as to area, 
population, hospitals, beds, and therapists was evident. 
Reg. indioates registered, F.To means full time, 
PoTo means part time. 
Others would include students i clinioal affiliate£,. volun·· 
tee~ aides. Tho"o-h Utah ranks near the top in relationshi, 
to these surrounding statesg she is still below average of 
those states sponsoring an Occupational Therapy school in 
numbers, treatments» clinioal affiliates i therapists i and 
patients served in Occupational Therapy. 
TABLE VII 
ENROLLMENT DATA, OAPACITY, AND NEEDS 
Year Number Capacity Number Number 
of schools of schools enrolled &raduated 
lSt49 a 25 2,;00 1,700 
1952 27 ,,100 2,150 441 
b 1954 27 ;~100 400 
1955 29 ;,500 2,594 547 
1956 29 ,.500 2,600 500 
c 
1957 29 ;,500 2,289 600 
Note I a. Figures given were prior to and including 
1949. 
b. Data for 195; was not given. 
c. A figure according to a report from twenty-
eight schools. This may account tor the 
decrease as all did not report. In 1957 
one school was still on probationary ap-
proval 




1954 - - - - -
1955 -
1956 -
1957 - - - - -
Percentage 
- - - 20.5 
... - - - 21. 
.... - - - 191.'2 
- - - - 2612 
A steady increase in per cent 
who graduate was noted. 
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TABLK XII 
HOSPITAL BE~DS, FAOILIrrIU;S, AND ADMISSIONS FOR UTAHAUGUST 1 ~ 1957 
":::"i"' ___ ._--::-_s_6_r_v;;.,;:i:;.:rC::..,.;B::--__ .-::fa C 11 i tie !!.--1ll:.!_Q:tdl!lX'§. 
AM"E'ork CO\.lllty .;4 General 
Uta!l St .. Training 12 Psychiatric 
Uooley Memorial 32 General 
I ron Oounty 42 General 
Utah pe~menet 30 General 
U"S. Army Est. 20 General· 
Filmore L~D"So 25 General 
heber 17 General 
UoSoAg Hill Field 40 General 
Lehi 17 Generol 
Logan LoDoS" 88 General 
Beaver General 
Dr" I .. W" Allen 36 General 
Sanpete LoDaS" 28 General 
Oottonwood Materna 22 Maternity 
Jus b 18 General 
stg Benedict 170 General 
Thomas Dee 226 Genera 1 
ToB .. Sanatoria 100 TaBq 
Payson Oity ;5 General 
Uity- Co~nty 54 General 
Ut~n State 1372 Psychiatry 
Utan Valley 110 General 
Sevier Valley 27 General 
Salina General 
LoDoS .. Groves ,50 General 
holy uross ~2 General 
Pr:i.raary 70 Pediatric 
st ... VUirk.s 250 General 
Salt Lake Co 0 228 Gen. Psy. 
3nriner(j 60 Orthopedic 
Vets Admo (12th Av.1S~ GenoDT.B. 
Vetsu AdroQ(FtoDu) 546 Gen. Pey. 
Iiyde ~vlerto ria 1 12 
£'00e10 Valley ;6 
u.s" Arrny Tooele 15 
Tremonton Val 25 
Uintab County _ 29 
--··~fot.a~ra·--· 
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Note all hospitals of those l:etJad abovei B:Jproved for medical pur::)OSDS 
NOl.dd necessarily be accredited for Occupational 'llber-apy and oth;;H' paramod-
ical fit~lds. 12- stands for Occupational Ther&py. 15. Physical Therapy-. 
aa denQ+;,dB a type or form of OCQupational Therapy.(not accredited) 
b .. 'l'he or:ly clinical aftiliation in the St.ate .. 
~~4~~il6l1 inliicated tne nursespinternelhips p and trainee service offered. 
;2 HospitalS ~Jere a general typeg 4 paychiatricl1'; offered TQB .. ~ 1 orthopediC, 
1 lW1aterni.ty service ·WB.S listed. Two departments were under the one head at 
Veterans Administration. 
15'6 
UTAH AND EIGH'll STATES P.HESENll AND FUTUliE OCOUPATIONAL 
--::::. 
Na,1JJt:' DeEartrnenta Pat..i.:mts Affiliations 
now . ,Ela,nned now planned now ;elanned 
uta h 'e 0" 'II " 8 S 6 2 1~126 imanyB 1 .5 
Hospitals 7 5 619 ?59 a manyR 1 8 
Dietv Nurses 2 28 DmanyO , 
b 
Reha bi1itation 5 4 8,614 




40 17 12~187. __ ?59. __ -1 __ ,.J·L 
Note: 8c Only two reported. Several indicated DmanyO $ 
is great many morel ~ 9 exaot numbers unknownij. 
h. Only three reported p 
0. Only two gave numbers. 
d, Eight states reported. 
e. 1'here was onl" one in Utah. Both hospitals and 
Oooupational 1harapiste indioated the only affiliation. 
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TABLE XV 
PROFESSIONAL RESPONSES FOR BETTERMENT OF STAFF, DEPARTMENTS, STANDARDS. 
Name Rea ponaes 
Desire Support Department Medical Standards 
school school bettered staff' enhanced 
bettered 
Hospitals 1; 1; 9 10 1; 
O .. T" IS 16 16 16 16 
Dis. Nurses 9 7 6 8 
state Health 7 7 6 7 
Rehabili tation 7 7 5 
45 50 ;2 4; 28 
PROF'ESSIONAL RESPONSES- TOTALS AND PERCENTAGES 
Numbers Percentage 
Response Reporting Negative 
resEonses 
Desire school 45 ; 94 
Support school 50 7 88 
'Dep~ rtments ;2 6 84 
Med .. Staff ;2 4 91 
Standards en- 28 5 85 
hanced. 
iUNDOM SAMPtlING "OF NURSES 
O .. T .. aids patients 92 per cent o negative responses 
Appreoiate service 58 per oent o negative responses 
O.T. creates interest 92 per cent o n,rgative responses 
Need therapists 90 per oent 2 negative reapone es 
O.T. inadequate 75 per oent o negative ro.ponles 
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TABLE XVI 
GERIATRIO PEROENTAGE AND POPULATION COMPILATION 
UTAH IS RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER INTERMOUNTAIN STATES 
..... 
--L. II III IV V 
State 1940 1956 1957 
Popu1- per Popu1- Per cent Estimated 
ation oent ation total Population 
POEu1ation 
Utah }Op215 48.5 49,000 6.4 824 11 000 
Arizona 2},909 45.9 5;,000 6.4 1,084,000 
Idaho ;1,700 45.1 49,000 8.; 628,000 
Montana 251,161 50.1 59,000 9.6 64;,000 
Nevada 6,,800 76.5 1;,000 6.6 25~11000 
New Mexioo 2;,285 50.; ;9~OOO 5.; 827,000 
Oregon 92,728 51.0 15;,000 9.; 1,7;6,000 
Wyoming 12,588 51.; 22,000 7·5 ;24,000 
Note: 68,000 population basis was the average used for peroentages 
of geriatrics. Metropolitan Life Insurance Vital Statistios., 
1956, and 1957 was the source of the above data. 
TABLE X V I I 
PROFESSIONAL ATTITUDES TOWARD OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY 
Physicians 7~ per cent indicated need tor Occupational Therapy. 
2; per cent indicated essential. 
90 per cent indicated acts-of-daily-living important. 
68 per cent indicated pre-vocational experiences 
important. 
Welfare 74 pelr cent indicated Occupational Therapy was 
needed. 
85 per cent indicated it was essential. 
70 per centacts-of-daily-living needed. 
-80 per cent responded concerning Occupationa 1 
Therapy. 
Public Nurses ranked Occupational Therapy higher than other 







94 per cent indicated Occupational Therapy: was 
essential. 
70 per cent indicated acts-of-daily-living. 
important. 
100 per cent responded. 
8; per cent indicateci Occupational ~erapy was 
essential. 
;; Per cent indicated it was useful. 
67 per cent that acts-of-daily-living were im-
'portant. 
74 per cent indicated pl.".e-vocational exploration 
was needed. 
100 per oent indicated Oc~upational Therapy was 
essential. 
62 per cent indicated acts-of-daily-living im-
portant. 
50 per cent that pre-vocational e~ploration was 
important. _, 
85 per cent indicated Occupational Therapy essen-
tial. 
70 per cent that acts-of-daily- living important. 
81 per cent that Occupational Therapy was useful. 
80 per cent that Occupational Therapy was of 
great value. 
If Occupational Therapy is essential to these medical and para-
medical groups, then of necessity, therapists must be trained, im-
ported, or encouraged to come to Utah that the demand and supply 
might be met. 
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TABLE XVIII 
DETAILED REPORT OONOERNING UTAH'S DISABLED AND HANDICAPPED 
a 
!:rimary Children's Hospital Report of therapy, 1957 
,,;51 Ohildren Been at clinics, 
854 Admias ions 
7,150 Occupational Therapy treatments ( average of 20 patients 
a day ) 
8,47~ Physical Therapy 
1~U54 Speech TherapYi individual speech sessions. 
715 outpatients, and 416 inpatient sessions. 
17 Blind ohildrEn reoeive blind training daily 
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The hospital ~aB accredited~ residency approved by the 
Medical Assooiation and Internship approved. a Medical 
School affiliation reported; Professional Nursing School 
apPlJved i but no Oocupational Therapy affiliation waB offer-
ed. 






to 1;0 Children treated in Occupational Therapy or 
Occupational Therapy treatments given at three sep-
arate placeso ( Grameroy School~ Ogden, Utah, State 
Health Oenter, and special summer clinics.) 
People were rehabilitated. 
: Speech Internships were offered ~ but no Occupations 1 
Therapy affilationso 
Spriners 1~57 Intermountain Unit of the Mystic Shrine. 
1,241 Outpatients, ( the total Unit) 
41; in Utah j ( approximately) 
22~ Inpatients in the total Utah Unit. 
16 average in Utaho 




4;8.45 Homebound. ( This was the only figure for homebound 
found in the entire state.) 
No Occupational ~herapy was listed as being given to the 
above Educational numbers in the report. 
Unemployment. qecurity 1957 
New Applicants 
\ctive file 
. ..on agreement placements. 
TABLE X1X 
UTAH THERAPIST 
- PATIENT OVERLOAD 
Beda Pta" Pta. :: Basis 
per Pto Over-
Ther .. Load Load 
Occupational Ther .. 1,126 70,,'; ,0 40.; 
Hospitals 2»889 2»217a 1;8 .. 5 25-;0 108.5 
Hasp ,edo Rpt .. ;9061 ;~061 181.0 20-,0 151.0 
A 0 M .. A 0 Rpt. 49487 4,487 28000 20-25 245.0 
\ 
Rehabo Hndpo Rpt 19266 1,266 79.1 15 64.1 
b 
Emp. SecoDis .. Rpt. 1,766 1100; 15-20 90.; 
Primary Hospital 77 ;,;51 20904 15 194.4 
st. Health Rpt. 1i2;8 77.; 15 620; 
Note: a" Includes nineteen hospitals used for this figure. 
b. Those people on the active list and the new members 
only. 
pts. means patients. 
Ther. s ignif'ies therapists 
AMA. means Ame.rioan Med ica1 Aasoc 18 tion 
Empo Seo. Diso means Employment SeourityDlsab1ed Report. 
St. means State Health report. 
UTAH'S OCCUPATIONAL THERAPIST~)RESPONSES COl~CEBlUliG: OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY DEPARTMENTS, NEEDS .. AND FUTURE PLANS 
+ 
l'40 .. Therapists Patients treated additions to the Department Future plans Volunteers and 
OV8I"" 
in out load departments needs Aides. 
h - .., .... .... 
-"u ~ ItI'J "I + ~ l: c.- 1:' II) -v til'" - - U t:.t: s:'" OIl ..., IV 
.\.. L "" n "'ti"'" a -1-'" ~ 0 0 fI '- I e. E til lot 0-, 1. '1 -lC.." 
v til eI t;) ~ ~ ..... ""'" -.-:: U tD" L.... 0 ~ Q.." I) QI -J:: ... II' C _I d r: 
Q;j +- ,~ 0 -::,- ,.... .,. _ r-" flI..,.. () J; tI ~ _ "''''': 4U u" 
..Q ,~ .. ~ ~ ~.... ~ ~ -d : II () a.. .} I; U..c: :...c Q.. ~:s c- 1 0 ; -;:, ...c ~ ,.... tJ r ~ 
€ : - ~- Q:" ;- "1 3 a ~ >- C E .f :: ~ ~ -0 '" c.; :5 d ~..: ~ 0.£. +-;; ~ 3 :0 -I-
:5 ~:::r fti" Ct] > a Q..""t) Q.. c.., 0...,.J: 0 C ~ . 0 .::r 0 "-I.. Q L:: s:::' 
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x x x x x x 1 
x x x x x 1 :x: x 
2 M--r 16 1078 3838 48 225 13 1 3 3 5 3 3 9 13 8 12 7 7 12 10 8 :3 9 3 7 3 
Note: a Therapist was only a.b1e to work one-half a day. (b) Answers were to be unbiased .. and according 







HISTORICAL DATA QUESTIONNAIRE 
I-Name Home State 
Scho-o~l--g-r-a~d-ua--t-e~d-f~r-om~~-_-_-_-_-_-_-_--_-_-~-_-_-_-_-_--___________ ~y-e-a-r='============= 
2-What field do you represent? Orothoo _____ G.M.So Psychology ___ ___ 
Pede T .. B 0 Others --
- -
;-How long have you been at your present hospital 
-----------------------center Sanitoria 
----------------------------------
4-Did you open the depa rtment? yes ________ No ________ _ 
5-Was it a completed and eB'tablifrhed department? Yes_ No __ Partial_ 
6-Who was at your present center just prior to yours elf ? _______ _ 
______________ Registered? _Non-registered _____ _ 
7-What has been the new additions or improvements? Oomplete Few 
Some In the process - ---
What are the present needs? Better bldgso Need expansion Better 
equipment More Therapists A sohool-rrlthis area More-aids 9 
traomed ----Not More volunte;rs .,Others ----
- - --
Stt. DoT.' B 
--------------------------------------------------------
8-What plans would you like to seeoarried out for future needs: More 
therapists_ Enlargements_· __ A school in this a rea More DoT. 
departments ____ Others ______________________________________________ __ 
9-How many aids do you have under your supervision? ____________________ _ 
lO-How many registered therapists are a part of' your staff'? ______ _ 
Students 
-------
11-00 you have regular Daily ______ Weekly Volunteers ________ __ 
Trained Un-trained What organization do they represent? 
12-1£ you are not now active, would you please answer these above ques-
tions in connection with your last job? 
l;-Approximately how many pts do you ____ Did you ... · ___ Treat a day 
___ A week .. Out pts 0 Day Week Ie this 
considered an 6ver-load? __ Yes No ___________ _ 
l4-Past offices held, in the State organizations_National_As' c'ommi ttee-
membe'rs, __ As a grou.p organizer ___ As Pres. Vice Pres __ Sec __ 
Treasurer __ Historian_ Program_ Delegate __ To what others ___ _ 
l5-Would you support_Not support __ an OoT. school here in Utah? 
HOSPITAL QUESTIONNAIRE 
Check the answer that most aecurately applies to your organization. 
1- This hospital does have an occupational therapy department. 
yes_ does not_ partial_ unknown_ 
2- It has been established since 19 ___ 0 There are registered therapists 
in charge. 
1 2_;_ 4 5_ 6_ 7_ 8 
THERAPISTS 
,- An occupational therapy department is planned for use in: : 
2 yrs. ; yrso 5 yrs. ____ 
The estimated need for registered therapists in Occupational Therapy 
would be: unk now n __ 
full time part time__ none __ 
,y~ 5 yrs._ 2 yrso_ 
4- The number of beds in this hospital are...:--. 
will be in= 
2 yrso __ , yrso 5 yrso_ 
5- The number of patients receiving occupational therapy at this- time in 
this hospital are _____ o 
some partial none_ 
unknown __ 
6- The numbers of patients that would need and could be serviced by occu-
pational therapy if a school were available to supply the needed 
therapists. 
would not__ great deal __ ' paJrtial __ unknown __ 
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY DEPARTMENT 
7- This hospital would desire and support an occupational therapy depart-
ment if services from affiliated stUdents and trainees were possible 
from a school in this area. 
yes ____ would not___ great deal ___ partial ____ unknown ____ 
8- This hospital would desire and support a plan for trainees onclini-
cal affiliation services. 
yes_ would not_ some_great deal_ partial_ unknown_ 
SCHOOL 
9- This hospital would be interested in a professional dep'artm'ent as 
part of the medical program at the University to train regist'ered 
occupational therapists and future occupational therapy directors. 
yes_ would not __ some_great deal_ partial_ not known_ 
10- The total medical staff of this hospital would be benefitted from 
additional knowledge such a school would offer and provide. 
yes ____ would not ___ B~me ____ great deal ____ partial ____ hot known ____ 
11- This hospital's standard per treatment plan would be enhanced through 
an occupational therapy school with affiliated studentls program in 
this area. 
yes_ would not some_ great deal_ partial_ not'know~ 
a degree_ 
12- Patients serviced per day would be extended by an occupational therapy 
school to train needed therapists in this area. 
yes __ would not __ some_ great deal_ partial-.:.- not known_ 
1;- This hospital does have volunteers (non-registered or untrained 
therapists) to alleviate some of the needs a school might offer through 
its clinical affilliations plane. 
yes__ does not_ few_ great extent_ not knowo __ 
VOLUNTEER PROGRAM 
14- The volunteer service of this hospital would be greatly benefitted 
by trained therapist's lectures or classes offered in occupational 
therapy flor more prof1essional services rendered. 
ye8 ___ would not_, __ some ____ great deal ____ partial ____ not known ____ 
15- Additional services this hospital needs not included above and that 
are a part of needs for occupational therapyare. __________ _ 




Check the blank that is most accurate in applying to your area. 
1- The number servioed in your area by Rehabilitation are ____ __ 
2- The number of rehabilitation Centers, as such, in this state are: 
some____ none ____ 
few 
,_ 4_ 5_ 6 7_ 8_ 9_ 10_ 
,- Vooational Rehabilitation in this state does utilize Occupational 
Therapy exploration. 
ye8_ doeer not_ some_ partial_ unknown_ 
4- Rehabilitation would exhibit great interest in a school to train 
therapists to more adequately supply pre .... vocational exploration in 
this state. 
yes ____ would not ____ some ___ a degree ____ partial ____ unknown~ 
5- My state could be aided by pre-vocations 1 rehabilitation experience 
if such were available. 
yes ____ could not ____ some ____ a degree____ unknown ____ 
great deal 
6- Rehabilitation would be in favor with and support a program making 
available more trained occupational therapists for cooperation with 
your program. 
yes __ would not_ great deal __ partial_unknown __ 
PRE-VOCATIONAL EXPLORATION 
~- There are pre-vocational exploration programs in this state. 
yes____ partial ____ unknown ____ 
some none ____ 
1_ 2_ ,_ 4- 5_ 6_ 
8- It is connected with or combined with occupational therapy ____ __ 
a workshop ___ school ___ clin1c ___ hospital ___ other ___ 
9- The present facilities are adequate and available as: 
(a) closed shop ______ _ 
(cb) open-work shop ________ _ 




none ___ _ 
:'8 
10- My state would be aided by pre-vocational exploration if more registered 
and trained occupational therapists were available. 
yes_ would not __ some_ great deal __ partial_ unknowu_ 
11- Pre-vocational experiences would aid in hastening rehabilitation place-
ment possibilities. 
yes ____ would not ____ some----6reat deal~ partial ____ unknow~ 
Other needs not 11ete~ above. 
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STATE HEALTH DEPARTMENT A~m PUBLIC HEALTH NUIiSEO 
Check the answer that most accurately applies to your organization. 
1. The number of Occupational Therapy departments known in this State by your 
program as noted from your reports are . some few 'partial 
- - - ---
none ur~nown • 1 23456 7 89 '10 Q 
--------- --
2. The Health department1s estimated needs for Occupational Therapy in this 
State would be some ____ few ____ a great many more than 
at present unknown 
----
,. This department believes there is a shortage of Occupational Therapists 
in this area that such a school would help alleviate through its clinical 
affiliation program. ____ would not ____ partially ____ a great deal ____ 
unknown 
----Patient-Load and care. 
4. The numbers of.' geriatrics in this state needing Occupational Therapy are 
some a few _____ the estimated number of a great 
deal unknown • 
------- ------
5. The numbers of Home-bound patients that could benefit from Oocupational 
Therapy programs are some _ few _ partial __ none_ un-
known • 
6. The numbers of Home-bound patients in this State are few 
some _ partial none __ _ great number ___ unknown __ _ 
7 .• The numbers of patients given an adequate home-bound or field-area service 
in Occupational Therapy are ___ some few_ partial _ none_ 
unknown 
---
8. The numbers of handicapped this department servioes are some 
few a great deal partially unknown • 
School. 
9. This State would supnort a plan for an Occupational Therapy Sohool in 
the area. __ wo~ld not_ partially _ to a great extent _ unknown. 
10. This State would support a plan for an Occupational Therapy School in the 
Intermountain area if centrally located at the Medical Sohool of this 
area ____ would not ____ partially ___ a great degree unknown __ • 
11. This State would be interested in a program to train Oocupational Thera-
pists that a school would offer. ____ would not ___ partially ____ agree 
there is a therapist-shortage ___ unknown ____ others ______________ __ 
12. This department lIIould. be enhanced by knowledge- and ti"aining to staft and 
personnel~ that suoh a school would offer ____ • would not ___ some ___ 
a great deal. partially unknown • 
1;0 The present Occupational Therapy program in this State is/or oonsists of 
a well organized program., does not partially __ to a degree 
a great number not knowno_' __ 
Dea r Professiona I Worker: 
I am inviting you to be a part of a Master Thesis "The Need f'or 
an Occupational Therapy School in Utah"U 
Your ideas are vital as background data and will become part of 
the proof for the need of a B'choolo 
Immediate efforts to answer the questionnaire below and returned 





Check the answers that most nearly describe your own observations of 
pa tients reactions to Occupationa I Therapy" before and after you ca re 
for them. 
J10 
1- This department has found Occupational Therapy aids the general well-
being of patients under our care. 
yes ____ would not ____ some ____ great deal ___ partial ___ unknown __ _ 
2- This department would appreciate services rendered to us that a school 
of instruction would provide to acquaint nurses with purposes and 
value of Occupational Therapy. 
yes ___ would" not ___ ·some ____ great deal ____ partial ____ unknown ____ 
,- rrhe nurses of my floor find a need f'or more trained therapists that 
a schoolis clinical affiliations would supply. 
ye6_ does not __ some_ great deal_ partial __ unknown __ 
4- Occupational Therapycreatee better interest and atroos phere of the 
ward and hospital in general. 
yes __ does not_ aome __ great deal_ partial __ unknow~ 
5- My observations of Occupational Therapy is 9 the service in this 
hospital is adequate to meet the needs of' the patients!> 
yes __ is not_ few_ partial~ unknow~ 
6- My observations concerning Occupational Therapy not mentioned above 
are: (list below any items you have gleaned, that patients have men-
tioned 9 or that you would 1 ike to know a bout it,,) 

. 
LETTER 0' INTRODUCTION 
Dear Sir', 
!Our cooperation is urgently aaked in making a 
'survey and foraing baaic historical background of the 
needs in this area for an Occupational Therapy Scbool 
to train therapists, thus eaaing the present shortage 
in Utah. 
This letter in.ites your Terifioation, approval 
tor data, and participation through the enclosed quest'-
ioonaire, in a Master's Theais J • The Need for an Oocup-
stional Therapy School in Utah.' 
Your hospital's information and statistios are 
Titslly important in compiling the background needs as 
part ot the proof required to indicate possibilities for 
such a school. 
Immediate etforts on your part to complete and 
return the que.ti6nnaire will indeed be appreciated. 
Your. re'pecttully, 
111 
LETTER OF REMINDER' 
~Dear Sil"l 
Recently you received a short, conciee questionnaire re-
gardings Master's Thesie, I Need tor an Occupational Therapy 
School,' or information tor historical background concerning 
your state '8 Occupational '.therapy program. 
It is urgently needed in compiling basic statistics ae 
proof ot the need in your State and tor beginning a hietory ot 
Occupational 'therapy in this area. 
Each item on the short queetionnaire is vital, pertinent 
material. Youranewers are needed in the study. You play an 
important part in it. 
I realize you are buey with other neceseary and time 
consuming activitie., but _y I urge you to till out the quest-
ionnaire today and return it that the study _y be completed by 
August 10. Your help will be greatly appreciated. 
Respeotfully yours, 
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